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Astronomy in Austria

NACO Pupil-stabilised Coronography
Images from VLTIWandering in the Redshift Desert                                                                The Messenger                                     No. 137 – September 2009The OrganisationAstronomy in Austria
Sabine Schindler 1                                 a very wide range: from solar physics at        of extending international collaborations,                                                   Graz1; astroseismology, the late stages of      of enhancing public outreach activities                                                   stellar evolution, planetary systems,           and of increasing the publication rate (see1    Institute of Astro- and Particle Physics,     the interstellar medium, the Milky Way,         Figures 2, 3 and 4). Eventually, the ESO     University of Innsbruck, Austria              structure of galaxies, galaxy clusters,         accession document was signed in 2008                                                   the history of astronomy and participation     (see the ESO press release of 30 June                                                   in the CoRoT and Herschel missions              2008) and ratified in February 2009. Austria officially became the fourteenth          at Vienna 2; to planetary nebulae, novae, ESO member in June 2009. A brief                  galaxy structure, galaxy clusters               With Austria’s new place in the interoutline of the recent developments and            and astroparticle physics at Innsbruck 3.      national scientific community confirmed scientific highlights of astronomical                                                             by its accession to ESO, further devel research in Austria is presented. Having                                                          opment is secured. In Innsbruck a new started from a relatively low level a few         Recent developments                             full professorship was recently filled in years ago, astronomical research is                                                               astroparticle physics, in Vienna two new now expanding very rapidly thanks to              For many decades it was the goal of             full professors for astrophysics are in the accession to ESO.                             Austrian astronomers to join ESO. For         the process of being appointed and in                                                    tunately, accession to ESA was achieved        Innsbruck two more astronomy(-related)                                                   in 1987, but accession to ESO proved to         full professorships are planned, to beResearch in astronomy in Austria is con-           be more difficult. There were several           announced in 2010. So from the low stateducted at three universities: the University       attempts and a lot of effort spent by the       in 2001, with just one full professorshipof Vienna at the Institute of Astronomy;           scientists to convince the relevant author-     in astronomy, with three more filled beforethe University of Innsbruck at the Institute       ities that ESO membership is a must for         the ESO accession and the five new onesof Astro- and Particle Physics; and                an active astronomical community. Sev-          in prospect, there will be nine full profes-the University of Graz at the Institute for        eral studies evaluating the quality of the      sors within a few years, i.e. an increasePhysics. Some additional astronomy or              institutes and the scientists were con-         by a factor of nine over ten years. Thisrelated research is conducted at various           ducted. Astronomers have made increas-          development allows an optimistic view ofother places such as the Institute for             ing efforts over recent years to increase       the future of Austrian astronomy.Space Research of the Austrian Academy             national and international visibility, work-of Sciences in Vienna. In total there are          ing towards eventually securing a positive      Furthermore, the number of sciencecurrently 27 staff members and many                result. These efforts included the acquisi-     topics being pursued has developed inyoung people working at the three univer-          tion of an increasing number of grants          recent years. Previously the Austriansity institutes. The research topics cover         (from national and international sources),      strength was mainly in stellar astrophys-

                                                                                                                          Figure 1. The Institute
                                                                                                                          of Astronomy at the                                                                                                                          University of Vienna.
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50                                                                                                              The Austrian Society for Astronomy and                                                                                                                Astrophysics40                                                                                                                In order to adequately represent the Aus-                                                                                                                trian astronomical community in pursu-30                                                                                                              ing the accession to ESO, the Austrian                                                                                                                Society for Astronomy and Astrophysics                                                                                                                (ÖGAA) was founded in 2002. This was20                                                                                                              an important step towards ESO member-                                                                                                                ship, but, increasingly, it also serves                                                                                                                many other purposes. This society holds10                                                                                                                an annual meeting, at which all Austrian                                                                                                                astronomers meet to present new results                                                                                      Staff                     and discuss new developments. The 0                                                                                    PostDoc      2004           2005          2006           2007           2008                 PhD                                                                                                                society performs joint public outreach                                                                                                                activities, keeps in contact with amateurFigure 2. Growth in the total number of personnel at the three university astro-                                astronomers and supports young people.nomical institutes in Graz, Innsbruck and Vienna over the last five years. Whilethe permanent staff numbers have stayed almost constant, there is a clearincrease in the number of postdocs and PhD students. In 2009 an even greaterincrease in these numbers is expected.                                                                          Scientific highlights
                                                                                                                Austrian astronomy can look back on a
ics, but there are now several active                      As in the rest of Europe, the Bachelor/              long history of astrophysics, including theextragalactic groups, along with more                      Master system was also introduced in                 Nobel laureate Victor Franz Hess, whoconnections to other fields such as math-                  Austria. While the Universities of Graz              discovered cosmic rays in 1911. Nowa-ematics and computer science, a natu-                     and Innsbruck offer a Bachelor of Physics            days many modern science topics areral extension because of the large numer-                  and a Master of Physics, which include               addressed, of which a few recent high-ical simulations performed by some                         many astrophysics courses, the Univer-               lights are selected and presented here.groups. This year has also seen the                        sity of Vienna offers a Bachelor of Astron-establishment of astroparticle physics in                  omy and a Master of Astronomy. AllAustria (including membership of the                       three universities also offer a PhD pro-High Energy Stereoscopic System [HESS]                     gramme, partly in connection with doc-collaboration).                                            torate schools.Figure 3. Number of refereed publications resulting from the three                 Figure 4. Acquired grants (in €) for the three Austrian universityuniversity astronomy institutes in Austria over the last five years.               astronomy institutes over the last four years.
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Towards a new Maunder Minimum?

 The current solar activity minimum is
 longer lasting than previous ones (up to around 1900). Will there be a new pro- longed phase of strongly reduced solar activity like that during the Maunder Mini- mum, which lasted from 1645–1715 and coincided with the peak of the “little Ice Age” in Europe? The activity of the Sun is monitored and “space weather”, which is strongly influenced by solar activity, is studied. Solar activity influences the ioni- sation of the upper atmosphere and the propagation of radio signals and GPS signals can be severely disturbed (see the depiction in Figure 5). Due to the ex- panding atmosphere, satellite orbits can become unstable and the radiation can endanger human activities in space. At the solar monitoring observatory atKanzelhöhe, data are taken and used incombination with other observations topredict the upcoming solar activity maxi-mum. The first predictions for the newmaximum (2011) were revised and thenext maximum is expected to occur twoor three years later, and its amplitudeis predicted to be lower than the previous       In this clumpy gas new stars can form, so      Figure 5. The solar wind interacting with the Earth’s                                                                                                magnetosphere. It compresses the magnetosphereone. Applying methods of nonlinear               that the star formation rate is increased                                                                                                on the side facing the Sun. This can cause magneticdynamics, it has been shown that solar           considerably by the stripping process,         storms and, during strong solar events, such asactivity behaves regularly on a longer           and in extreme cases the increase in star      flares or coronal mass ejections, even power lines onterm basis, but is affected by the onset of      formation can even be up by a factor of        Earth can fail.chaos on smaller scales (Brajša et al.,          ten (Kronberger et al., 2008). Interestingly2009). For these calculations solar activ-       the stars not only form in the disc, butity proxies have been used (such as cos-         also in the wake behind the galaxy. Many       Figure 6. Simulation of a galaxy moving through the                                                                                                intracluster gas. The interstellar medium is strippedmogenic isotopes).                               of these stars are not bound to the gal-       off by ram pressure and forms clumpy structures                                                 axy, so that we have found a process that      behind the galaxy. In these structures stars, which                                                 produces a population of new stars in          are no longer bound to the galaxy, can form.Star formation between galaxies
While it was thought previously that gal-          *DVGHQVLWL\
axy evolution is mainly determined by              GLVWULEXWLRQinternal processes, it is now clear thatthe environment plays an important role.Ram-pressure stripping of galaxies in                                                                                                   W 0\Uclusters (removal of the interstellar medi-um by the pressure of the intracluster                                                                                     W 0\U  medium) in particular has turned out to  be much more efficient than previously                             F                                                                NS                                      W 0\U  thought (Rödiger & Hensler, 2005;                                                                                 Schindler et al., 2005; Domainko et al.,  2006). Therefore numerical simulations of  spiral galaxies moving through the intra                                       W 0\U                             6XUURXQGLQJ  cluster medium have been performed. It                                                                                  JDVGHQVLWL\  was found that gas is stripped, not simply                                                                              ´ t JFP   dispersed, into the intracluster medium,  and it becomes clumpy, due to external                                                                                  YUHODWLYH NPV                                                           W 0\U  pressure and radiative heating (Figure 6).
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                                                                                                           structure accumulate with age. Important                                                                                                           examples are convective overshooting                                                                                6'66-             /HR$                       /HR,,                                                            and rotational mixing during the central                                                                                                           hydrogen-burning phase that determine                               /HR,                                                80D                    the mass of the helium core, but which                               6H[WDQV                                   80L                               are not well understood. The analysis of                                                                                                           radial and non-radial stellar oscillations                                                                      'UDFR                                                                                                           can be used to constrain the mass of the                                                                                                           helium core. Although all giants are ex-                                                                                                           pected to oscillate, it has hitherto been                                                                                                           unclear whether non-radial modes are                                                                                                           observable at all in red giants, or whether         &0D                                          6JU                                                  the oscillation modes have a short or a                                                       1*&                                            long mode lifetime, which determines the                &DULQD                                                                                                           observational precision of the frequen-                                                  7XFDQD                         /0&                                                                               cies. Using data from the CoRoT mission,                                                                         3HJDVXV                                  60&                                                                      radial and non-radial oscillations were           δ Ũ                                                                                                           detected in more than 300 giant stars                                                                                                           (De Ridder et al., 2009). For at least some                           )RUQD[                            3KRHQL[ 6FXOSWRU               &HWXV                                           of the giants, the mode lifetimes are of                                                                                                           the order of a month. So far, no satisfac-                                                                                                           tory theoretical explanation currently ex-Figure 7. The disc of                                      structure formation theory. Detailed mod-       ists for these observations.satellites around the                                                           elling of the evolution of such tidal dwarfMilky Way.                                                           galaxies in their host’s potential shows                                                           that they are not easily destroyed by the       Public outreachthe space between the galaxies (Kapferer                   host tide or their own internal energyet al., 2009). The required densities for                  release due to star formation (Hensler et       To “share exciting discoveries and thethis process to take place are not as high                 al., 2004; Recchi et al., 2007). This issue    beauty of the Universe with the broadas expected: ram pressure with star for-                   combines two effects seen in the satellite      public” (as phrased by ESO), has been, ismation can also take place at distances                    galaxies surrounding our Milky Way: first,      and will, of course, be an important goalof 1 Mpc from the cluster centre, i.e. it is               there are far fewer than expected from          for Austrian astronomers in the future.expected that this is a very common                        the Lambda Cold Dark Matter (LCDM)              Promotion of astronomy to the Austrianprocess.                                                    cosmology; and, secondly, the eleven           public will be enhanced by membership                                                            brightest satellites of the Milky Way lie      of ESO through the, already widespread,                                                            more or less in the same plane (see Fig-       activities that have taken place, partlyGalaxy mergers and the origin of satellite                  ure 7 and Kroupa et al., 2005) and rotate      within the framework of the Internationalgalaxies                                                    with the same spin direction as the orbit      Year of Physics 2005, the International                                                           vector. This phenomenon leads one to           Heliophysical Year 2007 and the Interna-Gravitational tides are widely understood                   argue that it can only be explained if the     tional Year of Astronomy 2009. Suchto strip and destroy galactic substruc-                     satellites were created a long time ago        activities comprise: lectures at varioustures. In the course of a galaxy merger                     through collisions between younger gal-        types of adult education centres, elemen-compressive tides may develop and pre-                      axies, i.e. be of tidal origin (Metz et al.,   tary and secondary schools (see Fig-vent star-forming regions from dissolving,                2009). As a very strong but logical con       ure 8), universities and clubs (like Rotaryafter they have condensed to form clus-                     sequence, the satellite galaxies should        Clubs, Lions Clubs, etc.); advanced train-ters of stars. A statistical study of such                  also be free of dark matter, a finding that    ing courses for school teachers; regularcompressive modes of the galaxy merger                      stands in fundamental conflict with kine-      (and irregular) guided tours, includingin NGC 4038/39 (the Antennae) showed                        matically derived total masses for these       public use of telescopes at our institutes;that around 15 % of the disc material                       dwarf galaxies.                                various open air activities, partly in coop-undergoes compressive tides at the peri-                                                                   eration with amateur astronomers; indoorcentre (Renaud et al., 2008). In addition,                                                                 activities at, say, shopping centres, fairssecondary structures form when gas-                        Detection of non-radial oscillation modes       and the like; an annual Austrian astron-rich galaxies interact: conservation of                    with long lifetimes in giant stars              omy day; popular articles for newspapersangular momentum and energy leads to                                                                      and magazines; exclusive interviews forexpanding tidal arms which fragment and                    Towards the ends of their lives, stars like     the press, as well as for radio and TV sta-form star clusters of varying size up to                   the Sun expand greatly to become red            tions; and last, but not least, answeringdwarf galaxy type objects. The formation                   giant stars. Such evolved stars can pro-        the widely varied questions sent in byof such “tidal dwarf galaxies” is therefore                vide stringent tests of stellar theory, as      telephone or e-mail on phenomena in thean inherent part of any cosmological                       many uncertainties in the internal stellar       night and day sky.
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This list of outreach activities could easily
be extended. It is expected that this kindof work will certainly “wax, rather thanwane”. Austrian astronomers are pleasedto react to their new membership atESO, not only with respect to an improvedscientific output, but also in regard toan increased interaction with the pub-lic. After all, Austrian taxpayers (also)have the right to know what happenswhen their money is spent on “heavenlymatters”.References

Brajša, R. et al. 2009, A&A, 496, 855
De Ridder, J. et al. 2009, Nature, 459, 398Domainko, W. et al. 2006, A&A, 452, 795Hensler, G., Theis, C. & Gallagher, J. S. 2004, A&A,	 426, 25Kapferer, W. et al. 2009, A&A, 499, 87Kronberger, T. et al. 2008, A&A, 481, 337Kroupa, P., Theis, C. & Boily, C. M. 2005, A&A, 431,	 517Metz, M. et al. 2009, MNRAS, 394, 2223Recchi, S. et al. 2007, A&A, 470, L5Renaud, F. et al. 2008, MNRAS, 391, L98                Figure 8. Children atRödiger, E. & Hensler, G. 2005, A&A, 433, 875          a 3D presentationSchindler, S. et al. 2005, A&A, 435, L25               of simulated galaxies.Links
1    http://www.uni-graz.at/igamwww2    http://astro.univie.ac.at3    http://astro.uibk.ac.at

Adriaan Blaauw, the former ESO Director
General (1970–1974), paid a return visitto ESO Headquarters on 16 July 2009.He is shown here seated in the librarywhere he was consulting the Oort Library,donated by the late Jan Hendrik Oortto ESO. Adriaan Blaauw, now aged 95, isthe author of ESO’s Early History and setup the ESO Historical Archives collection,which is housed at ESO headquarters.During his visit he reviewed the collectionand was able to include some additionalhistorical documents.
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A section of the 130-metre-long VLTI
                                       Telescopes and Instrumentation
tunnel showing the tracks on whichcarriages for the reflectors of thedelay lines run and adjustment worktaking place.Telescopes and Instrumentation
Direct Imaging of Exoplanets and Brown Dwarfs with the
VLT: NACO Pupil-stabilised Lyot Coronagraphy at 4 µm
Markus Kasper 1                                  Table 1. Possible planetary-mass companions discovered by direct imaging.
Paola Amico 1Emanuela Pompei 1                                Object       Contrast (mag)     Separation (arcsec.)    Discovery instrument and referenceNancy Ageorges 2                                 2M1207 b     DJ = 7             0.77                    NACO Broadband                                                              DH = 5.7                                   (Chauvin et al., 2005)Daniel Apai 3                                                              DK = 5Javier Argomedo 1                                             DL = 3.6Nick Kornweibel 1                                GQ Lup b     DH = 6             0.73                    NACO BroadbandChris Lidman 1                                                DK = 6.2                                   (Neuhäuser et al., 2005)                                                              DL = 5.8                                                 Beta Pic b   DL = 7.7           0.41                    NACO L;1                                                                                                        (Lagrange et al., 2009)    ESO2                                                HR 8799 b    DJ = 13.9          1.73                    Keck NIRC2/Gemini NIRI Broadband,  Max-Planck-Institut für extraterres-                                                              DH = 12.6                                  ADI    trische Physik, Garching, Germany                         DK = 11.8                                  (Marois et al., 2008)3    Space Telescope Science Institute,                         DL = 10.5   Baltimore, USA                               HR 8799 c    DJ = 12.2          0.95                    Keck NIRC2/Gemini NIRI                                                              DH = 11.6                                  (Marois et al., 2008)                                                              DK = 10.9                                                              DL = 9.5NACO is the versatile adaptive optics                                                 HR 8799 d    DJ = 12.9          0.63                    Keck NIRC2/Gemini NIRIassisted near-infrared instrument at                          DH = 11.6                                  (Marois et al., 2008)the VLT. Among its many modes it                              DK = 10.9offers spectral differential imaging that                     DL = 9.4efficiently enhances the contrast insearches for faint companions. Re-               ing problem and corresponding improve-                 tage of adaptive optics (AO) assistedcently, an additional method to calibrate        ments in ground-based instrumentation                  L-band over shorter wavelength observquasi-static speckles through angu-              and observing strategies have recently                 ations is the better and more stablelar differential imaging has been devel-         led to the first direct images of planetary-           image quality, with Strehl ratios welloped, offering the option to operate             mass companions around the early-type                  above 70 %, and sometimes as high asNACO in a pupil-tracking mode. Using             (around A5) stars HR8799 (Marois et                    85 %, thus reducing speckle noise andthis new mode, in combination with               al., 2008) and Beta Pic (Lagrange et al.,              facilitating point spread function (PSF)Lyot coronagraphy and an optimal                 2009). Table 1 lists possible planetary-               subtraction. All these advantages morechoice of observing wavelength in the            mass companions discovered by ground-                  than compensate for the increased skythermal infrared around 4 µm, allows             based direct imaging, together with their              background in the thermal infrared.NACO to reach unprecedented sensitiv-            separation and the contrast in magni-ities for masses of companions for               tudes to their host stars in various bands.            In the following, we describe the scienceall but the hottest exoplanets, beginning                                                               requirements for high-contrast imagingto open up the mass domain targeted              The advantages of the thermal infrared,                and the technical tests that were carriedby future instruments such as SPHERE.            especially the long end of the L-band,                 out with NACO in pupil-tracking mode                                                 have only recently been realised (e.g.,                using the NB4.05 filter with and without                                                 Kasper et al., 2007; Janson et al., 2008).             the 0.7-arcsecond diameter stop ofFor about half a decade surveys for plan-        This wavelength range offers consid                   the Lyot coronagraph. This combinationetary-mass companions have been car-             erable advantages compared to shorter                  of NACO instrument settings (Pupil Stabi-ried out in the near-infrared (near-IR) by       wavelengths, the most important one                    lised Coronagraphy at 4 µm, hereafterthree methods: broadband imaging (e.g.,          being the improved contrast of planetary-              denoted PSC4Mu) is identified as the cur-Chauvin et al., 2003; Masciadri et al.,          mass companions with respect to their                  rently most sensitive mode for planetary-2005); spectral differential techniques in       host stars. Models predict H–L colours                 mass companion detection in the closenarrowband filters inside and outside the        of around 2 mag for a 1000 K companion                 vicinity of bright stars, worldwide. UsingH-band, using the methane absorption             (a 5 Jupiter mass [MJ ] object at an age of            it, NACO is even sensitive to massfeatures to subtract speckle noise effi-         30 Myr or a 30 MJ object at 1 Gyr) and an              regimes similar to the ones that will beciently (called spectral differential imaging    H–L colour ~ 4.5 mag for a 350 K com-                  become accessible with SPHERE, albeit[SDI]; see, for example, Biller et al.,          panion (1 MJ at 30 Myr or 5 MJ at 1 Gyr).              at larger orbital separations. Hence,2007); and using angular differential            Obviously, the L-band offers tremendous                NACO PSC4Mu will be able to nicelyimaging techniques (ADI; see Lafrenière          gains for observing lower mass and old-                complement detections with SPHERE inet al., 2007). In addition, specialised          er objects. As an example, the planetary-              the thermal IR.instruments (e.g., NICI at Gemini South          mass companion to the brown dwarfand HiCiao at Subaru) that even combine         2M1207, or the companions of HR 8799H-band SDI with ADI recently began               (see Table 1), have an L-band contrast                Science requirementsoperation and are expected to produce            with respect to their host stars which isfirst results very soon. The improved            about 2 magnitudes more favourable                     Burrows et al. (2003) explored the spec-understanding of the high-contrast imag-         than in the H-band! An additional advan-               tral and atmospheric properties of brown
8           The Messenger 137 – September 2009
                                                                                                                 Figure 1. Absolute flux       Filter   l1 [µm]    l 2 [µm]   Table 2. Filter widths                         )    '        *                                                                         density of giant exoplan-                                    assumed for the con-                                                                                       §L                                                    J        1.20       1.25                                                                                                                 ets in the near- to mid-                                     trast analysis. The filters                                                                                                                                               H        1.55       1.60                                                                                                                 IR. For reference, the                                       are assumed to transmit                                                                                                              black lines indicate the      K        2.05       2.15       all radiation between                                                                                                                 flux of a K0 star located     L;       3.50       4.10       limits l1 and l 2 and                                                                                                                 at 10 pc in several filters   4 µm     4.0        4.10       block it completely out-                                                                                                                 (see Table 2).                                               side these limits.%KTW:)X<
                                                                                                                                               The price to be paid when observing in
                                                                                                                                               the thermal IR is the reduced sensitiv-             l                                                                                                                              ity because of the increased sky back-                                                                                                                                               ground. On Paranal, for example, the                                                                                                 *                                         t ypical instrumental background (sky +                                                                                                 *                                          telescope)1 in the H-band is 14.4 mag                                                                                                 *                                         arcsecond – 2, while the background                                                                                                 *RS@Q                                       in L-band is 3.9 mag arcsecond – 2. Using             l                                                                                                                             the NACO exposure time calculator                            
          
        
                                      
                                          (ETC), background-limited 5s detection                                           6@UDKDMFSG:§L<                                                                                     of magnitude 16.3 point sources is pos                                                                                                                                               sible in 2 hours using the NB4.05 filter  dwarfs cooler than the latest known                         trast advantage increases towards lower                                          (i.e. the red end of L; filter, which is best  T dwarfs. Their focus was on the yet-to-                    effective temperatures and thus toward                                           for exoplanet detection), while in the  be-discovered free-floating brown dwarfs                    older and lower mass planets.                                                    same time in the NB1.64 filter (H-band,  in the Teff range from ~ 800 to ~ 130 K                                                                                                      SDI-like filter width), sources as faint  and with masses from 25 to 1 MJ . Evo                      Based on these simulated spectra, the                                            as 21.7 mag can be detected. As shown lutionary models were used to determine                      contrasts were calculated for the spectral                                       in Figure 3, H-band and 4 µm filters have Teff as a function of age and mass, and                      regions/filters listed in Table 2. For each                                      a similar background-limited sensitivity atmospheric models were used to calcu-                       near-IR band, the regions with the most                                          for ~ 300 K objects, while the H-band is late the resulting spectra. Burrows et                       favourable possible contrasts (unaffected                                        more sensitive for warmer objects (i.e. al. (2003) concluded that studies in the                     by molecular absorption) are used in the                                         the H–4-µm colour varies between 4.5 mid-infrared could assume a new, per-                        comparisons. While the planet/star con-                                          for Teff = 300 K and 2 for Teff = 850 K). haps transformational, importance in                         trast ratio is fairly similar in the near-IR                                     Objects with temperatures around 300 K the understanding of the coolest brown                       (J, H, K) for all values of Teff, it is clear that                               would be detectable in both filters up to dwarfs and giant exoplanets. The mod-                        the contrast at 4 µm is always superior                                          about 10 pc distance (the absolute mag- elled spectral energy distributions (SEDs)                   to that in the near-IR by factors between                                        nitude is similar to the background-limited provided by Burrows were used for the                        ~ 5 (at 800 K) and ~ 50 (at 300 K), as evi-                                      detectivity), while a 600 K planet would analysis and conversion between point                       dent from Figure 2.                                                              be detected up to a distance modulus spread function contrast and detectable                                                                                                       of ~ 3 mag or 40 pc at 4 µm and up to a planet mass.                                                                                                                                  distance modulus of 5.7 or 140 pc in
 Since the radius of a giant planet rapidly                                             l
 converges to around 1 Jupiter radius (RJ ) and surface gravity effects play only a minor role, the planet’s spectrum is pri-                                              l marily determined by the planet’s effec-                                                         %KTWQ@SHN:/K@MDS*RS@Q<
 tive temperature, which is a function of its
                                                                                        l mass and age. Figure 1 shows the abso- lute flux of giant exoplanets in the near- to mid-IR for different effective tempera-                                                l tures. The red lines indicate the flux of a K0 star located at 10 parsecs (pc) in sev- eral filters for reference. The non-black-                                             l                                                                                                                                                                              Figure 2. Contrast ratio body SED with pronounced absorption in                                                                                                                                       of a planet to host the H2O, CH4 and NH3 molecular bands                                                                                                                                         K0 star as a function of is striking. It is also apparent from this                                             l                                                                                  the planet’s effective                                                                                                                                                               'A@MC         temperature for H-band, figure that the flux contrast between star                                                                                                                                                               §L           shortwards of the CH4 and planet at 4 µm is greater than in the                                                                                        l                                                                                  absorption (in blue) and near-IR, hence this wavelength is more                                                                                                                  4 µm observations (in favourable for planet detection. This con-                                                                                   3DEE:*<                                       red).
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                                                                                       Figure 3. Absolute            with the parallactic angle and true ADI is
                                                                                         m agnitudes of exoplan-                                                                                                                       possible.                                                                                          ets in different filters                                                                                                              as a function of effective                                                                                          temperature in the H, L;     While SDI relies on a “known” spec-                                                                                        and 4 µm bands.              trum of quasi-static speckles, ADI relies                                                                                                                       on temporally static aberrations. This isARNKTSDL@FMHSTCD                                                                                                                                           a strong assumption, especially because                                                                                                                       NACO still de-rotates the pupil with tele-                                                                                                                                           scope altitude and so may experience                                                                                                                     significant variations of the gravity vector,                                                                                                                       leading to instrument flexure during an                                                                                                                     observation. ADI is most effective when                                                                                                                       observing an object passing through the                                                                                                                     meridian, because pupil rotation rate                                                                           'A@MC                                      is a minimum while field v. pupil rotation                                                                         +A@MC                                     rate is a maximum there.                                                                           §L                                                                                                                     The efficiency of the pupil-tracking mode                                                                                                                                                                                  of NACO was tested on a bright star                                                 3DEE:*<                                                                                                                       close to the meridian in favourable DIMM                                                                                                                       seeing of 0.6–0.7 arcseconds. The                                                                                                                       AO performance with the 14 × 14 lenslet   H-band. Thus, isolated warm planets are                        it to virtually disappear at certain wave-           array was very good, delivering Strehl   more easily detected in the near-IR be-                        lengths. Subtracting an image taken in-              ratios higher than 80 % in the NB4.05 fil-   cause of the lower sky background. Fig-                        side the molecular band from one taken               ter. While the fixed position of the pupil   ure 3 also shows the absolute magnitude                        in the adjacent continuum leaves the                 is demonstrated by the well-defined, un-   of exoplanets in L; to demonstrate the                         image of the planet, while removing the              smeared diffraction of the telescope spi-   1–1.5 magnitude advantage of the 4 µm                          speckles. ADI is another method that can             der arms, the parallactic angle changed   filter. The 4 µm filter is at a favourable                     be used if the field of view, and hence              and hence the field of view (FoV) rotated   wavelength to cover just the peak of the                       the image of the exoplanet, is allowed to            by almost 70 degrees over the 30-minute   spectrum (see Figure 1), while the shorter                     rotate with respect to the telescope/                observation.   end of L; does not capture much flux                           instrument configuration and hence the   from an exoplanet.                                             quasi-static speckle pattern. The dif               Individual 30-second exposures (DIT                                                                 ference between two images with relative              0.2s, NDIT 150) were recorded on a dither                                                                  field of view rotation would efficiently             pattern that allowed us to remove the   NACO pupil-stabilised imaging at 4 µm                          remove quasi-static speckles, while leav-            sky background. Then the images were                                                                  ing the exoplanet (provided that the                 high-pass filtered to remove smooth PSF   One of the main impediments to reaching                       rotation is large enough to avoid overlap            structures (atmospheric speckle halo)   the highest contrasts is the presence                         between the exoplanet’s images at the                 and increase the speckle contrast. Fig-   of quasi-static speckles that cannot eas-                     desired angular separation). ADI is rather            ure 4 shows a sequence of three 30-sec-   ily be distinguished from a faint compan-                     simple to implement for non-rotating                  ond exposures where the second image   ion in a long-exposure image. These                           instruments mounted at the Cassegrain                 was taken 5 minutes and the third im-   quasi-static speckles are created by                          focus of an alt-azimuth telescope, be-                age 30 minutes after the first one. The   imperfections or aberrations of the tele-                    cause only the field would rotate with the            speckle pattern shows a remarkable sta-   scope and instrument optics and persist                       parallactic angle. The situation at the               bility over a period of 30 minutes.   over time spans covering an observation.                      Nasmyth focus (where NACO is mounted)   Hence, their intensity integrates in the                      is more complex, since a stationary in-               The rate of parallactic angle change is an   same way as the exoplanet’s flux and no                       strument would see both pupil and field               important parameter for ADI image re-   improvement of contrast signal-to-noise                       rotating during observations. NACO is                 duction. In order to avoid the overlap of a   ratio (SNR) in an ordinary image can                          mounted instead on the adaptor-rotator                l/D-sized object at 5 l/D separation   be obtained with increase in the observ-                      that itself rotates the whole instrument              (l/D ~ 0.1 arcseconds at 4 µm wave-   ing time.                                                     in order to keep the field orientation fixed.         length and the VLT), a minimum field rota-                                                                 An alternative rotation mode called pupil-          tion of 11.4° between two images is   However, efficient methods exist to cali-                      tracking has recently been implemented               required. Typically, the rate of change of   brate quasi-static speckles and to im-                         to allow NACO to rotate with the pupil,              rotation for an object of declination – 40°   prove contrast. SDI exploits the fact that                     effectively freezing the telescope/instru-           near the meridian observed from Paranal   speckles show spectral features of the                         ment relative orientation and hence the              (latitude – 24°) is of the order 0.015°/s.   star, while a reasonably cool exoplanet                        quasi-static speckle pattern. In this mode,          Hence, ADI reduction typically needs   shows strong molecular bands that allow                        the instrument field of view again rotates
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                                                                                                                     Figure 4. Sequence                                                                                                                     of three 30-second                                                                                                                     exp osures in pupil-                                                                                                                     tracking mode, where                                                                                                                     the second was taken                                                                                                                     5 minutes and the                                                                                                                     third 30 minutes after                                                                                                                     the first. The images                                                                                                                     were high-pass filtered                                                                                                                     to enhance the contrast                                                                                                                     of the speckle pattern.               T0                              T0 + 5 min                                    T0 + 30 min
image pairs separated by 11.4/0.015 sec-       NACO pupil-stabilised coronagraphy            ii) It reduces the intensity of specklesonds or at least 10 minutes in time.           at 4 µm                                       originating from the optics after the coro-                                                                                             nagraphic mask (i.e. all optics insideThe ADI reduction of the individual 30-        Even further contrast improvements can        CONICA) by the coronagraphic suppres-second exposures now consists of the           be expected from coronagraphy. The            sion of the PSF core, which is betterfollowing major steps:                         reduction of the Airy pattern by a corona-    than a factor of 100 in the case of thei) Images separated in time as close as        graph brings two major benefits:              NACO small Lyot coronagraph.the parallactic angle change allows (crite-    i) It reduces the so-called “pinned” speck-rion, for example, > 11.4°) are re-centred     les that result from interference between     To confirm the positive effect of the coro-and subtracted from each other. Here           light from the speckle and from the           nagraph, individual 1-minute exposuresthe normalisation can be quite difficult,      Airy rings. Since the intensity of a pinned   (DIT 1 s, NDIT 60) were recorded usingsince the intensity of the quasi-static        speckle is proportional to the Airy inten-    NACO in pupil-tracking mode with thespeckle pattern scales with the AO-cor-        sity, the small classical Lyot coronagraph    small Lyot coronagraph and the NB4.05rected Strehl ratio (better correction         of NACO (0.7 arcsecond diameter mask          filter (PSC4Mu method), that will turnmeans stronger speckles!) and its deter-       and a Lyot stop undersized to 90 %            out to be most effective for exoplanetmination is not always an easy task (e.g.,     of the pupil diameter) should reduce the      detection with NACO. One drawback ofwhen the stellar PSF core saturates the        intensity of pinned speckles by a factor      coronagraphy is that dithering is nodetector). Alternatively, one could also try   of a few tens.                                longer possible and sky background hasto determine the normalisation factor thatleads to minimum intensity in the sub-tracted image or in annuli of certain radiifrom the centre. Due to the stable seeingconditions and corresponding AO correction, no image normalisation was nec-essary here.ii) The subtracted images are de-rotatedby the parallactic angle offset to the firstimage of the pair and summed up.

The output of the ADI processing steps                                              10 mag
                                                                                               11 magdescribed above is given in Figure 5. Forreference, artificial benchmark planetswere inserted into the unprocessed datato verify the contrast levels calculated                                  0.5?from the residual speckle pattern. With-out a coronagraph, the PSF contrast of                               1?                                              Figure 5. Final ADI proc-4-µm ADI imaging beyond 0.5-arcsecond                                                                                essed non-corona-                                                                                                                     graphic image. Two arti-separation is already better than can                                                                                ficial benchmark plan-be achieved with SDI, even without con-                                                                              ets of delta magnitudesidering the additional contrast gain in                                                                             10 and 11, were insertedplanetary mass provided by the favoura-                                                                              into the unprocessed                                                                                                                     data to verify the con-ble planet-to-star contrast at 4 µm com-                                                                             trast level calculatedpared to the near-IR (Figure 2).                                                                                     from the residual speckle                                                                                                                     pattern.
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Telescopes and Instrumentation                  Kasper M. et al., NACO Pupil-stabilised Lyot Coronagraphy at 4 µm                                                                                                                             Figure 6. Sequence of                                                                                                                             three 1-minute expo-                                                                                                                             sures in pupil-tracking                                                                                                                             mode with corona-                                                                                                                             graphy, where the sec-                                                                                                                             ond was taken 3 min-                                                                                                                             utes and the third                                                                                                                             15 minutes after the                                                                                                                             first. The images were                                                                                                                             high-pass filtered to                                                                                                                             enhance the contrast of                                                                                                                             the speckle pattern.
              T0                                T0 + 3 min                                           T0 + 15 min
to be recorded separately, thus de-             stability over 15 minutes. In addition,              and is worse than with non-corona-creasing the on-source efficiency. How-         the intensity of quasi-static speckles is            graphic imaging. At such separations, theever, for small-field high-contrast imaging     dramatically reduced in comparison to                impact of edge effects at the corona-observations, the impact of a variable          the non-coronagraphic images (Figure 4)              graphic mask, which vary strongly withsky background mainly consists of con-          as expected.                                         the precise centring of the star, domi-stant offsets that can be removed very                                                               nate over residual speckle intensity andefficiently by the data reduction. Another      Following similar ADI data reduction steps           degrade the achieved contrast.complication is the movement of the star        as described above for the non-corona-image relative to the coronagraphic             graphic imaging, the final image shown                 Residual radial contrast curves of themask (possibly introduced by an unstable        in Figure 7 results. The same two artificial           non-coronagraphic and the corona-mask position) that currently requires          planets have again been inserted and                   graphic images after spatial filtering (SF)frequent manual adjustment of the star’s       now appear at a much better contrast                   and ADI correction (Figure 5 and Figure position to keep it centred on the mask.       SNR. Actually planets that are even more               7) have been derived from the standard                                                than 11 magnitudes fainter than the cen-               deviation of the intensity fluctuations in aFigure 6 shows a sequence of three              tral star could be detected, with sufficient           2 pixel-wide annulus centred on the star.1-minute exposures where the second             confidence, at separations larger than                 The contrast was normalised to unitimage was taken 3 minutes and the third         about 0.5 arcseconds. For angular sepa-                intensity of the peak of the non-corona-15 minutes after the first image. Again,        rations smaller than 0.5 arcseconds, the               graphic image, and the reduced off-axisthe speckle pattern shows a remarkable          achievable contrast quickly deteriorates               throughput of the coronagraph (90 %                                                                                                       undersized pupil stop) has been taken                                                                                                       into account. Figure 8 shows the derived                                                                                                       1s contrast as well as a theoretical Airy                                                                                                       pattern and the profile of the non-corona-                                                                                                       graphic PSF (saturated in the centre)                                                                                                       with an estimated Strehl ratio of 85 %. At                                                                                                       0.5 arcsecond separation, the ADI-re-                                                                                                       duced coronagraphic image achieves                                                                                                       a 1s contrast performance of about                                                                                                       7 × 10 – 6. Assuming that 5s is sufficient                                                                                                     for a safe ADI detection, the achievable                                       10 mag                                                  11 mag                                             contrast at this separation is better than                                                                                                     11 magnitudes, as demonstrated by                                                                                                      Figure 7. This mode of NACO is efficient                                                                                                     enough to ensure that the contrast                                                                                                     beyond 1 arcsecond is essentially limited                              0.5?                                                                   by sky background, and therefore similar                                                                       Figure 7. Final ADI           to an isolated object.                         1?                                            p rocessed corona-                                                                        graphic image. Two arti-                                                                        ficial benchmark plan-                                                                                                     Using the exoplanet evolutionary and                                                                        ets were inserted into       atmospheric models of Burrows et al.                                                                        the unprocessed data to      (2003) referred to earlier, the measured                                                                        verify the contrast levels   PSF contrast can be converted into                                                                        calculated from the                                                                        residual speckle pattern                                                                                                     an exoplanet mass sensitivity, assuming                                                                        are indicated (c.f. Fig-     a given stellar brightness and age. Fig-                                                                        ure 5).                      ure 9 shows the result of this analysis
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                                                                                                     Figure 8. Contrasts                 same factor of five and a much greater                                                                                                        measured on the non-                                                                                  HQX                                                       efficiency in direct imaging of giant exo-                                                                                 /2%                    coronagraphic (blue)                                                                                 2%                   and coronagraphic (red)             planets would be reached.                     l                                                                                 2%@MC #(           images after different                                                                                 "NQN/2%2%           steps of the data reduc-                                                                                  #(                  tion (spatial high-pass             References                 l                                                                                   filter – SF and ADI).                                                                                                                                            Biller, B. et al. 2007, ApJS, 173, 143"NMSQ@RS:σ<
                                                                                                                                            Burrows, A., Sudarsky, D. & Lunine, J. I. 2003, ApJ,
                                                                                                                                            	 596, 587                 l                                                                                                                                             Chauvin, G. et al. 2003, A&A, 404, 157                                                                                                                                            Chauvin, G. et al. 2005, A&A, 438, L25                                                                                                                                            Chun, M. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7015, 49                 l                                                                                                                       Janson, M. et al. 2008, A&A, 488, 771                                                                                                                                            Kasper, M. et al. 2007, A&A, 472, 321                                                                                                                                            Lafrenière, D. et al. 2007, ApJ, 670, 1367                                                                                                                                            Lagrange, A.-M. et al. 2009, A&A, 493, 21                 l                                                                                                                                             Masciadri, E. et al. 2005, ApJ, 625, 1004                                                                                                                                            Marois, C. et al. 2008, Science, 322, 1348                                                                                                                                            Neuhäuser, R. et al. 2005, A&A, 435, L13                 l                                      
                           
                       
                                                MFTK@Q2DO@Q@SHNM:@QBRDBNMCR<                                                                                                                                            Links                                                                                                                                            1                                                                                                                                                 ttp://www.eso.org/gen-fac/pubs/astclim/paranal/                                                                                                                                                h  assuming a K0 type star and ages of 100                                  planets, delivering unprecedented mass                               skybackground/  and 316 Myr. For comparison, the same                                    contrasts. Excitingly, this mode of NACO  analysis was carried out with the best SDI                                already begins to open up the mass do-  contrasts reported by Biller et al. (2007)                                main targeted by future instruments, such  and the NICI contrast obtained during                                     as SPHERE. However, the background-  commissioning (Chun et al., 2008). While                                  limited point-source sensitivity in the ther-  NACO–SDI contrast appears to lag be-                                      mal IR makes it optimal for relatively  hind, it must be noted that SDI could also                                nearby targets with distances up to a few  be combined with and benefit from coro-                                   tens of pc. The advantage of the method  nagraphy and pupil-tracking; a quantita-                                  could be extended even further by install-  tive evaluation of such an observing strat-                               ing a new astronomical filter in CONICA  egy remains to be done.                                                   that would increase the bandwidth by                                                                            about a factor of five over the one pro-  Pupil-stabilised coronography at 4 µm                                     vided by the currently installed NB4.05 fil-                    Figure 9. Detectability expressed in planet mass  is a very sensitive observing method                                      ter. With such a new filter the observing                       (assuming K0 host star) of the NACO PSC4Mu  for detection for all but the hottest exo-                                times required would be reduced by the                          mode, compared to NACO SDI and GEMINI NICI                                                                                                                                            using modelled exoplanet spectra for 100 Myr                                                                                                                                            age (left) and 316 Myr age (right). A 3s detection cri-                                                                                                                                            terion was used for all instrument contrasts.
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Telescopes and Instrumentation
The AstraLux Sur Lucky Imaging Instrument at the NTT
Stefan Hippler 1                                In his 1978 paper, David Fried showed            of almost 40 images per second with theCarolina Bergfors 1                             that the probability of finding an image         Calar Alto 2.2-metre telescope, five differ-Wolfgang Brandner 1                             with a Strehl ratio ≥ 37 %, i.e. a wavefront     ent long-exposure images have been cre-Sebastian Daemgen 1, 2                          variance < 1 rad 2, depends on the expo-         ated:Thomas Henning 1                                nential of the ratio of the telescope diam-      – The first image (Figure 1a) is just theFelix Hormuth 1,4                               eter, D, to the square of the Fried param-         sum of all 50 000 images, whichArmin Huber 1                                   eter r 0. The Strehl ratio is an empirical         is almost the same as the 21-minuteMarkus Janson 1, 3                              measure of image quality, defined as the           (50 000/40 seconds)-long exposure,Boyke Rochau 1                                  ratio of the peak height in an image               seeing-limited image. It looks likeRalf-Rainer Rohloff 1                           to that expected for a diffraction-limited         a t ypical star image, but slightly elon-Karl Wagner 1                                   image. The Fried parameter is a direct             gated. The full width at half maximum                                                measure of the length scale of atmos-              (FWHM) of the seeing disc is around                                                pheric turbulence and is related to the            0.9 arcseconds.1   Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie            seeing. For D = 2.2 m and r 0 = 0.3 m (this      – The second image (Figure 1b) is the  (MPIA), Heidelberg, Germany                   corresponds to a good I-band seeing of             sum of all 50 000 single images, but2  ESO                                           0.55 arcseconds), the probability of ob-           here with the centre of gravity (centroid)3   Department of Astronomy, University of        taining an image with Strehl ratio > 37 % is       of each image shifted to the same  Toronto, Canada                               about 0.0013. For a 3.5-metre telescope             reference position. This is the tip-tilt4   German–Spanish Astronomical Center            under the same conditions, the corre-                corrected — or image-stabilised —  at Calar Alto (CAHA), Spain                   sponding probability is about 3.5 × 10 – 9.          long-exposure image. It already shows                                                In a series of 20 000 images one would               more detail — two objects — than the                                                therefore expect 26 and 0 Lucky Im-                  seeing-limited image in Figure 1a.Lucky Imaging is an observational tech-         ages, for a 2.2‑metre and a 3.5-metre            – The third image (Figure 1c) shows thenique that aims to achieve nearly-             telescope respectively. It is important           25 000 (50 % selection) best imagesdiffraction-limited image quality from          to stress that this is the probability of          added together, with the brightest pixelthe ground on 2–4-metre-class tele-             obtaining nearly-diffraction-limited (Strehl       in each image used to shift to the samescopes. While diffraction-limited obser-        ≥ 37 %) images at a wavelength of                  reference position. In this image, thevations from the ground are usually             800 nm, and with an angular resolution of          object is resolved into a triple system.accomplished with the help of adaptive          90 milliarcseconds (mas; for D = 2.2 m)          – The fourth image (Figure 1d) shows theoptics in the near-infrared spectral            and 47 mas (for D = 3.5 m).                        5000 (10 % selection) best imagesrange at almost all 8–10-metre-class                                                               added together, with the brightest pixeltelescopes, Lucky Imaging aims                  In fact, the probability increases if we           in each image again used as the refer-for a similar imaging performance at            look for images with Strehl ratios < 37 %.         ence position. The surrounding seeingshorter wavelengths, in particular from         Baldwin et al. (2001) could show that              halo is further reduced and an Airy ring0.7–1.1 microns. AstraLux Sur, a visitor        using exposures with the highest 1 % of            around the brightest object becomesinstrument for the NTT, built at the            Strehl ratios can result in a final image          clearly visible.Max-Planck-Institute for Astronomy, is          with a Strehl ratio of 0.3. All this of course   – The last image (Figure 1e) shows thedescribed and some early results are            only works if the exposure time is short           500 (1% selection) best images addedpresented.                                      enough to freeze the atmospheric turbu-            together, with the brightest pixel in                                                lence, i.e., shorter than the speckle              each image used for registration. The                                                coherence time, t e. According to Robert           seeing halo is further reduced fromMatter of luck: optical turbulence              Tubbs, t e depends on the ratio of the             the result in Figure 1d. This image pro-statistics                                     Fried parameter to the average wind                vides the maximum signal-to-noise                                                velocity, v. This dependence requires an           ratio of the five images.The working principle of Lucky Imaging          exposure time of about 30 ms foris fairly simple and passive when com-          r 0 = 0.1 m and v = 10 m/s. Fortunately,         The difference between the seeing-lim-pared to conventional adaptive optics           CCD detectors with sub-electron read             ited image and the result of selecting thesystems with actively controlled deforma-       noise that can be operated at frame rates        best 1% of the images is quite remarka-ble mirrors. The Lucky Imaging tech-            of 30 Hz and above are nowadays avail           ble: a triple system can be detected. Thenique exploits the temporal behaviour of        able. These electron multiplication CCD          brightest component, to the west, is aatmospheric turbulence. By selecting            detectors are, in this respect, the corner-      V = 14.9 magnitude M4V star. This com-only the best few percent of several tens       stone for the Lucky Imaging technique,           ponent is the Lucky Imaging referenceof thousands of short exposure images,          combining very high quantum efficiency           source. The weakest — tertiary — com-it is possible to recover the full angular      and very low noise at high speed.                ponent is an M7–M8 spectral type star.resolution of medium-sized telescopes                                                            The distance of the system is known toat visible wavelengths. This can be real-       The sequence of images in Figure 1 a–e           be about 45 parsecs. Airy rings can beised with a fraction of the instrumental ef-    shows how Lucky Imaging works. From              seen, which indicate that the diffractionfort and cost that is needed for adaptive       a series of 50 000 images taken in z-band        limit of the Calar Alto 2.2-metre tele-optics.                                         (central wavelength: 912 nm) at a speed          scope, 86 mas, was reached. The signal-
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Figure 1. Pictorial representation of the image selec-   with nearly-diffraction-limited perform-       tion limit was reached in I;-band with ation process of Lucky Imaging. The image in Fig-                                                         ance (~ 0.1 arcseconds) in I;-band and         FWHM of ~ 50 mas. In general an angu-ure 1a is the sum of 50 000 z-band images each of25 ms duration. Figure 1b shows the result of com-       z;-band. The instrument provides a field       lar resolution of around 150 mas wasbining the 50 000 images, but with shifting to align     of view of 16 × 16 arcseconds with a pixel     achieved in I;-band and z;-band. This isthe centroid of each image. Figures 1c through 1e        scale of 31 mas.                               slightly worse than our result on the 2.2-show the results of selecting the best 50, 10 and 1%                                                                                                        metre telescope at Calar Alto. To under-of the images according to the Strehl ratio. See textfor details.                                             First light of AstraLux Sur took place on      stand this behaviour, one should ask if                                                         the night of 19 July 2008. The first light     there is an ideal combination of telescope                                                         target was the ~ 0.7 arcsecond binary          diameter, seeing and filter bandpassto-noise ratio of the point sources in-                  system g Lupi. Even though the observing       for Lucky Imaging. It has been shown bycreases with stronger selection. On the                  conditions were rather poor and the NTT        Hecquet & Coupinot (1985) that the Strehlother hand, the seeing halo is more sup-                 was closed for most of the night, with         resolution, R, reaches its maximum atpressed. The separation between the two                  the exception of about half an hour, we        D/r 0 = 7 if the best 1 % of short exposuresbrighter objects is around 0.55 arcsec-                  could perform basic instrument tests.          are selected. The Strehl resolution isonds and between the two fainter objects                 The opto-mechanical interface with the       defined as the product of the Strehl ratioless than 0.15 arcseconds. At a distance                 telescope, as well as our computing            and the ratio of the telescope diameter toof 45 parsecs this corresponds to 6.75                   equipment, worked as expected. After           the wavelength squared. The Strehl resastronomical units (AUs), around 10 9 km.                some adjustments, the AstraLux Sur             olution is a measure of the image quality,                                                         online data pipeline and the communica-        including both the Strehl ratio and the                                                         tion with the NTT control system viaLucky, well not always, but well-earned                  pctcs (a special telescope control system                                                         software module) ran smoothly. Point- In July 2006 we installed the Lucky Imag-               ing and focusing worked nicely. The im- ing instrument ASTRALUX at the 2.2-                     age orientation, image scale and opti- metre telescope of the German–Spanish                   cal throughput were determined and the Astronomical Center at Calar Alto                       first photometric data could be obtained.(Hormuth et al., 2007; 2008). The simplic-              Apart from one 25-minute window dur- ity, robustness and great success of                    ing the first night, no observations were this instrument — around 10 publications                possible in the first three nights due to so far 1 — resulted, in autumn 2007, in                 high wind speeds and snowstorms. On the idea of building a copy of the instru-              the fourth night, the telescope could be ment for the 3.5-metre New Technology                   opened during the second half of the Telescope (NTT) at the La Silla Observa-                night, and on the fifth night observations tory in Chile.                                          were able to start about two hours after                                                         sunset. Observing conditions were non-In May 2008, eight months after the start-               photometric for most of the time, ander’s gun fired, we shipped the heaviest                  the seeing (DIMM) varied between 1 arc-piece of the instrument, now christened                  seconds and 2.5 arcseconds. BecauseAstraLux Sur, to Chile. The 225 kg adapt-                of the high wind speed, the observationser flange was especially designed for                    were also subject to very short coher-the NTT adapter/rotator counterpart. Ac-                 ence times.companied by the camera mount, filterwheel, Barlow lens, an electron multiply-                In summary, after the first two observinging, thinned and back-illuminated CCD                    runs in 2008, the performance of Astra-(model Andor iXon+), four computers and                  Lux Sur is as expected, in terms of Strehl     Figure 2. The AstraLux Sur commissioning team,an electronic rack, everything arrived                   ratio, but obviously slightly worse than       from left to right: Stefan Hippler, Wolfgang Brandner                                                                                                        and Boyke Rochau in July 2008. The AstraLux Sursafely at the observatory. The instrument                its sister instrument at the 2.2-metre tele-   instrument is attached to the aluminum adapteris sensitive in the visible spectrum                     scope on Calar Alto on account of the          flange, which itself is connected to the NTT Nasmythand deploys the Lucky Imaging technique                  larger telescope diameter. The full diffrac-   adapter/rotator.
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image resolution, roughly corresponding                                                                                                          Figure 3. Since November 2008 —
                                                                                                                                                 with the second AstraLux Sur observ-to terms like contrast and sharpness.                                                                                                                                                 ing run — observations with AstraLuxBoth higher and lower values for D/r0 than                                                                                                       Sur have been carried out from thethe supposed optimal value of 7 lead to                                                                                                          La Silla remote control building, thea loss of image quality. If the telescope                                                                                                        RITZ. The remote operations include                                                                                                                                                 control of the instrument, as welldiameter is increased at a fixed r0, equiv-                                                                                                                                                 as online data reduction and inspec-alent to fixed wavelength and seeing con-                                                                                                        tion. Observers Sebastian Daemgenditions, then the probability for a Lucky                                                                                                        and Carolina Bergfors are shown.Image will decrease, leading to a smallerresulting Strehl ratio. If the telescopediameter is decreased, the higher result-ing Strehl ratio is achieved at the cost ofimage resolution.
                                                                                                                                                                           Figure 4. The core of
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 the Galactic starburstScience programmes: Lucky Imaging                                                                                                                                         cluster in the giantsurvey for binary M dwarfs                                                                                                                                                 H ii region NGC 3603,                                                                                                                                                                          which serves as one ofWith the AstraLux Sur instrument at the                                                                                                                                   our astrometric cali                                                                                                                                                                           bration targets, as seenNTT visitor focus, we achieved nearly-                                                                                                                                   by AstraLux Sur indiffraction-limited imaging performance in                                                                                                                                                          KNFBNTMSR                                                                                                                                                                           the SDSS z;‑band at thethe SDSS I;- and z;-band filters, a wave-                                                :@QBRDB<

                                                                                                                                                                           NTT. The 1% image
                                                                      l                                                                              length range not accessible with other                                                                                                                                     selection (100 out of                                                                                                                                                                           10 000 frames) yields aground-based high-resolution (adaptive                                                                  l                                                                                                       resolution (FWHM) ofoptics) instruments.                                                                                                                                                       120 mas.                                                                  l                                                                                  In Period 81 we initiated three science programmes at the NTT with AstraLux Sur. The first programme is a second                             l epoch follow-up of T Tauri binary and                                                                                                                 multiple systems, which were originally                         l discovered some 15 to 20 years ago. The                                   l    l       l      l                                  second epoch observations obtained                                                                 :@QBRDB< with AstraLux Sur test if the individual components of each system have a com-                          
                                                                              Figure 5. The measured point source                                                                       3TBNARDQU@SHNMRVHSG RSQ@+TW2TQ@SSGD-33                          full width at half maximum, FWHM, is mon proper motion, and hence are                                      -NUDLADQ                                                                                                                                                 shown at different separations fromgravitationally bound. In addition we will                                                                                                      the Lucky Imaging reference star in derive first estimates of orbital periods                                                                                                       observations of the globular cluster and system masses of a statistically sig-                      
                                                                              47 Tuc. We analysed 9 z;-band images                                                                                                                                                 with a single frame integration time of                                                %6',@QBRDB

 nificant sample of T Tauri stars. The final
                                                                                                                                                 30 ms and used a 10 % selection proc- observations for this programme were                                                                                                            ess (1000 out of 10 000 frames). The obtained in March 2009, and the analysis                                                                                                        ASM (DIMM) seeing varied between has just been completed and we are pre-                        
                                                                                                                                                 0.8 and 1.8 arcseconds. Hence, even paring the findings for publication. A sur-                                                                                                     under worse than median seeing con-                                                                                                                                                 ditions, Lucky Imaging can deliver im- vey of about 800 young, active M dwarfs                                                                                                         ages with resolutions below 200 mas. in the Solar Neighbourhood aims at im- proving binary statistics, identifying very                                                                
 low-mass and substellar companions,                                  l                                                                                                                                               2DO@Q@SHNMEQNL+TBJX(L@FHMF1DEDQDMBD2S@Q@QBRDB finding systems suitable for dynamical mass determination, and establishing a sample of M dwarf binaries suitable for future astrometric exoplanet searches            ions bias the determination of planetary                                        Lucky future! with GRAVITY at the VLT Interferometer.          parameters from the light curve (see, e.g., The final observing run for this pro-            Daemgen et al., 2009, for first results                                          Two new science projects planned for gramme is scheduled for Jan/Feb 2010.            obtained with the Northern AstraLux                                              Period 84 are a study of the binary prop- A third observing programme surveys              camera). A number of previously unrec-                                           erties of massive young stars in the transiting exoplanet host stars with the         ognised binary companions were in-                                              Carina Nebula, and the analysis of the aim of identifying close binary compan-          deed discovered with AstraLux Sur, and                                           light curves of eclipsing binaries located ions. If unresolved, such binary compan-         the data are currently being analysed.                                           in the centres of starburst clusters. We
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                       are also very open to collaborations            and re-registration of individual frames      References                       with other research groups who want to          before co-adding are becoming more                                                                                                                     Baldwin, J. E. et al. 2001, A&A, 368, L1                       take advantage of the high angular res-         and more common and help to further           Daemgen, S. et al. 2009, A&A, 498, 567                       olution and fast time resolution facilitated    optimise angular resolution and sensitivity   Fried, D. L. 1978, JOSA, 68, 1651                       by Lucky Imaging at the NTT. The NTT            of observations. NACO observations            Hecquet, J. & Coupinot, G. 1985, Journal of Optics,                                                                                                                     	 16, 21                       on La Silla is the only readily accessible      in J- and H-bands benefit most, as the                                                                                                                     Hormuth, F. et al. 2007, A&A, 463, 707                       place in the Southern Hemisphere for            decreasing atmospheric coherence time         Hormuth, F. et al. 2008, SPIE, 7014, 48                       applying the Lucky Imaging technique            at shorter wavelengths makes it harder        Law, N. et al. 2009, ApJ, 692, 924                       under almost optimal conditions.                for the adaptive optics system to keep up     Richichi, A. 2009, The Messenger, 135, 32                                                                                                                     Tubbs, R. N. 2003, PhD Thesis, University of                                                                       with the atmospheric variations. Experi-                                                                                                                     	 Cambridge                       With the availability of the so-called          ments carried out with a Lucky Imaging                       burst mode offered by quite a few VLT           camera in combination with adaptive                       instruments (e.g., VISIR, NACO and              optics at the Palomar 5-metre telescope       Links                       ISAAC, see Richichi, 2008), individual          (Law et al., 2009) appear highly promis-      1                                                                                                                         http://www.mpia.de/ASTRALUX/Publications.html                       readouts, rather than simply the co-            ing. A Lucky Imaging camera like Astra-                       added frames, can now be stored and             Lux Sur attached to the visitor port of the                       made available to the astronomer for            VLT NAOS instrument could achieve an                       post-processing. Thus Lucky Imaging-like        angular resolution of 20 mas at a wave-                       procedures such as image selection              length of 900 nm.Credit: L. Knee/ALMA
                                                                                                                     Following the initial success of the first fringes be-
                                                                                                                     tween two ALMA antennas at the OSF (see release                                                                                                                     ESO 18/09), the system has been undergoing further                                                                                                                     tests, software upgrades and debugging. In early                                                                                                                     June 2009, stable fringes under computer control                                                                                                                     were routinely achieved. An example of the tests                                                                                                                     on an SiO maser source is shown. The top two pan-                                                                                                                     els show the autocorrelation signal from each of                                                                                                                      the two antennas and the bottom panels show the                                                                                                                     amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation signal.                                                          Two ALMA antennas at                                                          the Operations Support                                     Fringes with three telescopes, including closure                                                          Facility (OSF) pointing                                    phase, at the 5000 m high site are expected toward                                                          to the same source in                                      the end of the year. This event will be a major mile-                                                          the sky.                                                   stone toward the first Early Science observations                                                                                                                     with sixteen telescopes in 2011.
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Halftoning for High-contrast Imaging: Developments
for the SPHERE and EPICS Instruments
Patrice Martinez 1                                  recent development of components with          Key parameters
Christophe Dorrer 2                                 spatially varying transmission using a rel-Emmanuel Aller-Carpentier 1                         atively simple technique analogous to the      In order to specify a microdot filter, sev-Markus Kasper 1                                     digital halftoning process used for print-     eral application-dependent parametersAnthony Boccaletti 3                                ing applications.                              must be carefully defined. Microdot filtersKjetil Dohlen 4                                                                                    are arrays of pixels with binary transmis-                                                                                                   sion, and thus light propagating through                                                    Halftone dot process principle and             them has a continuously varying intensity1    ESO                                             applications                                  after free space propagation, or after fil-2    Aktiwave, Rochester, New York, USA                                                             tering in the far field. Therefore, these fil-3    LESIA, Observatoire de Paris, France            Halftoning has been used for hundreds          ters have a power spectrum different4  L aboratoire d’Astrophysique de                  of years in the printing industry as a         from the power spectrum of an ideal con-   Marseille, France                               way of generating continuous tone              tinuous filter. The way the dots are dis                                                    images with only black or white dots. The      tributed, the size of the dots, and the                                                    so-called halftone image, seen from a          density of the dots in the pattern directlyControlling the amplitude of light is cru-          distance, should resemble the original         impact the power spectrum of the filter,cial for many scientific applications,              continuous tone image as much as pos-         and these parameters must be carefullysuch as in imaging systems, astronomi-              sible, based on human visual percep-           tuned according to the application.cal instruments or laser physics. We                tion. Following this idea, the continuousprovide a brief overview of recent R&D              transmission of an optical filter can beactivities at ESO using halftoning, the             generated with a specific implementation       Distribution of the dotsprocess of presenting a continuous                  of opaque and transparent pixels as pre-image through use of dots. Customised               sented in Figure 1.                            The error diffusion algorithm providesfilters with spatially varying transmis-                                                           excellent continuous tone rendering andsion are produced using a binary array              The microdot filter is an array of dots        only produces noise at high frequenciesof metal pixels that offers excellent con-          (i.e. pixels) that are either opaque (0 %      in the power spectrum. Unlike many othertrol of the local transmission. Applica-            transmission) or transparent (100 % trans-     halftoning algorithms, the error diffusiontions to the production of an apodiser              mission). It is fabricated by lithography      algorithm has the advantage of only intro-for the VLT SPHERE instrument and                   of a light-blocking metal layer deposited      ducing high frequency noise, i.e. the lowa mask for E-ELT EPICS are presented.               on a transparent glass substrate. The          and middle range of frequencies in the                                                    technique has several advantages: rela-        generated transmission have little or no                                                    tive ease of manufacture, achromaticity,       noise due to pixellation and the binaryHigh-contrast instruments, such as                  reproducibility and the ability to generate    nature of the dot transmission. The errorSPHERE, the Spectro-Polarimetric High-              continuous and rapidly varying transmis-       diffusion technique is very simple to de-contrast Exoplanet Research instru-                 sion functions, without introducing wave-      scribe. The algorithm sets the transmis-ment (the planet-finder instrument under            front errors. The technique can be ap-         sion of a given pixel (either 0 % or 100 %)construction for the ESO Very Large                 plied in many areas, such as laser beam        by comparing the transmission requiredTelescope or VLT), or EPICS (the planet-           shaping (Dorrer et al., 2007), intensity       at this location to a 50 % threshold. The hunter project for the future European             modulation in projection and illumination      transmission is set to zero if the required Extremely Large Telescope or E-ELT), will          systems, coronagraphy, apodisation             transmission is less than 50 % and to require customised components with                 (soft-edged apertures) and optical test-       one otherwise. The induced transmission spatially varying transmission. A typical          ing. It allows customised filters to be        error is diffused to adjacent pixels that example is a stellar coronagraph, which           generated with specific and rapidly vary-     have not yet been processed by biasing    is an optical element that is capable            ing transmission shape, e.g., Gaussian,       the transmission required at the corre-    of reducing the contrast between a com-          prolate, sinusoidal-like functions and test   sponding locations. This locally cancels    panion and its parent star. The goal of          zones with calibrated transmissions.          the error of the binary optics introduced    these subsystems is to control the spatial                                                    by the process of translating the required    transmission, either in a pupil plane (pupil apodisation), or in a focal plane of the  instrument (occulting mask, i.e. low fre-        ,HBQNCNS                                         "NMSHMTNTRSNMD   quency filter). Reliably producing these         BNQNM@FQ@OG                                      BNQNM@FQ@OG   components with spatially varying trans-   mission is not trivial, and different tech-                             %QDDRO@BD   niques have already been investigated                                   OQNO@F@SHNM   for application to astronomy (e.g., metal                                                                               Figure 1. Principle of the   deposition with spatially varying thick-                                                                               generation of a continu-                                                                                                                           ous modified intensity    ness, or high energy beam-sensitive glass                                                                              transmission using a    treated by electron beam lithography).                                                                                 microdot filter after Fou-    We present some results related to the                                                                                 rier filtering.
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continuous tone transmission into binary         Application of halftoning to SPHERE                projected onto a large projection screen,values. This procedure is used for gray                                                             where only the details of the contour andlevel reproduction with black and white          The Apodised Pupil Lyot Coronagraph                profile are seen. The shadowgraph is aprinting techniques, and has been used           (APLC) is one of the three coronagraphic           powerful tool for controlling dot size andfor laser beam shaping (Dorrer et al.,           concepts for the SPHERE IRDIS, (Infra-             spatial distribution, which can be easily2007).                                           Red Dual beam Image and Spectrograph)              compared to specification maps.                                                 instrument, which will enable direct                                                 images, and spectra to be obtained for             Figure 3 shows the good agreement be-Characteristics of the microdot filters          warm, self-luminous Jovian planets. A              tween the measured and required                                                 recent study also points out its poten-            profiles. The transmission error is approx-On account of the pixellation and binary         tial application to E-ELT instruments               imately 3 %. The achromaticity of thetransmission of the pixels, high frequency       (Martinez et al., 2008), such as EPICS,             transmission profile is also demonstrated:components are generated in the power            the extreme adaptive optics planet                  the profile error increases by only aboutspectrum of a microdot filter. The smaller       imager. The APLC combines an apodiser               2 % between the narrow H-filter and thethe dots are, the higher the spatial fre-        in the entrance aperture with a small              broadband J-filter. Figure 4 shows a labquencies at which the light is scattered.        opaque mask in the focal plane. Manu-               oratory experiment where we have ana-With smaller pixels, the agreement be-           facturing an accurate apodiser is criti-           lysed the effect of the dot size in thetween the required transmission and the          cal for such a coronagraph, as for any              coronagraphic image. Different microdotobtained transmission improves (Martinez         other concept using pupil apodisation               filters were fabricated to approximate theet al., 2009a; 2009b). This issue is for-        (e.g., a dual zone coronagraph, or for              same coronagraph with dot size speci-mally equivalent to a sampling problem.          conventional pupil apodisation concepts).           fied as 15, 30, 60, 120 and 240 µm, corre-Better results are obtained when increas-                                                            sponding to masks 2 to 6 respectively.ing the sampling rate (i.e. more binary          The definition of the prototype profile hasdots are used to reproduce the continu-          been optimised (Martinez et al., 2007)             Coronagraphic images exhibit specklesously varying transmission). In the spe-         for its use on HOT, the High Order Test            with intensity and position in the field thatcific case of coronagraphs, theoretical          bench at ESO (Aller Carpentier et al.,             were confirmed to be a function of thederivations of the impact of the dot size in     2008), and is roughly similar to the one           dot size, and the agreement with the the-the science image for pupil apodiser-            defined for SPHERE. The main character-            oretical derivation is very good (Martineztype components have been developed              istics of the microdot version of the APLC         et al., 2009b). When the dots are suffi-(Martinez et al., 2009a), and verified ex-       apodiser are summarised in Table 1. The            ciently small, a usable field of view free ofperimentally (Martinez et al., 2009b), as        main difference with SPHERE is the size            speckles appears and reveals the resid-well as for focal plane masks (Martinez et       of the pupil to apodise (18-mm diameter            ual diffraction from the VLT-like pupil (spi-al., 2009c).                                     for SPHERE, while in HOT it is only 3 mm,          der vane diffraction spikes). Overall the                                                 increasing the difficulty of producing             prototype has excellent quality and meetsOne must generally avoid dots with sizes         the apodiser because smaller pixels are            the specifications.comparable to the wavelength of the              required). The size of the square chromelight with which they are designed to            dots of our prototype is 4.5 µm; see Fig-operate. In such a regime, it is difficult to    ure 2, where metrology inspection of               Application of halftoning to EPICS predict how the field will react to such         the microdot apodiser is illustrated. Thefilters, and the transmission might be          dot spatial distribution across the pupil          Even though the APLC is considered strongly dependent on the wavelength.           was analysed using a shadowgraph (con-             as well, for EPICS (an instrument that is Typical pixel sizes that are useful for         tour profile projector for quality control)        planned to enable direct images and astronomical applications range from a          and compared with a simulation map,                spectra for both young and old Jupiter- few tens of microns to a few microns.           demonstrating extremely good agree-                mass planets in the infrared), several                                                 ment. The principle of the shadowgraphCoronagraphs fabricated for pupil plane          inspection consists in placing the speci-apodisation do not require a high opacity.       men on a glass stage that is illuminated           Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of theHowever, the opacity of the metal layer          from below, and the resulting image is             prototype halftone components for SPHERE and(the optical density [OD], which is wave-        picked up by a microscope objective and            EPICS.length dependent) is an important param-eter for focal plane masks, whether they                                           Prototypeare fabricated with microdot filters or                                            Pupil apodiser (APLC)          Focal plane mask (BLC)other technologies. High OD specification        Function                          Prolate-like function          (1-sinc)is required for focal plane mask corona-         Metal layer                       Chrome                         Aluminiumgraphs, at least OD > 6 (transmission            OD (dot opacity)                  4+ (Visible)                   8+ (near-infrared)< 10 – 6 ) in order to avoid starlight leaking   Dot size                          4.5 µm                         5/10 µmon to the detector.                              Diameter of the pattern           3 mm                           12.0 mm                                                 Diameter of the substrate (BK7)   12.7 mm                        12.7 mm                                                 Accuracy of the profile           3%                             5%
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 Figure 2 (above). Metrology inspection of the final
 prototype using a camera (green box), a shadow-                                                                                      Figure 3 (below). Left: Apodiser azimuthally aver- graph (purple and red boxes), a microscope (orange                                                                                   aged from centre to edge using different filters box), and the corresponding spatially resolved trans-                                                                                (J- and H-band) with width indicated compared to mission (top-left).                                                                                                                  the specification (black curve). Right: Correspond-                                                                                                                                      ing average amplitude error as a function of radius.                                      ONCHRDQ@UDQ@FD@LOKHSTCDOQNjKD                                                                      UDQ@FD@LOKHSTCDDQQNQ           
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 other coronagraphic concepts are under                             of the design issues (different from                              and BL10). The main characteristics of investigation. Some of them require the                            the APLC) is detailed in Martinez et al.                          the prototypes are detailed in Table 1. microdot technique for pupil apodisation                           (2009c).                                                          Qualitative and quantitative descriptions (conventional pupil apodisation corona-                                                                                              of the resulting prototypes are shown graph or dual zone coronagraph), while                             We produced several prototypes (Fig-                              in Figures 5 and 6. The accuracy is about the band-limited coronagraph (BLC)                                 ure 5) based on the same function, but                            5% in the high transmission part (recently requires an accurate filter with a spatially                       with different dot sizes (indicated as a                          improved to an accuracy of 2 % with varying transmission (e.g., a sinusoidal                           and b in Figure 5, where a corresponds                            new prototypes). Accuracy in the low function such as 1-sinc) in the focal plane                        to a 5-µm dot size and b to a 10-µm                               transmission part (centre of the mask) is of the instrument. A theoretical analysis                          dot size) and function bandwidth (BL5                             extremely good.
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         Mask 2                       Mask 3                     Mask 4                       Mask 5                           Mask 6 Figure 4 (above). Top row: Shadowgraph inspection                                                       Figure 5 (below). Metrology inspection of the (× 50) of different masks based on the same profile,                                                    band-limited coronograph prototypes. From right but differing dot size. Bottom row: The corona-                                                         to left: The four prototypes in their integration graphic images (with narrowband illumination,                                                           mounts, shadowgraph image (× 50), shadowgraph Dl/l = 1.4 %) corresponding to the different masks.                                                     image (× 100) and spatially resolved transmission                                                                                                         of BL5 (b), with 5 µm dot size.

         × 100                                            × 50                                                                                    BL10 (a)
                                                                                                              BL5 (a)          2O@SH@KKXQDRNKUDCSQ@MRLHRRHNM
         l                                    
         l                                    
X:LL<
         l                                    
                                                                                                                                                  BL10 (b)                                               
                                                         
                                                            BL5 (b)          
                 l   l                                       W:LL<
 Results obtained with APLC and BLC                     strates a peak reduction of 2500, and            tions of the optical bench. Contrast levels                                                        a contrast of 3 × 10 – 5 and 2.7 × 10 – 8 at     reached are similar (APLC) or better (BLC) We tested our prototypes first in a near-              5 (inner working angle), i.e. offset angle       than the quasi-static speckle halo level infrared coronagraphic transmission                    below which a companion cannot be                expected after adaptive optics (AO) cor- bench developed at ESO (turbulence-free                resolved and 20 l/D respectively (i.e. 0.2       rection in a real instrument (10 – 5 –10 – 6 ). and AO-free, operating in H-band). APLC                and 0.8 arcseconds), while BL10 yields a demonstrates the ability to reduce the                 peak reduction of 83 000 and a contrast          We further investigated the APLC per- on-axis starlight by a factor of 700 on the            of 1.3 × 10 – 7 and 1.3 × 10 – 8 at 10 (inner-   formance on HOT, which is a high-con- peak, and to reach a contrast of 5 × 10 – 5            working angle) and 20 l/D respectively           trast imaging eXtreme Adaptive Optics and 10 – 6 at 3 and 20 l/D offset (0.12 and            (Martinez et al., 2009c). The theoretical        (XAO) bench developed at ESO. Its 0.8 arcseconds for an 8-metre telescope)               limits of the coronagraph have not been          objective is to test and optimise differ- respectively (Figure 7, and Martinez et                reached. Limitations originate from align-      ent techniques and technologies (e.g., al. [2009a] for more details). BL5 demon-              ment issues, and from the static aberra-         wavefront sensors, coronagraphs,
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    Figure 6 (above). Azimuthally averaged profiles (from                  Figure 7 (below). Apodised pupil Lyot coronograph                                 lence or AO correction). Left: Coronagraphic image.    centre to edge) of the band-limited coronographs                       (APLC) results obtained in H-band (94 % Strehl opti-                              Right: APLC contrast profiles (dashed lines) com-    BL5 (left) and BL10 (right) with 5 and 10 µm dot sizes.                cal bench assuming the VLT-pupil without turbu-                                   pared to the PSF contrasts, i.e. without the corona-                                                                                                                                                             graph (full lines), for two bands.
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     speckle calibration methods, image                                    Figure 8 qualitatively describes the differ-                                         brighter, appears dominated by diffrac-     post-processing). HOT mimics the condi-                               ent steps of the experiment.                                                         tion residuals and pinned-speckles.     tions occurring at a real telescope (e.g.,                            1. The AO-corrected (apodised) point                                             3. The differential image, where the     the VLT), including turbulence generation,                                spread function (PSF) reveals the dif-                                            speckle contrast has been improved     XAO, and various near-infrared (near-IR)                                  fraction pattern of the VLT pupil by                                              by removing the atmospheric speckle     coronagraph concepts. The experiment                                      achieving a high (90 %) Strehl ratio. The                                         halo and a part of the instrumental     was performed under 0.5-arcsecond                                         apodisation of the PSF helps in reduc-                                            speckle contribution. The image has     seeing, with real-time AO-correction                                      ing the intensity level of the PSF wings.                                         been high-pass filtered to remove     using a 31 × 31 DM (15 l/D AO cut-off                                 2. The coronagraphic images recorded                                                 smooth structures, leaving the small-    frequency, i.e. 0.6 arcseconds in H-band)                                 in H1 and H2 both confirm the effect of                                           scale higher frequency objects unaf-     and a Shack–Hartman wavefront sensor.                                     the APLC, where images exhibit atmos-                                             fected (e.g., faint companion).     Recently, we have also experimented                                       pheric speckles with lower intensity in     with differential imaging (DI) tests, using                               the AO correction domain (from the                                            The raw contrasts achieved after the     sequential coronagraphic image sub-                                       second or third wing of the PSF to the                                        APLC (Figure 9, red and green curves)     traction in between closely spaced nar-                                   rise of the AO cut-off frequency clearly                                      are in good agreement with the SPHERE     rowband filters in H-band (1.56 µm and                                    seen in the images), while the central                                        simulations. When removing the atmos-    1.60 µm, H1 and H2 respectively).                                          core of the coronagraphic PSF being                                           pheric speckle halo with a high-pass filter
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                PSF                                    APLC (H1)                                      APLC (H2)                                   APLC (H2–H1)                                6?                           6?                                              6?                                           6?
    Figure 8. From left to right: AO-corrected and                     near-IR filters (middle images); and (right) subtraction    a podised PSF is shown (white-dashed circle indenti-              of the two coronagraphic images, after high-pass    fies the AO cut-off frequency in the field); APLC                  filtering.    coronagraphic images recorded with H1 and H2
                                                                                                  Figure 9. Azimuthally        Table 2. Some of the next instruments that can ben-                                                                                '/2%                 averaged profiles of the     efit from the use of the halftoning process for pro-                                                  (6                             /+"'            AO-corrected PSF             ducing (at least) their coronagraphs (in blue). FQPM                                                                                 /+"'                        l                                                     /+"'m'                                                                                                     (black curve), APLC raw      and PIAA refer to Four Quadrant Phase Mask and                                                                                                     coronagraphic images         Phase Induced Amplitude Apodisation respectively.                                                                                                     in filters H1 and H2                        l                                                                         (red and green curves),      Instrument       In service by    Coronagraph type-NQL@KHRDC(MSDMRHSX

                                                                                                     and 1s contrast after
                                                                                                                                  SPHERE/VLT       2011             FQPM/APLC/Lyot                                                                           λ#                   differential imaging and                                                                                                     low frequency content        GPI/Gemini       2011             APLC                        l                                                                                                      suppression (blue curve).    HCIAO +          2010             Lyot/APLC/PIAA                                                                                                     IWA is the inner working     JWST             2013             Band-limited/FQPM                                                                                                     angle.                        l                                                                                                      EPICS/E-ELT      > 2018           CPA (baseline)                                                                                                                                  PFI/TMT          > 2020           APLC                        l 
                        l                              
     
                            
                    
                                           MFTK@Q#HRS@MBDHMλ#
    applied either on H1 or H2 images (not                             The halftoning process presented has                       Acknowledgements    plotted in Figure 8), the contrast curve                           been validated for pupil apodisers (APLC                                                                                                                                  We deeply thank Sebastien Tordo and Christophe    nicely fulfilled the SPHERE expectation as                         for SPHERE and for the Gemini Planet                       Dupuy from ESO for their support with the Infrared    well. High-pass filtered APLC images                               Imager, GPI), and is defined as the base-                  Test Camera and metrology aspects. We are in-    demonstrate a 5s detectability of 2.5 ×                            line technique for EPICS (for producing                    debted to Precision Optical Imaging and Aktiwave                                                                                                                                  (Rochester, New York) for the high quality manufac-    10 – 4 and 2.2 × 10 – 5 at 0.1- and 0.5-arc-                       a conventional pupil apodisation corona-                                                                                                                                  tured prototypes, and for the numerous open dis-    second offsets respectively, without Spec-                         graph [CPAC], the concept baseline).                       cussions about the technique.    tral Differential Imaging (SDI) or Angular                         Space-based telescopes can also benefit    Differential Imaging (ADI) techniques, i.e.                        from the halftoning process, such as                                                                                                                                  References    a factor of 25 and 45 at 0.1 and 0.5 arc-                          the JWST NIRCam coronagraphic masks    seconds respectively from the goal con-                            for which microdot band-limited corona-                    Aller Carpentier, E. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7015, 108    trast of SPHERE (after SDI and/or ADI).                            graphs are being manufactured. Table 2                     Antichi, J. et al. 2009, ApJ, 695, 1042    The 1s contrast provided after differential                        summarises some of the future instru-                      Dorrer, C. & Zeugel, J. D. 2007, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B,                                                                                                                                  	 24, 1268    imaging (blue dashed curve) demon-                                 ments that can take advantage of the                                                                                                                                  Martinez, P. et al. 2007, A&A, 474, 671    strates atmospheric speckle suppression                            halftoning technique at least for corona-                  Martinez, P. et al. 2008, A&A, 492, 289    (1 order of magnitude gain), while slightly                        graphs. Its interest has been recently                     Martinez, P. et al. 2009a, A&A, 495, 363    improving the speckle noise. Improve-                              extended in the context of the manufac-                    Martinez, P. et al. 2009b, A&A, 500, 1281                                                                                                                                  Martinez, P. et al. 2009c, ApJ, accepted    ment of these results is foreseen with a                           ture of the apodisation mask for the    simultaneous implementation of the DI                              BIGRE Integral Field Spectrograph for    tests (implemented in a sequential way so                          SPHERE (Antichi et al., 2009).    far). These results provide confidence    in the expected performance of SPHERE.
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                       Colour image of the Sd spiral gal-
Astronomical Science   axy NGC 7793, a member of the
                       Sculptor group, at 3.4 Mpc distance.                       NGC 7793 has a very large H ii disc                       as is apparent from the many Ha                       emitting regions (visible in red). This                       colour composite is formed from B,                       V, I and Ha images taken with VLT                       FORS. See ESO Press Photo 14b/09                       for details.Astronomical Science
First Images from the VLT Interferometer
Jean-Baptiste Le Bouquin 1Florentin Millour 2                                                                                                                                                        UT3                                                                                                                                             UT2                                                                                                         UT4Antoine Merand 1VLTI Science Operations Team1                                                                            UT1
1    ESO2     Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastro-    nomie, Bonn, Germany

The ESO Very Large Telescope Interfer-
ometer has recently produced its firstimages, achieving a spatial resolutionof a few milliarcseconds. The publishedimages reveal the precise astrometryof close massive binaries (θ1 Ori C and                                                                   VLTI                              ELTHD87643), the presence of materialclose to the surface of an old, varia-ble star (T Lep), and the dusty environ-          Figure 1. Overview of the Paranal Observatory plat-                                                                     Interferometer (VLTI) and CHARA. Even                                                  form, showing the four Unit Telescopes (UTs) and thement of an active galactic nucleus                                                                                                                                        so, for the general astronomer, optical                                                  three relocatable Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs). The(NGC 1068). However, this is only a first         three ATs are the small white telescopes arranged in                                                                    interferometry still appears as a technicalstep and additional results and numer-            an equilateral triangle. Combining them together                                                                        engineering playground, instead of anous improvements are expected in the              and moving them to different positions (black shad-                                                                     attractive high-angular-resolution observ-                                                  ows) emulates the resolving power of a virtual giantforthcoming years.                                                                                                                                                        ing method. This can be explained by the                                                  telescope, represented here as the red area. It is                                                  important to note that the interferometric technique                                                                    fact that general users have little intuition                                                  only reproduces the resolving power of the virtual                                                                      about how interferometric observables,The stars with the largest apparent size          giant telescope, not its sensitivity. The size of the ELT                                                               called visibilities, behave as a function of                                                  is represented for comparison.                                                                                          the object shape. In order to bridge thein the sky are of the order of ten milliarc-seconds. This is much smaller than the                                                                                                                                    gap for general users, optical interferom-resolving power of the largest world-class                                                                                                                                etry has to step into an “imaging era”, astelescopes, such as the Unit Tele-                                                                                                                                       was done for radio interferometry dec-scopes (UTs) of the ESO Very Large Tele-          Optical long-baseline interferometry has                                                                                ades ago.scope (VLT). In the coming decades, the           been used by a steadily growing comExtremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) will            munity, as shown by the publications                                                                                    We present the first images from the ESOdeliver better resolving powers thanks to         graph in Figure 2. Since 2003, the rate of                                                                              VLTI (Haguenauer et al., 2008), showingtheir larger apertures and the use of             increase has been higher due to the                                                                                     that we are just entering the long-waitednew generation adaptive optics (AO).              introduction of “user-friendly” interferom-                                                                             “imaging era” of this facility. The instru-However, even the ELTs will only be able          eters such as the Keck Interferometer                                                                                   ments are now working better than ever,to image a few of the largest stars of the        (Keck-I), the ESO Very Large Telescope                                                                                  and the requisite image reconstructionsky, such as Betelgeuse (α Orionis),whose diameter is about 30 milliarcsec-                                                                  2BHDMBDVHSGNOSHB@KRSDKK@QHMSDQEDQNLDSQXonds. To resolve solar-like stars, interact-ing binaries, or the inner part of planet-                                                                                                                                                                                                                          "' 1 5+3(*DBJ�(%HQRS%QHMFDR
forming discs requires a telescope of at
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    ,!$1%HQRS%QHMFDR
least 150 m in diameter. At optical wave-
lengths, building and co-phasing such                                                                       (MSDMRHSX(MSDQEDQNLDSQX
a telescope will remain out of reach of
                                               -TLADQNE/@ODQR                                                                                                                                                 , 1*(((%HQRS%QHMFDR
                                                                  our technical and financial capabilities for                                                                                                                                                                            -/.(%HQRS%QHMFDR                                                                                                                                                 &(3%HQRS%QHMFDR
                                                                                                                                                                            (.3 %HQRS%QHMFDR                                                                                                                                                                            /3(%HQRS%QHMFDR                                                                                                                 (3%HQRS%QHMFDR
decades yet.

Interferometric aperture synthesis is the
only currently available solution. This                           technique mixes the light collected by                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Figure 2. Publicationsseveral small, independent telescopes                                                                                                                                                                                                                          made with optical inter-separated from each other by tens or                                                                                                                                                                                                                           ferometers, only includ-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ing scientific resultseven hundreds of metres, and so recov-                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (source OLBIN 1). We seeers the resolving power of a virtual tele-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            a steadily increasingscope of equivalent size (see Figure 1).                                                                                             8D@QNE/TAKHB@SHNM                                                                                                       number of publications.
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Astronomical Science                            Le Bouquin J.-B. et al., First Images from the VLT Interferometersoftware exists. However, this is only a        environments of a few nearby active gal-         image synthesis methods every twofirst step, as numerous aspects still need      actic nuclei (AGN).                              years since 2004. See Cotton et al. (2008)polishing. We will therefore also describe                                                       for the latest results and winners. Allimprovements expected to take place in          When large numbers of observations of            the reconstruction methods attemptthe near future.                                the visibilities, V(B), of a given target are    somehow to adjust an image to the data                                                available, it becomes possible to invert         according to some additional knowledge                                                the Fourier Transform of the visibilities        about the shape of the object. At theImage reconstruction                            (viz. FT–1{V(B)}) to produce an Image of         least, this additional a priori information is                                                the source. Performing such a computa-           that the reconstructed image is positiveWhen light beams coming from two dis-           tion is called “image reconstruction”            everywhere. But the reconstruction istant telescopes are overlapped they form        because it has to deal with several diffi-       strongly aided, and the result more accu-an interference pattern; and by measur-         culties. Firstly the spatial sampling of         rate, if additional information can being the contrast and position of this pat-      the points V(B) is anything but regular or       supplied. Is the image composed of unre-tern, information about the morphology of       homogeneous, as shown by the example              solved components (such as a multiplethe observed astronomical source can            in Figure 3. Secondly each observation            system)? Does the image contain somebe determined. Mathematically, the fringe       is corrupted by random noise, whose               background level? Is all the flux concontrast and position (amplitude and            amplification should be avoided during            centrated inside an area of some knownphase) define a complex number, V,              the inversion process. Finally, the phase         size? All these pieces of information can,linked to the Fourier Transform of the          information cannot be estimated inde-             and should, be injected into the (choice ofobserved brightness distribution (Image)        pendently for each point V(B), but only           the) reconstruction algorithm.at the spatial frequency B/λ, given by:         along closing triangles of observations                                                (called closure phase). The use of theV(B) = FT{Image} (B/λ)                          incomplete phase-closures, instead of                                                the exact phases, makes the inversionIn this equation, B is the geometrical vec-     problem non-convex (meaning hard totor joining the telescopes of the inter        solve).ferometer projected into the plane of the                                                        Figure 3. Coverage of the uv-plane obtained aftersky, generally called the projected base-       Several algorithms are now available to          observing with nine different pairs of telescopes                                                                                                 made with four configurations of three ATs. Eachline. λ is the wavelength of the observa-       reconstruct an image from sparse and             telescope pair creates an arc since the projectedtion, typically between 1 and 10 microns        noisy V(B) datasets: MIRA, BSMEM,                 baseline B changes with the Earth’s rotation duringfor the VLTI. FT denotes the Fourier            WISARD, BBM and MACIM. These algo-                the night. An estimation of the complex fringe con-Transform operator, normalised to 1 when        rithms were the challengers in the series         trast has been obtained for each point. The poor                                                                                                  and irregular sampling of the spatial frequencies rep-B = 0. An interferometer measures some          of Optical/IR Interferometric Imaging             resents a real challenge for the reconstruction algo-discrete values of the Fourier Transform        Beauty Contests, which have quanti               rithms. The dotted ellipse is the shape of the virtualof the observed image and not a continu-        tatively compared the results of various          telescope emulated by these observations.ous image.                                                                                    When only a few pairs of telescopes are                                                   $�&�'available, model fitting must be used to                                                   �#�'                                  L— Lconvert these observables, the visibilities                                               #�'�&V(B), into astrophysical quantities. In par-                                              &�&�*ticular, only the spatial extent — the size                                          — and the level of asymmetry can beconstrained, but at a precision unachiev-able with classical single telescopes. Untilrecently, this was the method used for                                                                       -NQSG:L<

the major discoveries made by the VLTI.                                               
Among them, we recall the precise radiusand limb-darkening measurements ofdifferent kinds of stars (see ESO PR 14/03 and ESO PR 25/04), the characterisa- tion of discs surrounding young stars                                             �  (ESO PR 29/05) and hot Be stars (ESO PR 35/06), the astrometry of close spec- troscopic binaries, the study of mass- loss events around evolved stars or novae (ESO PR 22/08), the direct size determi-                                          � nations of small asteroids (ESO PR 04/09),                                           �      �                                              and the unique probe inside the dusty                                                                     $@RS:L<
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                                                                         5+3( ,!$1*A@MC                          !3  L5A@MC The first reconstructed image produced                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                              by the VLTI is of the binary θ1 Ori C (see                                                   C#$":L@R< the article in the last Messenger issue,                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                         (MSDMRHSX Kraus et al., 2009b; and Kraus et al.,                                                                         2009a), located in the well-known dense                                                                                                                           
 Orion Trapezium Cluster. To create an image of this object, the investigators had                    l                                        l                                                                                                                                                                    
 to observe the system for several nights, using the movable 1.8-metre Auxiliary                                                                                                                             
                                                                l                                        l  Telescopes (ATs) and the AMBER instru-                                                l    l                              l          l    ment (Petrov et al., 2007). The ATs were                                        C1 :L@R<                                    C1 :L@R<   combined in different groups of three,   and were also moved to different posi-                                                           HD87643   tions, creating more new interferome-   tric configurations. Taken together the                                                                                                                     
                                                                         5+3( ,!$1*A@MC                          5+3- ". L*A@MC configuration emulates a virtual telescope  approximately 130 m across. AMBER’s                                                                                                                                                                   
  continuous spectral coverage across the   H- and the K-bands at a spectral reso
                                                                                                                                                                              (MSDMRHSX                                                   δ:L@R<

lution of R = 35 allowed better filling of                                                                                                                       

 the so-called uv-plane, thanks to the 1/λ term in the spatial frequency term in the equation. However, because obser                                                                                                                             
vations were not simultaneous enough, the authors had to artificially rotate the                                                                l                                        l                                                     
 uv-plane between each configuration to                                                          l                                             l  account for the binary rotation. The au-                                           α:L@R<                                       α:L@R< thors employed the Building Block Map- ping software (BBM). Starting from an               Figure 4. Top: Images of the θ1 Ori C binary from              component positions are marked with an asterisk.                                                     Kraus et al. (2009). Shown at left is the interferomet-        Bottom: Images of HD87643 from Millour et al.initial single δ-function, this algorithm iter-                                                     ric image reconstructed with VLTI/AMBER emulat-                (2009). Shown left is the AMBER interferometric atively adds unresolved components to               ing a telescope of around 130 m in diameter. Shown             image of the system, with roughly the same spatial the image, which is convolved finally with          right is the de-convolved image obtained at the                resolution as for θ1 Ori C, and right is a de-convolved a clean beam that reﬂects the elongation            6-metre Russian Big Telescope. For each image,                 image obtained with the AO-assisted NACO instru-                                                     10 % intensity level contours are shown and the fitted         ment at UT4.of the sampled uv-plane.
θ1 Ori C is one of the youngest and clos-
est high-mass (O5–O7) stars and is also              The same instrument and method was                             ing software packages (BBM anda binary. The resulting interferometric              used by Millour et al. (2009) to re-                           BSMEM), which gave substantially theimage separates the two components of                construct the image of the binary star                         same results.the system. The observations themselves              HD87643. This star is an extreme exam-have a spatial resolution of about 2 milli-          ple of the B-type stars that show the                          Interestingly, very little was understoodarcseconds. Figure 4 compares the                    B[e] phenomenon (viz. a B-type star with                       about this B[e] star before our interfero-images of θ1 Ori C obtained with the VLTI            emission lines). These stars exhibit a                         metric observations. The evident increaseand with the 6-metre Russian Big Tele-               spectrum of emission from light element                        in resolving power in the VLTI image,scope. The evident increase of resolving             recombination and metallic forbidden line                      compared to the NACO image, permittedpower in the VLTI image directly trans-              transitions, as well as infrared excess                        a clear detection of the binary naturelates into a much better astrometric ac-             associated with dust emission. Figure 4                        of this system. In addition, the imagecuracy. From these, and several other                shows the images of HD87643 obtained                           allowed us to resolve the circum-primaryspeckle and interferometric observations,            by Millour et al. (2009) with the VLTI                         dust shell, which was unattainable atthe authors could precisely derive the               and with the NACO camera on UT4. The                           the resolution of single telescope obser-orbital parameter of this binary system              interferometric image has been built with                      vations. Therefore our new view of(Kraus et al., 2009a). They concluded that           the MIRA software, employing the                               HD87643 is: 1) a B[e] star, enshrouded bythe total mass of the two stars is 47 MA             “smoothness” and “positivity” constraints                      its dusty circumstellar disc, and whoseand their distance from us is 415 parsec             only. We have compared the resulting                           inner dust-sublimation rim can be seen in(pc).                                                image with that produced by other exist-                       the images; 2) a very compact and
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 ust-enshrouded companion star; 3) the
d                                                      supposition was supported by a previous        Figure 5. Images of the Mira star T Lep obtained                                                                                                      with VLTI/AMBER emulating a telescope of aroundbinary system itself immersed in a co-                 analysis of the data, showing no obvious                                                                                                      100 m in diameter (Le Bouquin et al., 2009). Thesecoon of warm silicate dust.                            difference in apparent size along different    images in three narrow bands have been extracted                                                       directions. The main interest is that we       from a position-wavelength datacube of around                                                       could make use of relatively simple a pri-     30 images. Spatial scale is in milliarcseconds. As aImaging the surfaces of stars                                                                         comparison, the full image displayed here would fit                                                       ori constraints (smoothness) for this first                                                                                                      inside a single pixel of VLT NACO.                                                       guess image. As a matter of fact, theMira stars are favourite targets of amateur            reconstructed ring-like structure is highlyvariable star observers because of their               trustworthy. On the other hand thehuge variability in the visible wavelength             smoothness of the central star is not nec-     8-metre UTs. As a consequence, therange. These are giant stars that have                 essarily a correct assumption and the           istribution of the tracks is concentrated                                                                                                      dalmost extinguished their nuclear fuel and             star could have normal, sharper edges.         in the second/fourth quarter of the uv-are losing mass at a high rate before en-              The second step uses these initial bright-     plane, with only one observation on atering the cooling track as white dwarfs.              ness distributions as support for a quad-      perpendicular baseline, reflecting theThey pulsate with periods of several hun-              ratic regularisation of the 2D images,         fixed physical placement of the UTs. Ondred days and molecules and dust are                   allowing the software finally to map the       account of the near-zero declination offormed in the layers of the atmosphere                 asymmetries.                                   NGC 1068, the tracks are parallel to theimmediately surrounding the central star.                                                             u-axis.The Sun will become a Mira star in a few               Although only a few pixels across, thebillion years, engulfing the Earth in the              reconstructed images shows an extreme          The authors were able to reconstruct andust and gas. Although Mira stars are                  close-up of a star about one hundred           image of the nucleus using maximumamong the biggest factories of molecules               times larger than the Sun, corresponding       entropy (ME) methods by combining alland dust in the Universe, the exact shape,             roughly to the distance between the            the 16 observations. The ME methodsdensity and composition of the expelled                Earth and the Sun. The star appears            guarantee that the resulting image will bematerial is still debated.                             encircled by a sphere of material, which       the most statistically probable recon-                                                       is about three times as large again. Such      struction given the information in the dataThe classical Mira star T Leporis, in the              images unambiguously demonstrate               and considering positivity as the uniqueconstellation of Lepus (the Hare), is lo-              that an envelope of dust and gas, whose        constraint (together with the implicitcated at 170 pc and pulsates with a                    aspect ratio and opacity is changing with      smoothness criterion of ME). One of theperiod of 380 days. Although it is a giant             the wavelength, surrounds a Mira star.         main advantages of the ME method isstar, it is so far away that only facilities                                                          that few prior assumptions about thelike the VLTI can obtain a resolved image                                                             source are needed to obtain good resultsof it. We achieved this recently by using              Imaging the innermost part of AGNs             from the algorithm. According to Rabanthe data from four configurations of three                                                            et al. (2009), the reconstructed imageATs (Le Bouquin et al., 2009; ESO PR                   Raban et al. (2009) recently presented         confirms the basic properties of the06/09). Instead of combining all spectral              interferometric observations of the            source in a completely model-independ-channels together, as in the case of                   nucleus of NGC 1068, using the VLTI MIDI       ent way, but it does not provide a moreθ1 Ori C or HD87643, we were able to                   instrument. They obtained extensive uv-        detailed picture than previously known.build an independent image at each                     plane coverage with 16 baselines with awavelength bin, as shown in Figure 5. We               maximal resolution of 120 m (correspond-employed the MIRA software (Thiebaut,                  ing to 7 milliarcseconds at 10 microns).       Feedback from first images2008) with a specific two-step strategy.               In common with other AGNs, NGC 1068The first step consisted of building a radi-           is so faint that it could not be observed      About six months after obtaining the firstally symmetric image from the data. This               with the relocatable ATs, but only with the    images, we can already draw some
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 eneral conclusions concerning imageg                                                does not yet provide the best dynamic             UTs, the main challenge is to reduce theirreconstruction at the VLTI:                      range: the FLUOR instrument at CHARA,             mechanical vibrations to an acceptable1) The published results demonstrate             although combining only two telescopes,           level for interferometry; if achieved, im-nicely the capability of this ESO facility to    provides precision below 1%. In terms             portant gains in interferometric efficiencydeliver images at a spatial resolution of a      of limiting magnitude, Keck-I and the VLTI        can be expected. The VLTI should thenfew milliarcseconds, although on bright          with the UTs have similar performance.            be able to reconstruct simple images oftargets only. We recall that such a spatial      However, the VLTI and its instruments do          11th magnitude objects when combiningresolution is unattainable by classical          provide a unique spectral coverage, from          the four UTs together.single telescopes, even when considering        1 to 10 microns and a unique spectral the ELT era.                                    resolution up to R = 12 000. It does pro-         In 2015, the VSI instrument (Malbet et al., 2) Up to now, only rather simple objects        vide the unique capability of relocatable         2008) is planned to allow six telescopes have been imaged: binaries, simple              telescopes (the ATs) that allows both             (15 visibility points) and eventually even circumstellar environments, or images          compact (~ 16 m) and large (~ 130 m)              eight telescopes (28 visibility points) to be  with a small field-of-view (perhaps 5 by       interferometric arrays to be built within a       combined simultaneously. Associated  5 pixels in size, at maximum).                 few days. Finally, it is the only interferom-     with real-time data processing, eminently  3) The main results have been obtained         eter with real Service Mode scheduling            feasible within the standard ESO obser-  in Visitor Mode, with at least three differ-   and a high level of user support, resulting       vation framework, it would provide a real-  ent telescope configurations, so typically     in a large number of refereed publications        istic snapshot imaging capability. Ideally  over three observing (half-)nights.            (more than 200 to date).                          a visiting astronomer to the VLTI will see  4) While it has often been said that the                                                         the image of the observed object being  VLTI is too slow, a sampling speed of                                                            reconstructed in real-time at the console.  approximately 25 minutes per calibrated        Prospects  point sounds sufficient.  5) The poor quality of the calibrated visi-    In the forthcoming years, we believe that         References  bilities is an important limitation.           improvements in the imaging capability            Cotton, W. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7013, 70131N  6) Finally all existing datasets suffer from   of the VLTI will mainly lie in an enhance-        Eisenhauer, F. et al. 2008, IAU Symposium, 248, 100  a poorly populated uv-plane, especially in     ment of the data quality, as well as an           Haguenauer, P. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7013,  the North–South direction.                     increase in the number of offered interfer-       	 70130C                                                                                                   Kraus, S. et al. 2009, A&A, 497, 195                                                 ometric baselines. Background work by             Le Bouquin, J.-B. et al. 2009, A&A, 496, L1The two last points cover the majority of        the Science Operations team at the                Lopez, B. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7013, 70132Bthe VLTI user complaints, and should             Paranal Observatory is ongoing on these           Malbet, F. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7013, 701329receive careful attention from the Science       two points. For instance, it is planned to        Millour, F. et al. 2009, A&A, accepted                                                                                                   Monnier, J. et al. 2007, Science, 317, 342Operations team in the future.                   increase the number of offered AT triplets        Petrov, R. et al. 2007, A&A, 464, 1                                                 from four (current period) to more than           Raban, D. et al. 2009, MNRAS, 394, 1325Several other imaging projects are in pro-       ten (goal for Period 86). Opening and             Thiébaut, E. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7013, 70131Igress concerning B[e] stars, young stellar       offering new triplets and new telescopeobjects and supergiants. The investiga-          stations however requires an intensive            Linkstors generally conclude that the recon-          effort both from the Engineering and Sci-structed images validate the basic prop-         ence Operation teams.                             1                                                                                                       http://olbin.jpl.nasa.goverties of the targets in an independentmanner for the first time. However, for          In 2012, the VLTI is expected to re-the moment, the images do not provide a          ceive the second generation instrumentsmore detailed picture than parametric            MATISSE (Lopez et al., 2008) andmodels. This hurdle could only be over-           GRAVITY (Eisenhauer et al., 2008). Thesecome by increasing the number and the              instruments will make use of four tele-quality of the visibility measurements, as         scopes. Combining four telescopes simul-previously mentioned. However models               taneously, instead of three, simply dou-will always be needed to provide quanti-           bles the number of possible simultaneoustative constraints and to test consistently        visibility measurements (six instead ofthe physics underlying the images.                   three): with only one additional telescope,                                                     the interferometer is twice as fast atPositioning the VLTI in the current inter-          collecting enough points to build up annational context is rather easy. The VLTI        image. We believe it will be possible todoes not yet provide the best imaging            reconstruct a simple image within aboutcapabilities: the MIRC instrument at the         two observing nights instead of aboutCHARA array already combines four tele-          four as of now. At that time, getting sixscopes and is being upgraded to six (see,        ATs could be a decisive step towardsfor instance, the image of the surface           allowing routine imaging within the ESOof Altair by Monnier et al., 2008). The VLTI     Service Mode framework. Regarding the
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Constraining Quasar Structural Evolution with
VLT/ISAACJack Sulentic 1, 2                              region (BLR). They offer the only way to       metric and less uncontaminated by otherPaola Marziani 3                                “resolve” the BLR in significant numbers       lines. But how can we compare in-Giovanna Stirpe 4                               of sources.                                    ferred properties of low-z quasars withSebastian Zamfir 1                                                                             higher redshift sources where Hb can-Deborah Dultzin 5                                We reported in the June 2001 Messenger        not be observed in the optical do-Massimo Calvani 3                                (Sulentic et al., 2001) on how spectro-       main? One solution was to use other lowPaolo Repetto 5                                  scopic observations with 1–3-metre-           (Mg ii 2798 Å) or higher ionisationRadoslav Zamanov 6                               class telescopes were improving our           (C iv 1549 Å) line measures. However it is                                                 understanding of quasar phenomenology         more difficult to extract reliable FWHM                                                 through the development of a surro-           measures for these lines due to strong1   University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, USA        gate H–R diagram (now called 4-Dimen-         Fe ii contamination in the former case and2   Instituto de Astrofisica de Andalucia,         sional Eigenvector 1 space: 4DE1) for         because there is reason to doubt that the  Granada, Spain                                these sources. The centrepiece of 4DE1        latter line is a valid virial estimator.3    INAF – Osservatorio Astronomico di            involves four parameters that emphasise   Padova, Italy                                 correlations and differences between          A more modern solution is twofold: 1) use4    INAF – Osservatorio Astronomico di            the quasar (defined as sources show-          low-z samples to obtain a better under-   Bologna, Italy                                ing broad emission lines and optical Fe ii    standing (in the 4DE1 context) of source5   Instituto de Astronomía, UNAM, Mexico        emission) population (Sulentic et al.,         phenomenology; and 2) use VLT–ISAAC6    Bulgarian Academy of Science, Sofia,         2000ab; 2007). 4DE1 studies reveal a           infrared spectroscopy to measure FWHM   Bulgaria                                     source dichotomy that we call Population       Hb in high-z sources. The former involves                                                A–B where the two populations distin-          estimating the effects of source orien                                                guish: a) sources with “narrower” broad        tation on line profiles as well as isolatingWe describe a VLT–ISAAC spectro-                lines (FWHM Hb = 500–4000 km/s)                the virial component of Hb. MBH deterscopic survey of the Hb region for more         including Narrow Line Seyfert 1s (NLSy1),      minations also require an estimate for thethan 50 quasars at redshifts between            called Population A; and b) sources            radius of the BLR (rBLR) — only a small1 and 3. We use the width of Hb as a            with broader lines (> 4000 km/s) includ-       sample of low-z sources have reasonablevirial estimator of black hole mass and         ing almost all radio-loud quasars, called      estimates from reverberation mappingthe Eddington ratio. The minimum                Population B. We now report on a               (Kaspi et al., 2005). We must thereforeobserved width of Hb increases from             campaign of VLT–ISAAC spectroscopy            rely upon — and perhaps constrain —~ 500–1000 km/s at low luminosity                (Sulentic et al., 2004; 2006; Marziani        the correlation between rBLR and sourceto ~ 3500 km/s in the high luminosity            et al., 2009) for higher redshift quasars     luminosity (i.e. the Kaspi relation).domain. This trend is consistent with            that enable us to extend our low-z resultsthe virial assumption and a broad                out to z ~ 2–3. Our VLT programmeline region size-luminosity relation with        was designed to derive black hole             Infrared observing strategyexponent a ~ 0.65. Broader lined                 masses using a single virial estimator (thesources show a second very broad and             full width at half maximum [FWHM] of the      There is a long history of infrared (IR)redshifted Hb line component, which              Hb line). It was also designed to test        quasar spectroscopy (e.g., Kühr et al.,should be removed for reliable black             the Population A–B concept that arose         1984), but it has only recently becomehole mass estimation.                            from our 4DE1 studies at low z.               possible to obtain high S/N spectra of the                                                                                               Hb region for significant numbers of                                                Black hole masses (MBH) and Eddington          high-z sources. ISAAC is the IR (1–5 µm)Forty-five years after their discovery we       ratios (L /LEdd ) are fundamental parame-      imager and spectrograph at the Nasmythhave a widely accepted idea about               ters of interest to astrophysicists and        B focus of the VLT Unit Telescope 1 andthe nature of quasars, although much of         cosmologists. The Eddington luminosity         high S/N spectra of z = 1–3 quasars cana fundamental empirical understand-             is that at which the gravitational force       be obtained when Hb is shifted into oneing is still lacking. The standard paradigm     is balanced by radiation pressure. We          of the IR “windows”. Each spectrum cor-sees all active galactic nuclei (AGN) as        think that MBH and the Eddington ratio are     responds to a wavelength range (IR win-driven by gravitational accretion onto          also the principal drivers of source occu-     dows Z, J, H, K) that covers all or, mosta supermassive black hole. This has led         pation in 4DE1 space, implying that Pop.       often, part of the region involving Hb, theto the impression that all AGN are phe-         A sources host the smallest MBH (highest       Fe ii 4570 Å blend and/or the Fe ii 5130 Ånomenologically similar — a view rein-          L /LEdd ) values and Pop. B the opposite       blend. Accuracy in wavelength calibra-forced by the low signal-to-noise (S/N) of      (Marziani et al., 2003). But how are these     tion is especially important and we obtainmost published source spectra. Future           key parameters measured — especially           root mean square (rms) residuals of lessadvances in understanding quasars will          in high-z sources? The width of broad          than 20 km/s in all windows, which islikely come from high S/N spectroscopic         emission lines is considered a reliable        comparable to the accuracy achieved forstudies of broad emission line spectra          indicator of velocity dispersion in the BLR    low redshift optical spectra with resolu-because such measures provide the               gas surrounding the central black hole.        tion l/Dl ~ 1000.most direct clues about the kinematics          FWHM Hb is the measure of choiceand geometry of the central broad line          because the line is strong, relativelly sym-
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VLT–ISAAC spectra collected in four                                                          !     5    1       (       9      )             '                      *         Figure 1. Sample VLT–                                                                                                                                                                              ISAAC (in black) andobserving seasons have enabled us to                                                                                                                                                                              optical ground-basedmeasure emission-line parameters for                                                                                                                                          spectra of the Hb re-more than 50 quasars in the range                                                                                                                                             gion plotted at their red-z = 0.9–3.2. The sample size now per-                                                
                                                                                      shifted wavelengths.                                                                                                                                                                              Photometric windowsmits a meaningful analysis of luminosity                                                 +NFλƁE λ:DQFRR lBL l<                                                                                                                                                                              are labelled at the top.trends and source occupation in 4DE1space. We chose ESO–Hamburg quasars                                                                                     
(Wisotzki et al., 2000) as ISAAC targets,which ensured a well-defined colour-selected sample of sources brighter thanmB = 17.5. We used two large compari-                                               
son samples of low-z quasars: 1) our atlasof 215 moderate S/N spectra (Marzianiet al., 2003); and 2) the 450+ brightestquasars in SDSS (Zamfir et al., 2008).                                               
Figure 1 shows examples of both ground-based optical and VLT–ISAAC spectra                                                                                                          over the full redshift range of our study.                                                                              .ARDQUDC6@UDKDMFSG:Ä<
                                                                                            -+2XKHJD/NOTK@SHNM                        /NOTK@SHNM!
Do quasar spectra change with z and                                                        KNF+ANK                      KNF+ANKluminosity?                                          
                                                                                                            
Our samples are ideal for comparing                    spectra over 6 dex in source luminosity.             
 KNF+ANK      KNF+ANKFigure 2 shows median composite                        spectra for six luminosity bins (log Lbol =         
 43–49, Lbol in units of ergs –1). We find no           luminosity correlations in our low redshift                                                                                             samples — consistent with earlier results (Boroson & Green, 1992; Sulentic et al.,                                                  KNF+ANK                      KNF+ANK                                                    
 2000a; 2004; 2007) that source luminos-               ity is orthogonal to Eigenvector 1 correla-        
 tions involving FWHM Hb. Figure 2 shows                                                                  
                                    KNF+ANK                      KNF+ANK Pop. A and B composite spectra sepa-                                                       rately and in fact this 4DE1-inspired dis-         
 tinction is necessary in order to reveal the          most significant change in Hb. Without             
                                    KNF+ANK                      KNF+ANK such a distinction the only luminosity                trend that we find involves a systematic           
                                                       weakening of narrow emission lines ([O iii]        
                                    KNF+ANK                      KNF+ANK 4959, 5007 Å) with increasing luminosity              (see also Netzer et al., 2004 and Marziani         
 et al., 2009, for a few striking exceptions).                                                                                                                                            While narrow line measures are not part                                                                                                                  1DRS%Q@LDλ :Ä< of the 4DE1 parameter set, this line de- crease raises the question of whether we are seeing a luminosity or redshift (i.e.            We find a large spread in FWHM Hb                                                           Figure 2. Median composite spectra binned in six                                                                                                                                                  integer luminosity intervals. The upper two and lower source evolution) trend. Previous 4DE1               measures at all redshifts with a well-                                                                                                                                                  four bins show the VLT–ISAAC and optical ground- work (Sulentic et al., 2000ab) motivated             defined lower boundary that increases                                                       based composites respectively. Population A and B the suggestion that Pop. A (and espe-                from FWHM Hb ~ 500–1000 km/s                                                                composites are shown for each bin. Fe ii contamina- cially NLSy1) represent a young quasar               at Lbol = 48–49. No clear change is ob-                                                     tion (green lines) is always stronger in the Pop. A                                                                                                                                                  spectra and a very broad Hb component (thick red population. This interpretation is favoured          served in the upper FWHM boundary.                                                                                                                                                  line) is always present in Pop. B spectra. because we also observe weaker nar-                 The change in the lower boundary can be row lines in low-z NLSy1 sources. But                seen in Figure 3 where we plot the dis why then do we see the same diminution               tribution of FWHM Hb measures against                                                       broadening is dominated by virial motions in Pop. B composites?                                log Lbol. An increase in minimum FWHM                                                       and if the emissivity-weighted rBLR de-                                                      with luminosity is expected if Hb line                                                      pends on luminosity following a power-
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                                                                                                                          ever the origin of the VBLR component,
                                                                                                                          our VLT spectra reinforce the evidence           
                                                                                                                          that it is real, and that the Pop. A–B
                                                                                                                          dichotomy has a physical meaning, likely                                                                                                                          involving changes in the structure of the                                                                                                                          BLR. This dichotomy has a direct implica-                                                                                                                          tion for the computation of black hole              
                                                                                                                          masses — FWHM Hb is a reliable virial
%6','β:JLR l<
                                                                                                                          estimator only for Pop. A sources. Only
                                                                                                                          the core (BLR) part of the line appears                                                                                                                          to be a reliable virial estimator in Pop. B                                                                                                                          sources (see also Collin et al., 2006).                         !AQN@CDQ                                                                                        @
                          Comparing black hole masses and                                                                                                                          Eddington ratios           

                                                                                        @
                          Figure 4 shows the distribution of MBH as
                      -+2XKHJD                                                                                                                          a function of redshift. MBH estimates                                                                                                                          for the low-z samples span 4 dex and the                      -+2XR                                                                                              VLT sample does not increase that range.                                                                                                                          The yellow region below the curve is          
                                                                                                                  inaccessible to useful observations at this
                                          + ANK:DQFRR l<                                                               time. Measures of MBH > 5 × 10 9 MA                                                                                                                          are problematic if the MBH v. MBULGE rela- Figure 3. Source FWHM Hb as a function of bolo                boundary based on sources with Lorentzian and             tion is valid at high-z. MBH ~ 1010 MA metric luminosity. Grey dots and open circles show             Gaussian profiles respectively (Marziani et al., 2009).                                                                                                                          would imply stellar velocity dispersions our two low-redshift source samples while red dots             Two labelled curves show Kaspi relations with expo- indicate the VLT–ISAAC sample. Blue triangles rep-             nents a = 0.52 and 0.67. The thick red line indicates     ~ 700 km/s and resultant MBULGE > resent additional NLSy1 sources found by Zhou et al.           FWHM increase with L expected for L/LEdd = 0.15           1010 MA, which are not observed. Recent (2006). Horizontal dot-dash lines indicate Pop. A–B            (assuming a = 0.67). Shaded area is an apparent           results on the fundamental plane of el- and canonical NLSy1-broader source boundaries.                 zone of avoidance for broad-line AGN.                                                                                                                          liptical galaxies, and on the most massive Blue dot-dash curve shows modified Pop. A–B                                                                                                                          spheroids at z < 0.3, confirm that stellar                                                                                                                          velocity dispersion measures are always law (rBLR a La; Kaspi et al., 2005). The exact value of the index is uncertain, but a more pronounced trend is expected                                            in Figure 3 for a ≈ 0.5, especially at high luminosity (see caption to Figure 3). Irre- spective of the correct value for a, the observed trend is one of the few inde-                                          pendent lines of evidence supporting the assumption that broadening of Balmer lines is predominantly virial.                                                                                                                KNF,!':, <
 Median spectra in Figure 2 show that
 Pop. A sources retain very similar (Lorentzian) Hb line profiles, while the                                         same cannot be said for Pop. B sources, where a red asymmetry grows with                                                                                                                Figure 4. MBH estimates increasing source luminosity. There is evi-                                                                                                  derived from single- dence (Marziani et al., 2009) that this                                                                                                         epoch FWHM Hb meas- asymmetry is a distinct, redshifted com-                                                                                                        ures. Red and grey dots                                                                                                                                                 represent VLT and low-z ponent (we call it the very broad line                                                                                                          SDSS sources respec- region or VBLR). This extra line compo-                                                                                                      tively. The yellow region nent represents a challenge for both                                                                                                            is not accessible in our physical models of the BLR and for the                                                                                                          magnitude-limited sur-                                                                                                                                                 veys. The horizontal blue use of FWHM Hb as a virial estimator.                                                                                                                                              line shows the expected Could this be the long-sought evidence                                                                                                        upper limit to the black for infall onto the central engine? What-                                                                    Y                                  hole mass of 5 × 10 9 MA.
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< 500 km/s (Bernardi et al., 2005). Is                               there real evidence for log MBH valuesgreater than about 9.7?
  If we place our confidence in Hb as the
                                                                                     $CCHMFSNMKHLHS  virial estimator, then Figure 2 points                                toward a way to reduce large MBH values.  Our past work, now reinforced by the  VLT sample, suggests that all, or most, of                                                 +NF++$CC 
  these values are overestimates. The
  VBLR component in Pop. B Hb profiles                               
  shows a large redshift, immediately rais-  ing doubts that it arises from a virialised  medium. It is safer to assume that therelatively unshifted BLR component is the  virial estimator that corresponds most                            
  closely to the one used in Pop. A sources.  Alternatively one can consider the width  of the line part that is responding to continuum changes, which has been  estimated for low-z sources (see also                            
  Sulentic et al., 2000c). If we use either of                                                         these two approaches to infer MBH then                                                 Y  most values fall below log MBH = 9.7 (blue  dashed line indicated in Figure 4). This          nal motions dominate, then FWHM Hb            Figure 5. L/LEdd estimates derived from the MBH esti-                                                                                                  mates shown in Figure 4. Red and grey dots repre-  would remove any serious challenge to             will underestimate virial motions and con-                                                                                                  sent VLT–ISAAC and low-z SDSS sources respec-  the bulge mass–BH mass relation out to            sequently MBH in sources oriented near        tively. The yellow region is not accessible in our  z ~ 3.                                            face-on. They will appear to be extreme       magnitude-limited surveys. Dotted and filled curves                                                    L/LEdd radiators. Reasonable corrections      represent minimum detectable values of L/LEdd (fixed                                                                                                  log MBH = 9.6) for magnitude-limited surveys to A fixed bolometric correction to the spe-          for an assumed face-on orientation will                                                                                                  mB = 16.5 and 17.5 respectively. cific luminosity of each quasar provides           move all of these sources safely below the luminosity-to-mass ratio or, equiv            log L /LEdd ~ 1 (Sulentic et al., 2000a; alently, L /LEdd. This approach is very           Marziani et al., 2003; Ryan et al., 2007).    longer dominate the Hb line profile. Sincecrude, but a bolometric correction is rela-         But what of the high-z VLT sources at or      iron enrichment and black hole growthtively stable for most sources, with the            near log L /LEdd ~ 1 seen in Figure 5?        require predictable timescales, extensionobvious exception of core-dominated                The simplest interpretation places them        of observations to high-z may eventuallyradio-loud quasars. Figure 5 shows the             as high luminosity analogues to lower-z        provide intriguing tests of the currentdistribution of derived L /LEdd estimates as       NLSy1s.                                        cosmological scenario. It is premature to a function of z. At z ~ 1 we start losing                                                        say whether the lack of spectral evolution quasars with low L /LEdd that are abun-           A modest investment of observing time          poses problems for the concordance dant at low z. The loss of sources be-            (equivalent to a single run of 6–7 nights)     cosmology.comes very serious at z > 2 where we are           provided data with unprecedented S/Nsampling only the highest L /LEdd radia-           and resolution and in a redshift range tors, which should be equivalent to the           where they were completely absent. The         References low-z NLSy1 sources. Low L /LEdd sources          data enabled us to identify several inter-     Bernardi, M. et al. 2005, AJ, 129, 61 should be present at high-z (numerous             esting luminosity trends that were not evi-    Collin, S. et al. 2006, A&Ap, 456, 75 if they are young quasars) but an increas-        dent in large low-z samples. The ISAAC         Kaspi, S. et al. 2005, ApJ, 629, 61 ing fraction are unobservable. This effect        data reinforce the significance of the         Kühr, H. et al. 1984, ApJ, 284, L5                                                                                                  Kurk, J. et al. 2007, ApJ, 669, 32 must be carefully considered when                 Pop. A–B dichotomy by showing that the         Marziani, P. et al. 2003, MNRAS, 345, 1133studying L /LEdd evolution in any flux-lim-       redshifted VBLR Hb is the stronger Hb          Marziani, P. et al. 2009, A&Ap, 495, 83ited sample.                                       component in the most luminous Pop. B          Netzer, H. et al. 2004, ApJ, 614, 558                                                   sources. They also permited a more relia-      Ryan, C. et al. 2007, ApJ, 654, 799                                                                                                  Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2000a, ApJ, 536, L5We note that small populations of                  ble comparison of MBH and L /LEdd esti-        Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2000b, ARA&A, 38, 521Eddington or even super-Eddington radi-             mates out to z ~ 3. The observation of        Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2000c, ApJ, 545, L15ators are present in our sample. We have            large black hole masses at z ~ 3 and be-      Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2001, The Messenger, 104, 25previously interpreted the low-z sources            yond (Kurk et al., 2007) suggest that ei-     Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2004, A&Ap, 423, 121                                                                                                  Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2006, A&Ap, 456, 929as oriented near face-on. If line emis-             ther: a) at least some supermassive black     Sulentic, J. W. et al. 2007, ApJ, 666, 757sion arises from a flattened cloud distri-          holes grow early in the history of the        Zamfir, S. et al. 2008, MNRAS, 387, 856bution (or accretion disc) where rotatio-          Universe; or b) rotational motions no         Zhou, H. et al. 2006, ApJS, 166, 128
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Velocity Fields of Distant Galaxies with FORS2
Bodo Ziegler 1                                  Much progress has been achieved in re-         field galaxies has a shallower slope thanElif Kutdemir 2                                 cent years by deep photometric surveys         the local one if restframe B-band lumi-Cristiano Da Rocha 1                            (like GOODS) finding galaxies and qua-         nosities are considered, so that theAsmus Böhm 3                                    sars at high redshift (z ~ 6) corresponding    brightening of a slow rotator is muchWolfgang Kapferer 3                             to an epoch just a billion years after the     larger than that of a fast rotator (Böhm &Harald Kuntschner 1                             Big Bang. These surveys have revealed a        Ziegler, 2007). This result can be inter-Reynier Peletier 2                              dichotomy between blue, star-forming           preted principally in two ways: either theSabine Schindler 3                              and red, passive galaxies at later times,      majority of distant galaxies are muchMiguel Verdugo 4                                with an evolutionary transition between        more scattered around the TFR and we                                                the two groups. Spectroscopic surveys          do not see enough regular spirals at                                                (like the Canada France Hawaii Redshift        the faint end; or, there is a mass-depend-1  ESO                                           Survey, CFHRS) have additionally pro-          ent evolution with low-mass objects2   Kapteyn Institute, Groningen,                 duced evidence that there is a sharp           exhibiting on average a stronger effect  the Netherlands                               decline in the overall star formation activ-   over the last five billion years. The latter3  University of Innsbruck, Austria              ity in the cosmos within the last eight        scenario is supported by modelling the4  University of Göttingen, Germany              billion years. However, all these results     chemical evolution of our galaxies that                                                are based on measurements of the lumi-         has revealed less efficient, but extended,                                                nosity as produced by the stars, while         star formation for slow rotators (FerrerasWe describe a method of obtaining               the total mass of a galaxy is mainly com-      et al., 2004) and is consistent withtwo-dimensional velocity fields of dis-         posed of dark matter. Because the trig-        other observational evidence for a mass-tant, faint and small, emission-line            gering and process of star formation con-      dependent evolution (often called “down-galaxies efficiently with FORS2 at the         tains complicated physics, we need to          sizing”). VLT. The fields are examined for kine-         make many assumptions and simplifica-matic substructure to identify possible         tions in our modelling, and, in addition,      For a correct application of the TF analy-interaction processes. Numerical si-           we do not clearly understand the scaling       sis a galaxy must be undisturbed, so that mulations of tidal interactions and ram        between the baryonic and dark matter.          the assumption of virial equilibrium is pressure effects reveal distinct signa-        Therefore, it would be more favourable if      fulfilled and, therefore, the rotation curve tures observable with our method. We           we could determine observationally the          shows a very regular shape. If this is detect a significant fraction of galaxies      total mass of galaxies and compare its          not the case, can we then still learn with irregular velocity fields both in the     evolution directly to the predicted struc-      something? In the CDM structure forma- field and cluster environments.                ture assembly.                                  tion theory, galaxies evolve by merging                                                                                                and accretion, so that we can look for                                                Such measurements of the dynamical              kinematic signatures of such events andGalaxy formation and evolution are still        mass of even faint and small, very dis-         whether there is an increase in the abun-principal research topics in modern             tant galaxies were achieved recently by a       dance of such types with redshift. Toastrophysics, and have been investigated        number of research groups using the             investigate a possible environmental de-since objects outside the Milky Way             largest telescopes. Through spectros-           pendence, we need to disentanglewere recognised after the Great Debate          copy they derive the internal kinematics        such collisions from the numerous otherbetween Shapley and Curtis. The main            (motions) of the stellar systems that are       interaction phenomena that galaxies canquestions include: When and how did             subject to the whole gravitational poten-       experience in groups and clusters.galaxies form? Why are there different          tial. In the optical wavelength regime, we      The gas content of spirals reacts to themorphological types? What is the role of        can conduct these measurements out              ram pressure exerted by the intraclusterenvironment? The models used to an-             to redshifts of one. For spiral galaxies, we    medium, a hot plasma permeating theswer these questions range from single          can determine the rotation curve from           whole structure. Part of the gas can alsoepoch to continous creation scenarios.          gas emission lines (like [O ii] at 372.7 nm     be stripped off by tidal forces (sometimesThe current theoretical paradigm of a           restframe wavelength). If the galaxy is         called “strangulation”). Other processescold dark matter (CDM) dominated Uni-           undisturbed, the rotation curve rises in        like harassment can even remove starsverse predicts a hierarchical bottom-up         the inner part and turns over into a flat       from galaxy discs, so that the overall mor-structure evolution from small entities         plateau dominated by its dark halo and          phology is altered. However, (irregular)towards bigger systems through merging.         we can calculate the maximum rotation           rotation curves from slit spectroscopy doDuring such a process spiral galaxies           velocity Vmax. In such a case the assump-       not contain unique information to reveal acan be transformed into ellipticals. How-       tion of virialisation holds, so that we can     specific interaction process unambigu-ever, the disc component can be re-             use the Tully–Fisher relation (TFR; Tully &     ously. In addition, peculiar shapes cangained through subsequent new gas               Fisher, 1977) as a powerful diagnostic          sometimes be caused artificially by ob-accretion and star formation. Many irreg-       tool that scales the baryonic matter (pa-       servational and instrumental effects whenular and peculiar galaxies are observed         rameterised, e.g., by stellar luminosity)       long slits are used (Ziegler et al., 2003;in clusters of galaxies, in which they may      to the dark matter (as given by Vmax ). Our     Jäger et al., 2004). A more favourableexperience interactions in addition to          group, for example, has found that the          observation would, therefore, be that of amerging and accretion.                          TFR of 130 distant (z = 0.5, on average)        two-dimensional velocity field.
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FORS2 spectroscopy to obtain velocityfields
Many large telescopes today offer 3D-
spectroscopy and most future facilities(like the European Extremely Large Tele-scope) will provide such instrumentmodes. At the VLT, for example, VIMOSand FLAMES offer integral field unit (IFU)spectroscopy in the optical regime. Forour specific purpose, however, we con-ceived a different method of obtainingvelocity fields that has many advantagesfor our science case: matched galaxysizes, good spatial resolution, long wave-length range and high efficiency througha large number of simultaneous tar-gets and economic exposure times (seeKutdemir et al., 2008).
For our procedure, we utilise the MXU
mode of FORS2 that allows slits to be cutindividually and at any desired orienta-tion into a mask by a laser. We pick up aparticular target and start with a slitplaced along the photometric major axis,as measured on spatially highly resolvedimages from the Hubble Space Tele-scope/Advanced Camera for Surveys                                                                                                                                                           
(HST/ACS; Figure 1). The slit with width1 arcsecond covers the full size ofthe galaxy in its mid-plane and extendsmuch beyond it to allow an accurate sky                                                                                                            
subtraction (common slit lengths are15–25 arcseconds). In the same manner,20–30 more slits are placed on othertargets across the full field of view of FORS2 (6.8 × 6.8 arcminutes), with, occasionally, even two or three objects         Figure 1. Our method for obtaining two-dimensional           For the spectral element we use a high-                                                 velocity fields with FORS2 is based on the observa-          throughput holographic VPH grism falling into the same slit. Observations                                                 tion of three different slit positions per target (upper). with such a mask will eventually yield          The combination of the measurements yields inde-             (600RI) that results in a long wavelength rotation curves, as for our previous            pendent data points for a rectangular grid covering          range (330 nm) projected onto the CCD. projects, with one spatial axis and one         the whole galaxy (lower). From Kutdemir at al., 2008.        This has two advantages: for each gal- velocity axis by measuring the centre                                                                        axy several gas emission lines and many positions of an emission line row-by-row                                                                     absorption lines of the stellar continuum along the spatial profile of the two-di-        ure the flat part of the rotation curve,                     are visible; all the absorption lines can mensional galaxy spectrum (Böhm et al.,         which is usually reached at about three                      be combined to derive the stellar rotation 2004). In order to construct a velocity         disc scale lengths. At the redshifts of                      curve in addition to the gaseous one. De- field with two spatial axes, we observe all     our targets (z = 0.1–1.0), this corresponds                  pending on the redshift of the object, targets twice more with different slit po-      to angular sizes of about 3–6 arcsec-                        emission lines from the blue [O ii] line (at sitions using two more masks. This time         onds. The spatial resolution along the                       372.7 nm) to the red Ha line (at 656.3 nm) slits are offset by 1 arcsecond along           x-axis of our grid is given by the pixel size                are visible. While up to seven different the minor axis of the galaxy to either side     of the FORS2 CCD chips of 0.25 arcsec-                       lines can be observed in case of some of the first position, so that all three slit   onds. For the y-axis, we are restricted by                   field galaxies, most cluster members positions together correspond to a rec-         the slit width of 1.0 arcsecond, which is                    have four (Figure 2). This allows us to de- tangular grid (Figure 1). In that way, the      a good compromise between minor loss                         rive rotation curves and velocity fields in full extent of a galaxy is covered, which is    of light falling out of the slit due to seeing,              several independent ways and to check particularly important for a TF (viz. undis-    adequate spectral resolution (R = 1000),                     for consistency. In addition it also allows turbed) galaxy, where we need to meas-         and spatial sampling in the y-direction.                     us to investigate possible dependencies
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                                                                                                                      "KTRSDQF@K@WX@SY
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              5:JLR<
                                                                                                      5:JLR<                                                                                                                             l                                                                    'α                                                                                   'β                                                                                                                  :- ((<           l                                                                    :. (((<                   l            'β                                                                                   :. (((<                                   'γ                                                                                   :2 ((<                    l            :. ((<           l                                                                    :2 ((<                                    @ARNQOSHNMKHMDR                   l           l                                                                                       l            l         l                                                                                           Q:@QBRDB<                                                                                                 Q:@QBRDB< Figure 2. Two examples of rotation curves derived             for each slit position of the mask sepa-                                        the three slit positions. So that we knew from the central slit. For some field galaxies up                                                               rately. Thanks to the high stability of                                         the exact position of the masks relative to seven different emission lines can be used inde- pendently to study the gas kinematics across a                FORS, exposures of the same mask                                                to each other, we also included a few g alaxy (left). For brighter galaxies, even stellar rota-    taken on different nights can be com-                                           stars with narrow slits perpendicular to tion curves can be measured by combining many                 bined into a single deep spectrum. As for                                       each other. These stellar spectra are absorption lines (right). From Kutdemir at al., 2008.                                                               the determination of rotation curves, the                                       also used to determine the seeing during                                                               wavelength of the centre position of a                                          the exposure. In addition, for a third on the physical state of the gas clouds                       given emission line is measured along the                                       of the galaxies per mask the central slit that emit the respective lines (all galax-                    spatial profile. Differences from a com-                                        position was taken, while the other two ies have both recombination and forbid-                       mon systemic centre can then be trans-                                          thirds had the off-centre positions, thus den emission lines). From line ratios,                        lated into velocity space, applying                                             alleviating both mask acquisition dur- we can then construct metallicity maps                        Doppler’s rule. The construction of the                                        ing observations and mask combination and assess a possible contribution from                       velocity field, VF, needs a very careful                                        in data reduction. To set up the VF, each active galactic nuclei (AGN) activity in                      combination of the measurements from                                            position–velocity data point is then addition to star formation.

 Despite the need for the observation with                                                                           @QBRDB
 three masks in order to construct a                                                           l                                               velocity field, our method is still highly efficient. The VPH grism with its medium                                    spectral resolution, together with the                                      excellent optics of FORS2 mean that suf-                                                              OHWDK                                                                             ficient signal can be reached in an emis-                                                                                                                                                                    l

 sion line to measure the line centres in                                  l
 each spectral (CCD) row accurately with                                   l 2.5 hours total integration time. This holds                                                                           l also for the outer regions of the galaxies, where the surface brightness drops to                                                   l           l                                                   low values (from typically 22 Vmag /sq. arc-                                                                            OHWDK second in the inner part to about 26 Vmag /sq. arcsecond). Therefore, we can obtain the necessary data for a large                                  
 number of objects (20–30) within a to-                                     
                                                                                                Figure 3. Example of an                                                              8:@QBRDB< tal integration time of only 7.5 hours. For                                                                                                                                   observed velocity field comparison, FLAMES observations with                                       
                                                                                                of a cluster spiral at z =                                                                                                                                                                               0.5 displayed in the                                                                                                                                                             l

 15 IFUs of similar targets need integration                               l 
                                                                                               upper panel as binned
 times of 8–13 hours.                                                                                                                                                          independent data points                                                                           l 
                                                                                               and in the lower panel                                                                                                                                                                               linearily interpolated for The standard reduction of the spectro-                                                                                                                                        visualisation purposes scopic images produces a wavelength                                                l           l              l                                                         (from Kutdemir at al., calibrated two-dimensional spectrum                                                                               7:@QBRDB<                                                  2008).
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  calculated within a common coordinate                   coefficients can be interpreted in terms                 Figure 4. Velocity field of the galaxy in Figure 3 re-                                                                                                                    constructed by kinemetry with best-fitting ellipses  system, whose origin was determined                      of physical parameters. While the first                                                                                                                    overplotted (top left) and its residual map (top right)  from the intensity maximum of the spatial                order reflects the bulk motion (the rota-                obtained by subtracting the model from the ob-  profile around the emission line in the                  tion), the third and fifth orders, for exam-             served field. A model (bottom left) and its residual  central slit and its respective wavelength.              ple, describe the correction to simple                   (bottom right) of the circular velocity component                                                                                                                    (rotation map) constructed for the average value of  An example is shown in Figure 3.                         rotation and indicate separate kinematic                                                                                                                    the kinematic position angle G and flattening q                                                           components. For the reconstruction of                    (shown in the middle panels as function of distance                                                           the intrinsic velocity map, the free param-              to the kinematic centre) (from Kutdemir at al., 2008).  Kinemetric analysis of velocity fields                   eters are the flattening and the position                                                           angle of the ellipses, while their centres               determine Vmax accurately, which may be  Since our VFs cover a large fraction of                  are fixed to a common origin. An example                 different from the one derived from the  a galaxy’s extent with good spatial reso-                of a reconstructed velocity map with                     curve along the central slit aligned with  lution, we can analyse them quantita-                    best-fitting ellipses overplotted is given in            the photometric axis.  tively in some detail. We use kinemetry                  Figure 4. When, instead, the inclination  (K rajnovic et al., 2006), originally devel-            and position angle are fixed to their aver-  oped for nearby galaxies observed with                   age global value, a simple rotation field                Simulations of interactions: structure and  the SAURON 3D-spectrograph, whose                        along the kinematic major axis can be                    kinematics  VFs have much higher signal and resolve                  modelled. Its residuals with respect to the  much smaller physical scales than is                     observed VF may indicate non-circular                    One of the main goals of our project is to  the case of our distant targets. In polar                velocity components like streaming                       identify signatures of possible interac-  coordinates the velocity profile of a flat               motions along spiral arms or along a bar.               tion events. Galaxies may be transformed  rotating disc can be described by a                      Additional components such as a decou-                   from one type into another not only by  cosine function of the azimuthal angle.                  pled core can be recognised in such                      merging or accretion, but also by other  Best-fitting ellipses, along which the                   a residual map, or from an increase in the               effects like ram-pressure stripping or  velocity profiles are extracted, can be                  k5 Fourier coefficient caused by twists in               harassment in the environment of a clus-  determined as a function of radius. Devia-               the position angle and flattening. A rota-               ter or group. Open questions are still:  tions from these fits can be quantified                  tion curve is extracted from the observed                which processes are efficient under  by a harmonic Fourier expansion, whose                   VF along the kinematic major axis to                     what conditions and whether there is a
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                                                                                    J:JLR<                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                J J                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 l                                                                                                                                                        l                                                                                                                1:@QBRDB<                                    @QBRDB  Figure 5. Velocity field of a simulated major merger       in real space and the projection onto the           ular galaxies we examine both the VF  as would be observed at z = 0.1 (left) and radial                                                             sky plane (the viewing angle of the obser-          and the stellar structure (as revealed on  profiles of some parameters (kinematic position   angle, flattening, first Fourier coefficient indicating   vations). In the case of a major merger,            our HST/ACS images) and compare them   the bulk motion and normalised fifth Fourier coeffi-      however, there is always a clear signal in          to a suite of simulated events, taking   cient indicating separate kinematic components)           the higher order coefficients of the Fou-           into account the specific galaxy parame-   determined by kinemetry (right). The case shown                                                             rier decomposition of the kinemetry (Fig-           ters, in order to pin down the specific   refers to a small galaxy that has penetrated a bigger   one, seen 200 Myr after the event (from Kronberger        ure 5). Ram pressure by the intraclus-              interaction mechanism that caused the   at al., 2007).                                            ter medium, on the other hand, mainly               distortions.                                                             affects the gas disc, pushing away the  dominant mechanism responsible for the                     outer parts and creating distortions at the  abundance of elliptical galaxies in local                  edge of VFs, while regular rotation can             Velocity fields of distant galaxies  rich clusters. In order to study systemati-                be maintained in the inner regions (Fig-  cally the distortions and irregularities in                ure 6). In certain configurations, the gas          The spectroscopic observations using  rotation curves and velocity fields caused                 disc can also be displaced from the cen-            the method presented were performed  by interaction phenomena, we performed                     tre of the stellar disc. During the stripping       in Periods 74 and 75 in four different clus-  N-body/smoothed-particle hydrody-                          event, gas can also be compressed so                ter fields (MS1008.1-1224 at z = 0.30,  namics (SPH) simulations and extracted                     that enhanced star formation is triggered,          MS2137.3-2353 at z = 0.31, Cl0412-65 at  both structural and kinematic information                  leading to changes in the stellar popula-           z = 0.51 and MS0451.6-0305 at z = 0.54).  from the computer output in the same                       tions, too (Kapferer et al., 2009).                 The target galaxies were not only clus-  manner as from observational data.                                                                             ter members but also field galaxies in the  The numerical calculations were carried                  In addition, we utilise the simulations to          background and foreground (0.1 < z <  out for the three components — dark                        investigate systematically how velocity             0.9), so that we can investigate differ-  matter halo, stellar body and collisional                  fields and their characteristic parameters          ent environments. All cluster fields were  gas clouds — of a galaxy and are based                     are influenced by the instrumental and              imaged with ACS onboard HST, enabl-  on the Gadget2 code (Springel, 2005)                       observational setup (like spectral resolu-          ing an accurate assessment of the mor-  that incorporates hydrodynamic physics                     tion, seeing) and for which cases artifi-           phological structure of the galaxies as  (and has explicit prescriptions for star for-              cial distortions can be induced. A major            well. Our method presented here yielded  mation and feedback).                                      impact is caused by the decreasing spa-             velocity fields for 49 objects with good                                                             tial resolution of the spectra when galax-          signal-to-noise appropriate for our kine-   So far, we have modelled minor mergers,                   ies are observed at higher and higher               metric analysis. Out of these, there are   major mergers, tidal interactions caused                  redshifts. Minor irregularities can be com-         16 VFs suitable for investigation of possi-   by fly-bys and ram-pressure stripping                     pletely smeared out due to seeing and               ble interaction processes in rich clusters.   (Kronberger et al., 2007; 2008). There are                the resolution elements being too coarse.   large variations in the degree of distor-                                                                     In addition to our detailed analysis with   tions both in stellar structure and gas kin-              Currently, we are in the process of ana-            comparison to simulations, we also inves-   ematics in the case of the first three of                 lysing each observed galaxy individually.           tigated average properties to assess the   these processes, with the main depend-                    In the case of a regular VF, we perform             abundance of galaxies that have irregular   encies being on the mass ratio of the                     a TF analysis deriving the rotation curve           kinematics, irrespective of any assump-  galaxies, the geometry of the interaction                 along the kinematic major axis. For irreg-          tion of a particular interaction process. To
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 Figure 6. Velocity field of a simulated ram-pressure      two parameters we use are pure gas kin-                         position angles across a galaxy. To find stripped galaxy as would be observed at z = 0.1 and                                                           ematic tracers: 1) sPA, the standard de-                        an appropriate limit of the value range, radial profiles (kinematic position angle, flattening, first Fourier coefficient and normalised fifth Fourier    viation of the kinematic position angles of                     below which a galaxy can still be coefficient) determined by kinemetry, as in Figure 5a.    the best-fitting ellipses found by kine                        classified as undistorted, we measured The case shown refers to one where edge-on ram            metry across a galaxy; and 2) k3,5 /k1, an                       the three parameters first for a local pressure has already been in action for 400 Myr, with                                                           average value of higher order Fourier                            sample (taken from Daigle et al., 2006) of the black arrow indicating intracluster matter wind direction and the cross and circle indicating the kin-    coefficients normalised by the rotation ematic and stellar disc respectively (from Kronberger     velocity. The third parameter compares at al., 2008).                                            the global velocity field determined by                         Figure 7. Abundance of galaxies distributed accord-                                                           spectral lines emitted by the (warm) gas                        ing to our three irregularity parameters, with upper that purpose, we quantify deviations                      content of a galaxy to its morphological                        panels showing the local sample and bottom panels                                                                                                                           the distant, field (green hashed) and cluster (blue) from a simple smooth rotation field with                  structure seen in the continuum light of                        galaxies. Galaxies are classified irregular if Dϕ > 25, three different indicators measured for                   the stars, given by Dϕ, the mean differ-                        k 3,5 /k1 > 0.15 or sPA > 20 degrees (from Kutdemir at each galaxy in the same way. The first                    ence between photometric and kinematic                          al., 2009).
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Astronomical Science18 galaxies that have high resolution VFs       Furthermore, our simulations show that          populations) and compare them to our(see Kutdemir et al., 2008).                    only strong interactions, like major merg-      simulations.                                                ers, induce large values of the kinema-For our distant sample, we find that the        tic tracers indicating large distortions withfraction of galaxies classified to be irreg    high significance. So most of our ob-           Acknowledgementsular according to the three indicators          served objects with smaller values of the       This work was supported financially by Volkswagen-is not unique. For the two pure kinematic       irregularity parameters probably under-         Stiftung (I/76 520), DFG (ZI 663/6), DLR (50OR0602,tracers we derive a much lower percent-         went more subtle events. This is presum-        50OR0404, 50OR0301) and the Kapteyn institute.age (about 10 % and 30 %) than for the          ably also the reason for the surprisinglythird parameter (about 70 %); see Figure 7      similar abundance of peculiar galaxies          Referencesand Kutdemir et al. (2009). The parame-         in the field and cluster environment, noters trace different signatures of external     matter what indicator is chosen. Since         Böhm, A. et al. 2004, A&A, 420, 97processes, but are also sensitive to in-        we detect more irregular field galaxies at      Böhm, A. & Ziegler, B. 2007, ApJ, 668, 846                                                                                                Ferreras, I. et al. 2004, MNRAS, 355, 64trinsic properties. For example, the pres-      intermediate redshifts than in the local        Daigle, O. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 367, 469ence of a bar misaligned with the disc’s        sample, we are probably witnessing the          Jäger, K. et al. 2004, A&A, 422, 941major axis can also cause a large off-          ongoing growth of their discs via accre-        Kapferer, W. et al. 2009, A&A, 499, 87set between the gas field and the stellar       tion and minor mergers as predicted             Krajnovic, D. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 366, 787                                                                                                Kronberger, T. et al. 2007, A&A, 473, 761component. In addition, peculiarities in        in CDM models. To clarify decisively the        Kronberger, T. et al. 2008, A&A, 483, 783a VF are more affected by a coarse spa-         ongoing processes both for field and            Kutdemir, E. et al. 2008, A&A, 488, 117tial binning and could be “smeared out”.        cluster galaxies, we will, in the near fu-      Kutdemir, E. et al. 2009, A&A, submittedBy modelling resolution effects we found        ture, examine all available pieces of infor-    Springel, W. 2005, MNRAS, 364, 1105                                                                                                Tully, R. B. & Fisher, J. R. 1977, A&A, 54, 661that the irregularity fractions we measure      mation for each galaxy (gas VFs, stellar        Ziegler, B. et al. 2003, ApJL, 598, 87are lower limits only.                          rotation curves, morphologies and stellar
                                                                                                                             A typical Galactic H ii                                                                                                                             region, the very well-                                                                                                                             known Eagle Nebula                                                                                                                             (NGC 6611), is shown in                                                                                                                             this composite of B, V                                                                                                                             and R images taken                                                                                                                             with the Wide Field Im-                                                                                                                             ager on the MPG/ESO                                                                                                                             2.2-metre telescope.                                                                                                                             See ESO Photo Release                                                                                                                             26/09 for more details.
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  Wandering in the Redshift Desert
   Alvio Renzini 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       :. ((<                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 :. (((<                    'α                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Figure 1. The template                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               spectra of actively star-   Emanuele Daddi 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             'β                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              :2 (((<                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               forming (top), moder-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              ately star-forming (mid-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               dle) and passively                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      'δ &A   1      INAF – Osservatorio Astronomico di                                                                                                                                                                                         %D ((                                        %D ( 'η                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ,F (                                    evolving galaxies (bot-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                ,F ((                             '*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               tom). From Mignoli et al.,     Padova, Italy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            2005.                                                                                                                                                         1DK@SHUD%KTW% λ   2     CEA, Saclay, France                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  :. ((<
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               'β      "@  %D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   'δ &A               ,F (       -@        'α   The cosmic star formation rate, active                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     "-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                '*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ,F (                    %D (   galactic nuclei activity, galaxy growth,                                                                                                                                                                                                      ,F ((                                                                                                                                                                                  mass assembly and morphological   differentiation all culminate at redshift                                                                                                                                                                                  z ~ 2. Yet, the redshift interval 1.4 < z < 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                'β      "@  %D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ,F (       -@        'α   is harder to explore than both the closer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   "-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   'δ &A
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            %D (               '*   and the more distant Universe. In spite                                                                                                                                                                                                           ,F (                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ,F ((
   of so much action taking place in this                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                1DRS6@UDKDMFSG   spacetime portion of the Universe, it   has been dubbed the “redshift desert”,   as if very little was happening within                                                                                                                   and next to it the 4000 Å break. These                                                                                                                            r outinely applied dithering patterns, and   its boundaries. The difficulties encoun-                                                                                                                are the features that allow spectro-                                                                                                                              the like. But a little further out in redshift   tered in properly mapping the galaxy                                                                                                                     scopists to measure reliable redshifts                                                                                                                             our preferred spectral features move   populations inhabiting the desert are                                                                                                                    even on relatively low signal-to-noise                                                                                                                             beyond 1 µm, i.e., into the near-infrared,   illustrated in this paper, along with                                                                                                                    (S/N) spectra. Provided, of course, these                                                                                                                          and we are in full desert.   some possible remedies.                                                                                                                                  features are included in the observed                                                                                                                                                            spectral range.                                                                                                                                                   Still, survival with optical spectrographs                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              is hard, but not completely impossible.   Optical spectroscopy of 1.4 < z < 3                                                                                                                      As redshift increases beyond z ~ 1 all                                                                                                                            While we have lost, beyond 1 µm, the   galaxies                                                                                                                                                these features become harder to recog-                                                                                                                            strong features, other, albeit less promi-                                                                                                                                                            nise in observed spectra, as they enter                                                                                                                           nent, ones have entered our optical   Figure 1 shows typical FORS2 spectra of                                                                                                                  a wavelength region where the sensitivity                                                                                                                         range coming from the restframe ultra   actively star-forming, moderately star-                                                                                                                  of CCDs starts to drop, detector fringing                                                                                                                         violet (UV). Just as opportunistic organ-   forming, and passively evolving galax-                                                                                                                   complicates life, and the sky deteriorates.                                                                                                                       isms still find their ecological niche in            < 1 (Mignoli et al., 2005). The   ies at z ~                                                                                                                                               At this point we are already in quite an                                                                                                                          the driest desert, so we currently rely   strongest, most easily recognisable fea-                                                                                                                 arid environment (redshift-wise), though                                                                                                                          on weak, restframe UV features to ex-   tures in these spectra are the [O ii] 3 727 Å                                                                                                            still manageable thanks to the collective                                                                                                                         plore the redshift desert. In the case of   line in emission, the Ca ii H&K doublet,                                                                                                                 power of our very large telescopes,                                                                                                                               actively star-forming galaxies at z ~ > 1.4,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              these are several narrow absorption lines                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              across the UV continuum, most of                                                                          " (5λλ
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              the observed optical spectral range is a
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              characteristic feature at 2600–2800 Å,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              due to neutral and singly ionised magne-                     — l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               sium and iron (see Figure 3). Thanks                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              to these features, we can survive in the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              desert, but it is not an easy life.                     — l%KTW(MSDMRHSX% λ
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              First of all, it is quite awkward to use
                     — l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               narrow, weak absorption lines to obtain
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Figure 2. The co-added FORS2 spectrum of 75 star-
                     — l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               forming galaxies at z ~ 2, corresponding to 1652.5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              hours of integration (from Halliday et al., 2008). The                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              main spectral features are indicated, including the                     — l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               weak blend of Fe iii lines that originate in the photo-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          sphere of the OB stars responsible for the UV con-                                                                                                   1DRS%Q@LD6@UDKDMFSG:Ä<                                                                                                                                                                                                  tinuum.
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                                                                                                                          -'                                                                                                                                                             trum of 13 passively evolving gal-                                      %D (%D (("Q (

                                                                                                                                                                                                        quite different from local disc galaxies.
                                                                                                                                                             axies at z ~ 1.6, corresponding to                     ,M ((               
                                                                                ,F (                     %D ((                     %D ((
                                                                                                     !+                     !+

                                                                                                                                                             480 hours of integration (from Cimatti
                                                                                            !                                                                                                                                                             et al., 2008). The main spectral fea-        That high SFR in z ~ 2 galaxies does not                                                                                                                                                             tures are indicated, along with the syn-     necessarily imply starburst activity be-                             !

                                                                                                                                                             thetic spectrum of a 10 Gyr old, so-
               
                                                                                                                                                                                        came clear from a study of galaxies in the                                                                                                                                                             lar metallicity stellar population model                                                                                                                                                             (Maraston et al., 2005).                    GOODS fields (Daddi et al., 2007a). Fig-                                                                                                                                                                                                          ure 4 shows the SFR v. stellar mass,                                                                                                                                                                                                          M*, for galaxies at 1.4 ~<z~ < 2.5 in the%KTW#DMRHSX               
                                                                                                                                                                                                        GOODS-South field, where a tight corre-                                                                                                                                                                                                        lation is apparent between SFR and                                                                                                                                                                                                        stellar mass. Only a few galaxies are far               
                                                                                                                                                                                       away from the correlation, most notably                                                                                                                                                                                                         a relatively small number of passive gal-                                                                                                                                                                                                         axies (with undetectable SFR), conven-               
                                                                                                                                                                                                         tionally placed at the bottom of Figure 4.                                                                                                                                                                                                         Among star-forming galaxies, the small                                                                                                          &, 22GNTQRODBSQTL                                                                                                                                                                                                         dispersion of the SFR for given M*                                                                                                          ,
&XQ22/ 599                                                                  demonstrates that these objects cannot               
                                                                                                                                                                                      have been caught in a special, starburst                                                             1DRS%Q@LD6@UDKDMFSG:Ä<                                                                                                                                                                                                          moment of their existence. Rather,                                                                                                                                                                                                          they must sustain such high SFRs for a  redshifts of star-forming galaxies that                                                                                           Drawbacks                                                             major fraction of the time interval be-  have strong emission lines elsewhere in                                                                                                                                                                 tween z = 2.5 and z = 1.4, i.e. for some  their spectrum, or absorptions on a very                                                                                          For quite a few years we have known that                              109 yr instead of the order of one dynami-  faint UV continuum for galaxies that are                                                                                          at z ~ 2 galaxies with star formation rates                           cal time (~ 108 yr) typical of starbursts.  intrinsically very red. These are indeed                                                                                          (SFR) as high as some ~ 100 MA yr –1 are  the cases shown in Figues 2 and 3! But                                                                                            quite common, and, by analogy with the                              In parallel with this observational evi-  this is not the whole story. In order to                                                                                          rare objects at z ~ 0 with similar SFRs,                            dence, theorists are shifting their interest  make the fairly good S/N spectra shown                                                                                            many of us believed they were caught in                             from (major) mergers as the main mech  in these figures from the GMASS Large                                                                                             a merger-driven starburst. It was quite                             anism to grow galaxies, to continuous  Programme, Cimatti et al. (2008) had to                                                                                           a surprise when one of these galaxies                               cold stream accretion of baryons, hence  co-add the spectra of several galaxies,                                                                                           (BzK-15504 at z = 2.38) did not show any                            turned into stars (Deckel et al., 2009).  each integrated from a minimum of 30 to                                                                                           sign of ongoing merging, but on SINFONI                             Clearly a continuous, albeit fluctuating  a maximum of 60 hours. Thus, the spec-                                                                                            3D spectroscopy looked like a rather                                SFR such as in these models is far more  trum of star-forming galaxies in Figure 2                                                                                         ordered rotating disc (Genzel et al., 2006).                        akin to the evidence revealed by Fig-  is the result of co-adding 75 spectra of                                                                                          But still, its many clumps and a high                               ure 4, compared to a scenario in which  individual galaxies for a total integration                                                                                       velocity dispersion make it (like many oth-                         star formation proceeds through a  time of 1652.5 hours (!). Similarly, the  spectrum of passive galaxies in Figure 3                                                                                                           was obtained by co-adding the spectra  of 13 galaxies, for a total integration  time of 480 hours (!). Clearly, journeys in  the redshift desert take time nowadays.

  In the case of star-forming galaxies a little                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                               +NF2%1:, XQ<
  relief may be offered by Ly-a, if the spec-
  trograph is efficient enough in the UV.  Indeed, even if not in emission, Ly-a is  such a strong feature that it helps a lot in  getting redshifts. However, in a spec-  trograph such as e.g., VIMOS, Ly-a does                                                                                                                                                                             Figure 4. The SFR in MA yr –1 v. stellar                                                                                                                                                                                                                       mass for actively star-forming galax-  not enter before z ~ 1.8, hence the range                                                                                                                                                       R!Y*                ies galaxies (sBzK) in the GOODS-  1.4 < z < 1.8 is perhaps the harshest part                                                                                                                                                      
Y
        South field and with spectroscopic or  of the redshift desert.                                                                                                                                                                         Y
              photometric redshifts in the range                                                                                                                                                                                                                       1.4 < z < 2.5 (adapted from Daddi et                                                                                                                                                                                                  O!Y*                al., 2007a). Passively evolving galaxies                                                                                                                                                                                                                      (with SFR ~ 0, dubbed pBzKs from                                                                                                                                                       
              
                    
             Daddi et al., 2004) are conventionally                                                                                                                                                                      +NF2SDKK@Q,@RR:, <                          plotted at the bottom as red dots.
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                                                                                   Figure 5. The SFR (here measured             copy. Such a strong correlation of ex-                                                                                    from the 24-µm flux as in Daddi et                                                                                                                                 tinction and SFR has been recently quan-                                                                                    al., 2007a) v. the B magnitude for                                                                                    1.4 < z < 2.5 galaxies in the GOODS-         titatively confirmed using the dust-free                                                                                    South field. The cyan dots denote            1.4 GHz flux as a SFR indicator (Pannella                                                                                    g alaxies with excess mid-infrared (IR)     et al., 2009). What is said for the SFR                                                                                     emission, that according to Daddi et                                                                                                                                 also holds true for the stellar mass. Fig-                                                                                     al. (2007b) may be due to a buried,                                                                                                                                ure 7 shows M* v. B magnitude, and+NF2%1(1:, XQ<
                                                                                     Compton-thick active galactic nucleus
                                                                                     (AGN), in which case the SFR may            again most of the stellar mass is in galax-                                                                                     have been overestimated. The vertical       ies fainter than B = 25 mag, including                                                                                     line marks the current practical limit of                                                                                                                                 many among the most massive galaxies.                                                                                     what is doable with the VIMOS instru-                                                                                     ment.                                                                                                                                 Usually, when extinction bothers us it                                                                                                                                helps to go into the near-infrared. Fig-                                                                                                                                 ures 8 and 9 are analogous to the previ-                                                     ,HC(1$7                                                                                                                                 ous two figures, but SFR and M* are                                                     
Y
                                                               now plotted v. the J-band magnitude                                                     Y
                                                                     instead of the B-band. Clearly, whereas a                                                     O!Y*                                                                       B < 25 mag selection misses most of                                                                                                                                the SFR and most of the stellar mass at                                                                                                                                                                                       z ~ 2, a J < 24 mag selection would                                  !L@FMHSTCD !                                                                                                                                 pick up most of them. In particular, note                                                                                                                                 that most of the highest star formation   series of short starbursts interleaved by               sample, hence ~ 84 % of it remains out                                and most massive galaxies are fainter   long periods of reduced activity. This is               of reach. But why is the B magnitude (i.e.,                           than B = 25 mag, but are instead among   not to say that major mergers do not play               the restframe UV) such a poor indicator                               the brightest in the J-band. Thus, a B <   a role. They certainly exist, and can lead              of SFR? This is so because lots of gas                                25 mag selection picks up a fair number   to real, giant starbursts corresponding                 is needed to sustain high SFRs, but gas                               of massive, star-forming galaxies at z ~ 2,   to SFRs as high as ~ 1000 MA yr –1, cur-                is accompanied by dust, and dust is a                                 but misses the majority of them, and   rently identified with submillimetre galax-             potent absorber of UV radiation.                                      in particular may miss several of the most   ies (e.g., Tacconi et al., 2008).                                                                                             massive and most star-forming ones.                                                           Figure 6 shows the dust reddening   This paradigm shift, from mergers to cold               E(B–V) for the same set of GOODS galax-                               It is worth emphasising that a compa   streams, adds flavour to a thorough ex-                 ies as Figure 5, as a function of SFR                                 rison of Figures 7, 8 and 9 shows that   ploration of the redshift desert, an enter-             (from Greggio et al., 2008). Indeed, the                              all passive galaxies (the pBzKs of Daddi   prise which is at the core of the zCOS-                 star-forming galaxies with the highest star                           et al., 2004) are among the faintest   MOS-Deep project (Lilly et al., 2007), the              formation rates are also those with the                               objects in the B-band, but are among   largest ongoing spectroscopic survey                    most extinction, which makes it difficult                             the brightest ones in the J-band. Being   of the desert. This survey is targeting                 to obtain redshifts from B-band spectros-                             fainter than B = 25 mag, all passive   star-forming galaxies whose spectrum is   pretty much like that shown in Figure 2,                                  and does so with VIMOS for objects                                             
Y
   down to B magnitudes ~ 25 with 5-hour                                          Y
   integrations. The success rate of zCOS-                              
   MOS-Deep (i.e., the fraction of targets for   which a reliable redshift is obtained) is   ~ 2/3 (Lilly et al., in preparation), not bad   at all for objects in the desert! Still, we                          
                                                         $!l5:L@F<
   wonder what we get, and what we miss.

   Figure 5 shows the SFR v. B magnitude                                

   for the same 1.4 < z < 2.5 GOODS galax-   ies shown in Figure 4. Clearly, the vast   majority of actively star-forming galaxies   in the desert are fainter than B = 25 mag,                           
   and they include several among the   most active galaxies (here and elsewhere                                                                                                  Figure 6. The global reddening E(B–V)                                                                                                                                             derived from the slope of the rest-   magnitudes are in the AB system). Those                                                                                                   frame UV continuum as a function of   brighter than B = 25 mag account for                                                                                                  the star formation rate for the same   just ~ 16 % of the global SFR of the whole                                                      +NF2%1:, XQ<                         objects shown in Figure 5.
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   Astronomical Science                                                   Renzini A., Daddi E., Wandering in the Redshift Desert                                                                                                Figure 7. The stellar mass v. B magni-    sible, rather than crowded by swarms of                                                                                                  tude for the same objects shown in                                Y".2,.2#DDO                                                                                               all-inclusive tourists. But, what options do                                                                                                  Figure 5.                                !KHLHS                                                                                                we have if we really want to colonise the                                                                                                                                            redshift desert fully?

                                                                                                                                              One possibility would be to use VIMOS
+NF2SDKK@Q,@RR:, <
                                                                                                                                            with much longer integrations compared
                                                                                                                                              to the 5 hours currently invested by the                                                                                                                                              zCOSMOS project, i.e., ~  > 30 hr as used                                                                                                                                            for the GMASS project. But before doing                                                                                                                                            so, VIMOS would have to be made at                                                                                                                                            least as efficient as FORS2 in the red, a                                                                                                                                          good thing that may happen anyway.                                                                                                                                            With respect to field of view, VIMOS is                                                                  ,HC(1$7                                                                 like 4 FORS units, hence doing all the                                                                  
Y
                                                             COSMOS pBzKs (and along with them a                                                                  Y
                                                                   much larger number of star-forming                                                                  O!Y*                                                                     galaxies in the desert) would take about a                                                                                                                                           quarter of the time we have estimated                                                                                                                     !L@FMHSTCD !                                                                              above for FORS2, i.e., some 350 VLT                                                                                                                                            nights. This still looks like a lot of time, yet   galaxies at z > 1.4 are automatically ex-                             integrations with the FMOS J-band spec-                           is somewhat more affordable than a   cluded from e.g., the zCOSMOS survey.                                  trograph at the SUBARU telescope                                  mere FORS2 brute force effort. After all,   Now, there are over 3 000 such galaxies                                (Kimura et al., 2003). This may well be a                         VIMOS was conceived and built pri-   in the COSMOS field (McCracken et                                      rather optimistic limit for a robust detec-                       marily for making large redshift surveys,    al., 2009), and if we wanted to make, over                            tion of the continuum and the absorp-                             hence, why not this one? But, how    the whole COSMOS field (7200 arc-                                     tion lines of passive galaxies. But for star-                     many years are 350 nights? We can scale    minute 2), the same effort that GMASS did                             forming galaxies, the [O ii] emission line                        from zCOSMOS, whose 640 hours    on one FORS2 field of view (49 arc-                                   would help greatly in measuring redshifts,                        (~ 75 nights) were reckoned to complete    minute 2), investing over 100 hours of VLT                            hence a J = 24 mag limit may not be a                             the project in four semesters. Suppose    time, then it would take well over 15 000                             mere dream for such objects.                                      (a big if) VIMOS could be used for    hours (!) of telescope time. Passive galax-                                                                                              zCOSMOS whenever the COSMOS field    ies at z > 1.4 are the most massive gal                                                                                                is +/– 4 hours from the meridian. But be-    axies at these redshifts, and they likely                             Remedies                                                          cause of bad weather, competition from    mark the highest density peaks in the                                                                                                   projects working on objects at the same    large-scale structure, but we suspect that                            We understand that many may prefer to                             right ascension, and instrument down-    this argument would not be sufficient for                             leave deserts as uncontaminated as pos-                           time, it is now taking five years to finish    the Observing Programmes Committee    to recommend the allocation of over 1500    VLT nights to such a project ...                                                          
    With reference to the COSMOS field,
    using COSMOS data for 30 866 star-    forming galaxies Figures 10 and 11 further    illustrate the differences between B-band    and J-band limited samples of z ~ 2                                                                                                                              +NF2%1(1:, XQ<
   galaxies. Galaxies are first selected with
    the BzK criterion of Daddi et al. (2004)    from the COSMOS K-band catalogue   (McCracken et al., 2009), which is com-   plete down to K = 23.5 mag. Then multi-   band photometric redshifts from Ilbert                                                        et al. (2009) are used. Notice that the full   range of masses and SFRs are still sam-                                                                                            ,HC(1$7            Figure 8. The same as in Figure 5, but   pled for a selection down to a limiting                                                                                            
Y
        now plotted v. the J magnitude. The   magnitude as bright as J = 22–23 mag.                                                                                              Y
              vertical line at J(AB) = 24 mag marks                                                                                                                                      O!Y*                the limit expected for reaching S/N = 5   In Figures 8–11 the vertical line at J =                                                                                                                with 10-hour integration with the   24 mag is meant for objects that would                                                                                                                                                                                                        FMOS J-band spectrograph at the   be detected with S/N = 5 with 10-hour                                                                      )L@FMHSTCD !                             SUBARU Telescope.
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                                                                                                 Figure 9. The same as in Figure 7, but    zCOSMOS. By the same token, it would                                                                                                   now plotted against the J-band mag-                                                                                                                                             then take ~ 25 years for an upgraded                                                                                                   nitude.                                                                                                                                             VIMOS to do justice to the COSMOS field                                                                                                                                             alone.
                                                                                                                                             Thus, what we would really need is a
+NF2SDKK@Q,@RR:, <
                                                                                                                                           high-multiplex instrument able to sample
                                                                                                                                             the strongest spectral features of gal-                                                                                                                                             axies in the 1.4 < z < 2.5 desert, i.e.,                                                                                                                                             [O ii] 3727 Å for the overwhelming popula-                                                                                                                                             tion of star-forming galaxies, and Ca ii                                                                                                                                             H&K and the 4000 Å break for the pas-                                                                                                                                                                       sive ones. All these features fall in the                                                                                                                                             J-band for the galaxies in the desert, thus                                                                              ,HC(1$7                                                      a cryogenic instrument would not be nec-                                                                              
Y
                                                  essary. Without having to bother about                                                                              Y
                                                                              O!Y*                                                                                                                                             the thermal background, a room temper-                                                                                                                                                                           ature instrument could then cover wide                                                                                                                                     fields in a single telescope pointing. A                                                      )L@FMHSTCD !                                                                       preliminary knowledge of the distribution                                                                                                                                             of the [O ii] line flux for star-forming galax-                                                                                                                                             ies in the desert would be critical for                                                                                                                                             properly planning a spectroscopic survey                                                                                                                                             targeting them. Such information is not                                                                                                                                             yet to hand.                                             2%F@K@WHDR@S
Y
HMSGD".2,.2jDKC                Figure 10. The SFR         The surface density of these objects for                                                                                                                  from the UV diagnos-                                                                                                                                             the full COSMOS sample down to                                                                                                                  tics for SF galaxies at                                                                                                                 1.4 < z < 2.5 in the       K ~ 23.5 mag is 4 per arcminute, or ~ 1                                                                                                                 C OSMOS field v. their     per arcminute for the brighter portion+NF2%145:, XQ<

                                                                                                                  B-band magnitude (left)   down to J = 22. Thus, the ideal VLT
                                                                                                                  and their J-band magni-                                                                                                                                            instrument would be one able to exploit                                                                                                                  tude (right). A plume                                                                                                                  of objects brighter than   fully the largest field of view of the VLT                                                                                                                  B ~ 22 mag are likely to   (i.e., ~ 500 arcminute 2 at the Nasmyth                                                                                                                  be AGN.                    focus) with a multiplex ~  > 1 arcminute – 2, or                                                                                                                                                                       ~ 500 objects over the whole field. This                                                                                                                                             can be achieved only with a fibre-fed                                                                                                                                                                       zJ‑band spectrograph, not too different                                                                                                                         from the FMOS instrument on SUBARU.                                            !L@FMHSTCD !                        )L@FMHSTCD !                                         A camel of this species may offer the                                                                                                                                             best, short-term possibility of wandering                                                                                                                                             in the redshift desert.                                                                                                                                             References
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Y
HMSGD".2,.2jDKC             Figure 11. The same as                                                                                                                                           Daddi, E. et al. 2004, ApJ, 617, 746                                                                                                                 in Figure 10, but now                                                                                                                                             Daddi, E. et al. 2007a, ApJ, 670, 156                                                                                                                 the stellar mass v. the                                                                                                                                             Daddi, E. et al. 2007b, ApJ, 670, 173                                                                                                                 B- and J-band magni-                          
                                                                                                               Deckel, A. et al. 2009, Nature, 457, 451+NF2SDKK@Q,@RR:, <
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                    ESO Director General Tim de Zeeuw being inter-
                    viewed on the Brazilian national evening                    news p rogramme Jornal Nacional about the E-ELT                    during the XXVIIth IAU General Assembly.
                    At its peak the ESOHour at the XXVIIth IAU General
                    Assembly attracted more people than could fit into                    ESO’s exhibition stand (see article on p. 55).Astronomical News
Health, Safety and Performance in High Altitude
Observatories: A Sustainable ApproachMichael Böcker 1                               altitude observatories, which then will          results). The participants reported modJoachim Vogt 2                                 be utilised to help in planning observatory    erate to slight limitations with respectOliver Christ 2                                operations.                                    to their tasks at low altitude workplaces.Alice Müller-Leonhardt 2                                                                      Planning and teamwork activities were                                               In addition to the scientific challenge for    slightly impaired, while manual and other                                               the astronomical community presented           tasks were moderately impaired. Team-1     ESO                                       by APEX and ALMA, there is the chal-           work could have a social activation func-2     echnische Universität Darmstadt,    T                                          lenge for the executive organisations to       tion, in that it reduces fatigue and atten-    Germany                                   take sufficient care of staff and equip-       tion problems that might be induced                                               ment. This is especially true if sensitive     by high altitude conditions and travel jet                                               work has to be performed at high altitude      lag. Workers tended to report more limi-The research project “Optimising Per-          (above 3000 m). A good example is the          tations than visitors, especially for com-formance, Health and Safety in High            operation of the ALMA transport vehicles:      plex mental tasks, such as computerAltitude Observatories” was initiated by       ALMA staff must move the antennas              programming. Concentration problems,ESO to establish an approach to pro-           across the Chajnantor Altiplano over dis-        fatigue, reduction of their usual activities,mote the well-being of staff working at        tances from 150 metres to 15 kilometres          shortness of breath on exertion (seeits high altitude observatories, and in        using these specialised transport vehicles      Figure 1) were the complaints reported toparticular at the Antiplano de Chajnan-        (see Kraus et al., 2008). The weight of          occur on average slightly more often.tor. A survey by a questionnaire given         the antennas (about 100 tons), their deli-       Other complaints that have been re-to both workers and visitors was em-           cacy and the hostile, high altitude envi-        ported by mountaineers, such as nausea,ployed to assess the effects of working        ronment impose severe constraints on             vomiting and severe sleep difficulties,conditions at high altitude. Earlier arti-     the use and functionality of the transport       were not experienced at all by the ESOcles have outlined the project and re-         vehicles and the technical equipment in          site workers and visitors.ported early results. The final results        general, as well as on the drivers andand conclusions are presented, together        supporting staff. Amongst other manoeu-        The regular workers generally reportwith a concept for sustainable devel-          vres, staff have to position the anten-        slightly more problems at high altitude,opment to improve the performance,             nas to an accuracy of a few millimetres or     but received more benefit from prehealth and safety at high altitude em-         move the antennas slowly for mainte-           paratory documents/tools than visitors,ploying Critical Incident Stress Manage-       nance and repair from the Array Opera-         although these results were not stament.                                          tions Site (AOS) at 5050 m altitude to         tistically significant. The experience                                               the Operations Support Facilities (OSF) at     of workers appears to be a good training                                               2900 m, via a 12-metre wide and 28 kilo-        for effective functioning at high altitude.Innovative ground-based submillimetre          metre-long road — a 3 to 5 hour drive at        However, cultural differences (optimism ofastronomical observatories like the Ata-       8 km/h.                                         local staff and workers as opposed tocama Large Millimeter/submillimeter                                                            the critical outlook of the visiting scientist)Array (ALMA) and the Atacama Pathfinder        While a great deal of knowledge has             and adaption to the difficult workingEXperiment (APEX) take advantage of            been acquired about the biomedical             conditions probably also play a role; forthe very low natural levels of atmospheric     changes at high altitude and under low          activities involving selective attentionwater vapour at very high altitude sites to    oxygen conditions, there is little knowl-       (concentration) and technical understand-attain high sensitivity in the submillimetre   edge available about the psychological          ing of equipment, the differences werewavelength range. As these and other           changes. Furthermore, there are conflict-       statistically significant. Two functionssimilar ground-based facilities come into      ing results on the effects of high altitude,    stood out from the questionnaire resultsoperation, more people will be exposed         adding emphasis to the importance               as showing a tendency to be impaired atto high altitude conditions.                   of the project. So as to develop an ade-        high altitude: perceptual speed and at-                                               quate preventive health and safety              tention span (see Figure 2). OccupationalThe research project “Optimising Per-          process systematically, a questionnaire        Safety and Health (OSH) programmesformance, Health and Safety in High Alti-       was developed and distributed to staff         could consider this result and try to ad-tude Observatories” was initiated by ESO        working for ALMA and APEX, or visiting         dress perception and attention problems.from an organisational psychology per-          the sites, and 28 questionnaires were          Workers reported slightly more impair-spective to establish a sustainable devel-      returned by visitors and workers. As has       ment than visitors.opment programme for the well-being of          already been summarised (Böcker etits staff in special environments. The          al., 2008), the results from the question-    High altitude safety and health issuesmajor objective is to consider the effects      naire indicated that working conditions       were generally considered seriouslyof high altitude on those people who            at high altitude are better than expected.    by visitors and also by the local and inter-will be required to work above 5050 m           The visitors/workers reported neither         national staff working at the site. Seriousaltitude at Llano de Chajnantor, the site of    major psychosomatic complaints nor im-        incidents could result if individuals areALMA and APEX. The final goal of the            pairments in abilities and work behaviour     unprepared for high altitude activities andproject is to acquire and promote knowl-        or performance (see Figure 1 for a dia-       in cases where the standard preparationedge in the field of human activity at high     grammatic summary of the questionnaire        procedures are not followed for whatever
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                Anger, irritability                                                   Perceptual speed

                 Aggressiveness                                                         Visual sensivity

                          Anxiety                                                        Attention span

        Concentration problem                                                       Short term memory

        Difficulties falling asleep                                                  Selective attention

               Dizziness, vertigo                                            Multiple-task performance

                     Drowsiness                                                         Scanning ability

                          Fatigue                                                     Mental arithmetic

Feeling of being unable to cope                                           English verbal comprehension
                   Forgetfulness                                                                                   1        2        3         4        5                                                                                                                   Mean

                       Headache                                              Regular worker           Figure 2. Ratings of abilities at high altitude from
                                                                             Visitor                  the questionnaire results (scale: 1 strongly impaired;                                                                                                      5 greatly improved).                         Isolation
                                                                                                      hundred years of motivation and action
                Loss of appetite                                                                      research, it is known that behaviour                                                                                                      modification is difficult and requires more           Nausea and vomiting                                                                         than just information and insight. The                                                                                                       overlap between what we think is right                                                                                                       and what we actually act on is less than     Redution of usual activities                                                                                                       30 % (Six, 1992).
Shortness of breath on exertion                                                                       The Health Action Process Approach
                                                                          Figure 1. Summary of                                                                          questionnaire returns                                                                                                      (HAPA model; Schwarzer, 2008) is sug-                                                                          showing average scores      gested as a basis for behavioural de-                Sleep difficulties                                                                          for physical and psy       velopment. This model explicitly consid-                                                                          chological complaints       ers the volitional phase of action. But                                       1       2      3       4      5    (scale: 1 extreme; 5 ab-                                       Mean                               sent).                                                                                                      before such a person-centred framework                                                                                                      is developed, a systemic approach to reason. A decent amount of safety con-             A sustainable development approach                the personal, situational and organisa- sciousness and consideration of the                                                                  tional factors has to be taken into accountnegative environmental conditions preva-           From an organisational and personal de-           to facilitate a broader view of optimising lent at high altitude sites are a necessity.       velopment viewpoint, a comprehensive              human and organisational performance.                                                    analysis should be carried out. This anal-        The adoption, initiation and maintenanceThe questionnaire results indicated some            ysis should include psychological/team            of health behaviour are processes of mo-areas worthy of further study and that              factors, because in other high altitude           tivation, volition and action (Schwarzer,could be given more support in OSH pro-             environments with established good team           2008). Motivation means we must makegrammes, such as concentration/at-                  cultures, like APEX, fewer accidents              people want to behave safely and in atention problems, under-arousal and re-             seem to occur. In order to investigate            healthy manner. Volition means we mustduced capacity. Measures to improve                 psychological or team factors in the area         increase their self-awareness of thework conditions, organisation and human             of health awareness, a theory-based               consequences of unsafe actions and in-behaviour, safety and health conscious-             and empirically validated framework is             crease their belief in safe behaviour.ness at high altitude sites must be devel-          needed to outline the process describing           Action is largely an individual’s responoped.                                               behavioural change. From nearly one                sibility, but they should be properly
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Malpractice       No. of workers recorded       Abuses %    Table 1. ALMA driving malpractice           tific and standardised approach. One                                                            (driving too fast or after drinking alco-Speeding          463                           14                                                      very efficient method is Critical Incident                                                            hol or taking drugs) statistics recordedDrugs             	 38                          	4                                                            in a randomly chosen month.                 Stress Management.Alcohol           	 35                          13                                                                                                        References

                                                                                                        Böcker, M. & Vogt, J. 2007, The Messenger, 127, 64
s upported in their self-management by         tists and engineers) can increase the risk              Böcker, M., Vogt, J. & Nolle-Gössner, T. 2008,tools, procedures and safety leadership.        of accidents.                                           	 The Messenger, 133, 49                                                                                                        Kraus, M. et al. 2008, The Messenger, 132, 23                                                                                                        Mosmann, H. 2009, Master’s Thesis,An observatory site is a web of complex          Hence, at the prevention level, knowl-                 	 University of Saarbrücken, Germanyhuman relations under challenging con           edge about critical behaviour and risk                 Schwarzer, R. 2008, Applied Psychology: An Inter-ditions. The good intentions of staff with       factors is essential. One efficient and cer-           	 national Review, 57, 1regard to safety do not guarantee the            tified programme for a sustainable devel-              Six, B. 1992, in Beiträge des 7. Hamburger Sympo-                                                                                                        	siums zur Methodologie der Sozialpsychologie,corresponding safe actions. Considera-           opment in organisations is Critical Inci-                 Einstellung und Verhalten, ed. Witte, E. H., (Braun-tion of the accident statistics at ALMA          dent Stress Management 1 (CISM), which                    schweig), 21demonstrates that, in spite of information      facilitates a professional handling of                  Vogt, J. & Pennig, S. 2006, in Critical Incident Stresscampaigns, practical training, additional       accidents, near misses and critical inci-              	Management in Aviation, ed. Leonhardt, H. &                                                                                                           Vogt, J., (Aldershot: Ashgate), 153speed signs and increase of speed con-           dents. Although CISM is conceived astrols, vehicle speeding, for example, re-        an intervention after such negative occur-mains a problem. Although driving and            rences, our experience demonstrates                    Linksdrinking is proscribed at the observatory        that CISM supports the prevention of                   1                                                                                                            http://www.icisf.orgsites, it still remains a problem as the sta-    problems and also facilitates innovationtistics in Table 1 demonstrate.                  (Mosmann, 2009), as well as the de-                                                 velopment of a sustainable communica-However, good intentions alone do not            tion and safety culture. It is generallynecessarily guarantee the corresponding          assumed that using CISM as a mutualright actions. Important factors are how         basis for activities stabilises interculturalhard a person will try to put an inten-          teams or networks. The physical (hightion into practice and how long he or she        altitude, etc.) and social stress factorswill persist. Psychological distractions         (absence from family, etc.) at the high alti-such as unforeseen circumstances may             tude Chajnantor site can promote malinfluence the maintenance of goals               adaptive behaviour, such as the overesti-because of changing the self-efficacy            mation of abilities or drinking that can(e.g., stressful incidents). Also work           compromise safety. Prevention works onorganisation practices can have a major          the basis of the culture that CISM fostersinfluence. In future, ALMA will operate          in communication and safety manage-round the clock, so shift work will need to      ment. The professional intervention, pre-be considered in terms of matters of             vention and implementation of CISMhealth, safety and performance of staff.         also imply positive business and eco-                                                 nomic benefits (Vogt & Pennig, 2006).A major driver of the negative effectsof shift work on employees is the de-synchronisation of the circadian rhythm         Conclusions(body clock), both in biological and socialrespects. Due to the lack of adjustment         The recommendation for high altitudeof the body, the person has to work             observatories is to integrate adequateagainst its demands. Studies show that          occupational health and safety pro-the error rate during night shift work is       grammes early and to begin a process ofhigher than for day shift and, as a conse-      personnel and organisational develop-quence, productivity is lower, with a           ment quickly. Otherwise the physical andhigher accident rate than during daytime.       social stress factors at the high altitudeThe most important social areas affected        observing site can facilitate maladaptiveby shift work are partnership, family life      behaviour such as an overestimationand leisure time. Working shifts at a high      of abilities, drinking or taking drugs, thusaltitude in the Atacama desert, far away        compromising safety. Adaptive copingfrom the social support of the family, with     by individuals must be promoted. In ordera reduced social life and possible jet lag      to ensure this, a proper programmedue to overseas travel (for visiting scien-     must be put in place, based on a scien-
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Report on the Workshop

Impact of ALMA on Spanish Extragalactic Astronomy
held at the Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Granada, Spain,11–13 February 2009Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro 1                      Introduction to the ALMA project                AGNs was discussed by José Cernicharo.                                                                                                 ALMA will allow high excitation maser                                                 This first session was opened by Jesús          lines of water vapour to be observed in1   Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía,         Martin Pintado, representing the RIA            the submillimetre domain.  CSIC, Granada, Spain                           (Red de Infrestructura en Astronomia)                                                 ALMA working group, and by the Euro-                                                 pean ALMA Project Scientist Leonardo            EnvironmentIn order to prepare the Spanish extra-           Testi, who presented the status of thegalactic community for the impact of             ALMA project. Support activities for Span-      The long-standing debate of “natureALMA science, a meeting with partici-            ish astronomers by the IRAM node                versus nurture” was revisited by Davidpation of non-radio astronomers was              were presented by Philippe Salome and            Sanders. He discussed plans for obser-held to introduce the ALMA capabilities          complemented by the talks from the               vations with ALMA that will be criticaland to explore the synergies with opti-          three Spanish groups developing applica-         for a proper understanding of the im-cal and infrared facilities.                     tions to exploit ALMA. In particular, Jesus      portant role played by dense molecular                                                 Martín Pintado introduced MADCUBA                gas in fuelling both starburst and AGN                                                 (Madrid Data Cube Analysis), a tool for          activity in ultraluminous infrared galaxies,The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillim-          advanced datacube analysis, José Miquel          powerful radiogalaxies and opticallyeter Array (ALMA) will be an extraordinar-       Girart presented ARTIST (Adaptable Ra-           selected quasars in the local Universe,ily complex and powerful instrument for          diative Innovations for Submillimeter Tele-      most of them strongly interacting. Danielthe study of the (sub)millimetre window in       scopes), a next-generation model suite           Espada emphasised the bias of mostthe extragalactic field. A panchromatic          for comprehensive multi-dimensional              studies on molecular gas towards inter-approach to its exploitation will be a key       radiative transfer calculations of dust and      acting systems, due to the lack of sento the success of the project and there-         line emission, as well as their polarisation,    sitive instruments in the millimetre/subfore the active involvement of those out-        while Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro pre-             millimetre range, describing how theside the radio astronomy community               sented the development of a new VO-              multi-wavelength study of a large sampleis highly desirable. To this purpose, more       compliant GIPSY package fully compati-           of isolated galaxies performed by AMIGAthan 70 Spanish extragalactic astrono-           ble with ALMA datacubes. Tommy Wiklind           (Analysis of the Interstellar Medium ofmers from 13 Spanish research centres,           closed this first section with a vision of       Isolated GAlaxies) project will contributeeither already involved or potentially           representative scientific cases for ALMA,         towards establishing a reference for fu-interested in the ALMA project, met in          explaining how the large increase in              ture ALMA environmental studies.Granada, together with some invited              both sensitivity and angular resolution,international specialists in the field. The      compared with existing facilities, willscientific organising committee, chaired         allow detailed studies of the molecular         High-z systems and cosmologyby Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro and                 gas and dust content of both nearby andJosefa Masegosa from the Instituto de            distant galaxies. For the most distant          The unique capabilities of ALMA, that willAstrofísica de Andalucía (IAA–CSIC),             galaxies ALMA will also be able to study       further understanding of the formationaimed at involving most of the Spanish            the ionised gas component through fine-        and build-up of the highest mass/mostextragalactic community in ALMA, with             structure lines.                               luminous galaxies and AGN in the earlya strong contingent of non-radio astrono-                                                        Universe, were emphasised by Nickmers. The scientific programme was                                                               Scoville, who summarised the currentdesigned to exploit the complementari-           Nearby galaxies — detailed studies               observations in this area, includingties between the radio and non-radio                                                              the COSMOS project. Both Min Yun andcommunities, exploring how ALMA could            The topic was reviewed by Elias Brinks,          Pablo Pérez-González emphasisedenhance the research of those astrono-           with particular emphasis on the predic-          how ALMA could complete the panchro-mers currently less familiar with the pro-       tion of the star formation rate density,         matic view of galaxy formation and massject, as well as how synergies with other        from the THINGS (The H i Nearby Galaxy           build-up, bridging the knowledge gapwavelengths could benefit the radio              Survey) project. The study of the con-           presently caused by wavelength-depend-astronomers. A total of 36 talks were pre-       tent, distribution and kinematics of inter-      ent limitations. The current understand-sented at the workshop, while eight              stellar gas is a key to understanding           ing of the spatial distribution of the dustyoung researchers contributed with post-         the origin and maintenance of active             in nearby star-forming galaxies was sum-ers describing their PhD thesis work             galactic nuclei (AGN). Santiago García-          marised by Armando Gil de Paz, whoin the context of ALMA. The contributions        Burillo provided a complete molecular            discussed the detectability of redshiftedcan be consulted on the conference web           line perspective of AGN feeding, while            [C ii]150-µm emission with ALMA, as wellpage 1.                                          Sergio Martín presented the strength of         as current efforts to provide a calibration                                                 unbiased spectral line surveys to under-        of this line as a measure of the star for-                                                 stand the main heating mechanisms of            mation rate in galaxies using Herschel.                                                 the interstellar medium. The information                                                 that can be obtained from maser lines           ALMA will be able to detect Cosmic                                                 of water vapour to trace the gas around         Microwave Background (CMB) anisotrop-
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ies at arcsecond angular scales, allow-       alcells presented the near-infrared
                                             B                                               SPICA mission covering the 30–210 µming the characterisation and separation      spectroscopy of z = 1–2.5 galaxies to be        band, and highlighted science questionsof some of the secondary effects in the      performed by the GOYA (Galaxy Origins           that it will be possible to addressCMB, such as the Sunyaev–Zeldovich           and Young Assembly) project with the            with SPICA/SAFARI that will complementand Ostriker–Vishniak effects. Those         GTC/EMIR instrument and Nieves Castro-          ALMA capabilities.observations could probe the reionisation    Rodríguez reviewed Herschel and Spitzerepoch, the nature of the dark energy and     cosmological surveys.                           Complementarities between ALMA andallow the study of high redshift galaxy                                                      existing forthcoming X-ray observato-clusters and protoclusters, as explained        With ALMA approaching operations in          ries, which together can help to disentan-by José Antonio Rubiño.                         the next few years, it is clear that the     gle the contribution of star formation                                             various millimetre and submillimetre facil-    and supermassive black hole growth                                              ities must be already preparing the first      to the bolometric luminosity of AGN andPreparing for ALMA — synergies                science targets. Single-dish far-infra-        luminous infrared galaxies, were pre-                                              red to millimetre facilities were reviewed     sented by Francisco Carrera. Special in-The final session of the conference was       by David Hughes, while Paul T. P. Ho fo-       terest was raised by the talk by José-designed explicitly to promote synergies      cused on the interferometric ones, show-       Miguel Rodríguez-Espinosa, who showedbetween the radio and non-radio astron-       ing how the SubMillimeter Array (SMA)          the status of the Spanish GTC telescope,omers, with the aim of preparing for          is preparing specifically for higher fre-      which has just entered operations,challenging projects with ALMA. Survey         quency studies in the ALMA era. Antonio      alerting the community to the excellent projects with the strong involvement           Alberdi presented the sensitivity improve-    opportunities that the GTC offers to of the Spanish community, which would          ments that could be obtained if a phased     start preparing programmes for ALMA provide the best targets for ALMA              array with a large number of antennas        observations, as well as providing instru- studies, were reviewed. Narciso Benítez       working at millimetre and submillimetre      mental possibilities to follow up ALMA  presented preliminary results from the        wavelengths like ALMA is used as an ele-     discoveries.  ALHAMBRA (Advancer Large Homoge-              ment of the VLBI array, while José-Carlos  neous Area Medium-Band Redshift               Guirado identified various scenarios  Astronomical) survey and introduced the       where the synergy between ALMA and           Acknowledgements  future Javalambre/PAU (Physics of             the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) may         The workshop was supported by the Spanish As-  the Accelerating Universe) survey, which      optimise their scientific output, as com-    tronomy Infrastructures Network (RIA) and by the  will cover the full northern sky with         plementary instruments in frequency          CSIC.  40 medium band filters. Jordi Cepa sum-     coverage and maximum resolution. Javier  marised some of the surveys proposed       Goicoechea summarised the design                Links  by the OSIRIS instrument at the 10.4-        concept behind SAFARI, a European  metre GranTeCan (GTC) telescope, Marc      imaging far-infrared spectrometer for the       1                                                                                                  ttp://riastronomia.es/opencms/opencms/                                                                                                 h                                                                                                 Workshops/R20081201.html
Report on the ESO Workshop

E-ELT Design Reference Mission and Science Plan
held at ESO Garching, Germany, 26–28 May 2009Isobel Hook 1, 2                             ESO hosted a dedicated workshop                 Bringing together interested members ofJo Liske 3                                   on the European Extremely Large Tele-           the community, various instrument studyDaniela Villegas 3                           scope (E-ELT) Design Reference Mis-             teams, members of the Science Work-Markus Kissler-Patig 3                       sion (DRM) and the Design Reference             ing Group and the E-ELT Science Office                                             Science Plan (DRSP). The main aim               at ESO, the focus of the workshop was                                             of this three-day workshop was to ex-           to provide all interested parties with a1   Department of Astrophysics, University     change information and ideas with               platform for open exchange and critical  of Oxford, United Kingdom                  the scientific community on the status          assessment of the results of E-ELT2  INAF Osservatorio di Roma, Italy           of the E-ELT and in particular on the           performance simulations. In addition, the3  ESO                                        development of the E-ELT science case            workshop provided an opportunity to                                             through simulations.                             present and discuss the E-ELT DRSP,
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                                                                                                second day there was also a session
                                                                                                on instrumentation and observing tech-                                                                                                niques. All presentations are available                                                                                                from the workshop web page1.
                                                                                                In addition to covering the key, well-
                                                                                                established E-ELT science cases and                                                                                                instrument studies, the presenta-                                                                                                tions and discussion sessions included                                                                                                themes that had not been covered in                                                                                                depth previously, such as opportunities                                                                                                for high-impact science from high-                                                                                                precision astrometry, polarimetry and                                                                                                high-time-resolution observations.
                                                                                                Overall, the workshop was perceived
The participants at the E-ELT Design Reference    which we are happy to interpret as a          as being very lively and interesting. ItMission and Science Plan workshop assembled                                                  reflection of the community’s rising inter-   provided very valuable input to the in the grounds of ESO Headquarters.                                                  est in the E-ELT.                             E-ELT project on its way to completing                                                                                                the detailed design phase by the endand to encourage the community to pro-            The introductory session covered the          of 2010.vide input to this wide-ranging survey            E-ELT project status, a summary ofof the scientific aspirations for the E-ELT.      the science case and the DRM, and a           AcknowledgementsThe workshop was timed to take place              summary of the methods and aims ofshortly before the deadline for DRSP sub-         the DRSP, including a live demo on how        The organisers would like to thank Samanthamissions.                                         to complete the online submission form.       Milligan for logistical support. They are also most                                                                                                 grateful for support by the European Community                                                                                                 within the frame of the FP7 grant (Contract INFRA-This was the second DRM workshop                  This introduction was followed by presen-      2.2.1.28) European Extremely Large Telescopefunded by the FP7 programme, E-ELT                tations grouped into sessions based            Preparation.Preparatory Phase. The first took place           on four broad science themes: Stars andin May 2008 and focused on simulation             Planets, Galactic Centre and Black            Linkstools and methods, rather than results.           Holes, Resolved Stellar Populations andThis year’s workshop attracted 83 regis-          High Redshift Universe, each being            1                                                                                                     ttp://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/eelt/science/drm/                                                                                                    htered participants (up from 34 last year),        closed by an open discussion. On the              workshop09/
Report on the ESO Workshop

Imaging at the E-ELT
held at ESO Garching, Germany, 29 May 2009
Magda Arnaboldi 1                                 wide-field imagers on 4–8-metre-class
Sandro D’Odorico1                                 telescopes and on instruments and                                                  science cases related to imaging at the                                                  E-ELT, exploring complementarities1    ESO                                           and synergies between the two com-                                                  munities.
The aim of this one-day workshop, part
of the FP7-funded programme to pre-               The workshop was organised as part ofpare for the European Extremely Large             the FP7 programme “Preparing for theTelescope, was to bring together                  construction of the European Extremelymembers of the community working on              Large Telescope (E-ELT)”, within the Work
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Package 6000 “Networks of Nodes of              nomical Observatory of Japan. HSC is          galactic research fields. With current-dayExpertise”. The goal of the network “Wide       the Subaru next generation wide-field         adaptive optics (AO) technology it isField Imaging at the E-ELT; from GLAO to        camera. This project represents the up-       unlikely that this kind of instrument willdiffraction limit” is to identify the parame-   grade of the 10-year-old (and very suc-       reach a large enough FoV to become ater space of the upgrade path in the area       cessful imager) Suprime-Cam (SC) on the       true survey instrument. Brinchmannof wide-field imaging (WFI) at the E-ELT,       Subaru 8.2-metre telescope. The goal          argued that a camera with a lower orderwithin the framework set by the scientific      is to expand the field of view (FoV) to       AO correction, but much larger FoV thanrequirements and the E-ELT instrument           1.5 degrees in diameter, while maintain-      those currently foreseen would be of sig-studies already in place. Using WFI at the      ing the same image quality as for SC          nificant scientific interest for deep extra-E-ELT we intend to go beyond those              in r-, i-, z-, Y-bands. It implies that the   galactic surveys and as a fast imagerapplications that require very high Strehl      instrumental point spread function (PSF)      of faint transient phenomena, as high-zratios on single sources over a very small      is less than 0.4 arcsecond full width at      supernovae and gamma-ray bursts. Thefield, such as those required, for exam-        half maximum (FWHM) and could reach           current evaluation that emerges from aple, by the imaging of planets. The work-       even higher quantum efficiencies for          comparison in mapping speed with HSCshop followed the three-day workshop            the CCD detectors in the red. These con-      on Subaru at optical wavelengths andon the E-ELT Design Reference Mission           straints are set by the weak-lensing sur-     NIRSPEC on JWST indicates that anand Design Reference Science Plan               vey requirements, which aim at taking full    imager with a FoV of 15 arcminutes on the(Hook et al., p. 51). The programme and         advantage of the excellent image quality      side, sensitive from 0.35 –1.5 µm andpresentations are available at the work-        and the wide FoV.                             designed to take advantage of highershop web page1.                                                                               order AO correction with 50 % ensquared                                                Roberto Ragazzoni reported on the             energy in 0.1 arcseconds at ~ 1 µmThe workshop covered four main topics:          Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) wide-         would be an ideal match; see Figure 1 forthe current WFI projects on 4–8-metre-          field imager project, the commissioning       an illustration of such effective synergies.class telescopes; the performance and           of the cameras and early science results.limitations for E-ELT imaging; the cur-         These 23 × 23 arcminute cameras canrent plans for wide-field imaging at future     image simultaneously in ultraviolet and       The performance and limitations oflarge telescopes, including the expected        in optical wavelengths with peak per-         E-ELT imagingperformance in imaging of the US Thirty         formance of 0.4 arcsecond FWHM in theMetre Telescope (TMT) and the James             U-band and 0.5 arcsecond FWHM in                 This session included an overview of AOWebb Space Telescope (JWST); and                the V-band. The high throughput enables          simulations at the E-ELT by Miska Lea dedicated session on future prospects         a limiting magnitude of 25.6 AB mag in           Louarn and a presentation by Gavinwith imaging at the E-ELT.                      the Z-band in 3 hours exposure. There         Dalton on the detectors for imaging —                                                are now more than 20 papers either sub-        optical and near-infrared (NIR), with a                                                mitted or accepted coming from the early       forward-look towards technology devel-WFI projects on 4–8-metre-class                 science with LBT imaging.                       opments that may have significant im-telescopes                                                                                     pact on the feasibility of wide-field imag-                                                The transition to discussing imaging            ing with ELTs. Le Louarn presentedThe first session covered the overview of       with the next generation telescopes was         in particular the results of simulations forthe current status of the existing wide-        laid by the scientific overview of Jarle        Ground Layer Adaptive Optics (GLAO).field imagers, up to 8-metre-class facili-      Brinchmann on the deep extragalactic            The goals of GLAO are to improveties, the requirements for current instru-      imaging surveys and the expectations of         the seeing on a “wide” FoV, rather thanmentation and the scientific goals. Gavin       the new facilities. In his comprehensive        reaching the diffraction limit, by correct-Dalton presented a brief overview of            overview, Brinchmann outlined the dra-          ing for the atmospheric turbulencethe Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope       matic advances in extragalactic research        averaged on many natural stars and/orfor Astronomy (VISTA) system, informa-          in the last couple of decades, and how           laser guide stars. “Wide” field in thistion on the commissioning process, and          deep imaging has been essential to this          case means fields from 5 to 7 arcminutes.an outline of the public surveys that form      evolution. A comprehensive overview              Simulations in the K-band show thatthe major part of the first phase of VISTA      of deep fields is available 2. The strong        there can be up to 50 % gain in imagescience operations (see also Arnaboldi          evolution in extragalactic research is           quality with respect to the natural seeinget al., 2007, for a presentation of the ESO     expected to continue in the coming dec-          with three natural guide stars (NGS).public survey projects). VISTA is a 4-metre     ades with the development of very wide-          The need for three NGSs and constraintswide-field telescope with a 1.7-degree          field imagers on 8-metre-class tele-             on their magnitudes restrict the sky cov-field of view 64 Mpix infrared camera (see      scopes as well as wide-field imagers on          erage to about 50 %; this may improveEmerson et al., 2006, for a more exten-         the next generation of 30–40-metre-class         with higher efficiencies and fainter stars.sive overview).                                 telescopes. It is clear that a major ad-         The sky coverage can increase by using                                                vance for these large telescopes is in           three laser guide stars, but this imposesA stimulating overview of the Hyper-            their improved spatial resolution over lim-      more load on the operational aspects ofSuprime Cam (HSC) project was given by          ited field of view (FoV), which will be of       GLAO.Satoshi Miyazaki from the National Astro-       major interest for a wide range of extra-
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                                                                                                                        E-ELT is 5 × 5 arcminutes, then the tech-
                                                                                                                        nology required is GLAO, and one moves                                                                                                                                               away from the diffraction-limited MCAO                                                                                                                        space. Olivier Le Fevre showed the wide-                                                                                                                        field imaging possibilities with OPTIMOS,                                                                                                                       which envisages a 7 × 7 arcminute+NFσCDOSG:M)X<
                                                                                                                        FoV, with wavelength coverage from 0.37
                                                                                                                        to 1.4 µm, and 0.05-arcsecond pixels.                                                                                                                        This instrument is primarily a multi-object                                                            GQ                                                      spectrometer using up to 500 multi-slits                                                                                                                        in the optical and 170 in the NIR. Opera-                                                             GQ                           )623#DDO                 tion of such an instrument is foreseen in                                                                                                                       natural seeing or GLAO.                               '2"                                                        )6234KSQ@#DDO                                                                                                                        In addition to the technical presentations,                                                                                                                        two short contributions on science cases                                                                                                                       with the E-ELT were also included: one                                                                                                                        on the resolved stellar populations in the                                                                                                                  Virgo cluster by Magda Arnaboldi and the                                                           6@UDKDMFSG:§L<                                              other on resolved starburst clusters near                                                                                                                        and far, by Andrea Stolte.   Figure 1. The depth of extragalactic fields as a func-                 as intergalactic medium tomography   tion of the wavelength of observation. This is con-                                                                          and the stellar archeology in the local   trasted with the nominal goals of the JWST Deep   and Ultra-Deep surveys (in green, from Gardner et                      Universe to be pursued. The AO-driven         Prospects   al., 2006), as well as the depth one might be able                     imagers, like IRIS and the Planet For   to reach with an 8-metre-class telescope in 50 hrs,                    mation Instrument (PFI), are targeting         The scientific programme of the one-day   here represented by HSC (blue). This is compared                                                                      workshop ended with a lively discussion                                                                          15 × 15 arcsecond FoV and 2-arcsecond   with a typical spectral energy distribution of a   star-forming galaxy at z = 1.5 (in grey), normalised to                radius, respectively.                          on the prospects for imaging with the   the JWST Deep target depth at 2 µm. Note that                                                                         E-ELT and the role of an imager covering   while such a star-forming galaxy will be easily de-                                                                   the full scientific field of the telescope.   tected in the near-infrared by JWST, it will be fainter                                                               While it became clear that the instrument                                                                          Imaging at the E-ELT   in the optical than an 8-metre-class telescope   is expected to reach in 50 hrs. However in 10 hours                                                                   suite at first light would aim to exploit   with the E-ELT it will be possible to detect it in the                 MICADO, described by Renato Falomo, is         the largest advantage in terms of sensitiv-   optical (upper red dashed line) and a 100-hour expo-                   the imaging camera for the multi-conju-        ity with respect to an 8-metre-class tele-   sure with the E-ELT will complement the depth of the                                                                  scope and JWST, i.e. operation at the                                                                          gate adaptive optics system for the E-ELT.   JWST Ultra-Deep field in the optical (lower red   dashed line). From J. Brinchmann’s contribution to                     The goal of the consortium building           diffraction limit over fields less than 1 arc-   the FP7 report of the Network “Wide Field Imaging at                   MICADO (PI Reinhard Genzel) is to de-          minute, the outcome of this one-day   the E-ELT; from GLAO to diffraction limit”.                            sign a simple and robust instrument that       workshop indicates that GLAO is a prom-                                                                          can address as much of the primary             ising technique. If successfully imple-                                                                          NIR science as possible, in time for first     mented over a FoV of several square arc-   Plans for imaging with the next                                        light at the E-ELT. MICADO will work           minutes, it would naturally complement   generation telescopes                                                 from 0.8 to 2.5 µm, and cover a FoV of         the first light instrument suite of the E-ELT                                                                          53 × 53 arcseconds. The pixel scale            and the capabilities of JWST, even if the   Luc Simard presented an overview of the                                is 3 milliarcseconds (mas), with a PSF         latter retains a performance advantage   instrument suite being developed for                                   FWHM of 6 mas (J-Band) and 10 mas              because of the reduced sky background.   the TMT and Simon Lilly gave a presenta-                               (Ks-band). Main scientific drivers for the   tion on the status of the James Webb                                   instrument design are the Galactic   Space Telescope and the NIRCAM cam-                                    Centre, the study of the resolved stellar    References   era. In the case of TMT, there are two                                  population beyond the Local Group and        Arnaboldi, M. et al. 2007, The Messenger, 127, 28   instruments that work in the visible and                                the study of galaxy morphology in the        Emerson, J., McPherson, A. & Sutherland, W. 2006,   are seeing-limited, the Wide Field Optical                              high redshift Universe. The multi-conju-     	 The Messenger, 126, 41   Spectrometer (WFOS) and the High                                        gate adaptive optics (MCAO) module for       Gardner, J. et al. 2006, Spa. Sci. Reviews, 123, 485   resolution Optical Spectrometer (HROS).                               the E-ELT is MAORY, and Paolo Ciliegi    The FoV of the former is 40.5 arcminute2.                              discussed the results of PSF simulations.    Links    The gain in this case is a factor 14 with                              The FoV of MAORY is 150 arcseconds in                                                                                                                        1    respect to 8-metre-class telescopes,                                   diameter, and it can support the diffrac-       ttp://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/eelt/fp7-elt-pub/                                                                                                                          h                                                                                                                          wfi_workshop/index.html    while it becomes 200 for high-contrast                                 tion limit (DL) requirement of MICADO        2                                                                                                                          http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~jarle/Surveys/Deep-    AO observations of unresolved sources,                                 very well. Ciliegi commented that if the        Fields    but still allows the scientific cases such                             target area for a wide-field imager on the
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ESO at the XXVIIth IAU General Assembly

Lars Lindberg Christensen 1
1    ESO

The General Assembly of the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) is held everythree years and is one of the largest astro-nomical conferences in the world. TheXXVIIth General Assembly was held thisyear in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil from 3 to 14 August and had 2109 registeredattendees from all around the world. It isthe first time that an IAU General Assem-bly has been held in Brazil. In the lastdecade, astronomy in Brazil has experi-enced a period of major growth and de-velopment triggered by significant invest-ments from the Brazilian government.The astronomical community has grown            “The Strategic Plan: Astronomy for the       Figure 1. The ESO stand at the IAU General Assem-                                                                                             bly was often a focal point for intense discussionsto almost 200 astronomers and in 2008           Developing World”, which is seen as                                                                                             and meetings.they were responsible for nearly 2 % of         a successor to the International Year ofthe total number of astronomical scientific     Astronomy 2009.papers in the world, which is impressivefor a developing nation.                        The IAU General Assembly was em-             stance appeared on the Brazilian national                                                braced by the local authorities and media,   evening news programme Jornal Na-More than 50 ESO staff including the            and the resultant press coverage was         cional with a long segment about theDirector General, Tim de Zeeuw, at-             impressive (see Figure 2). Several of        E-ELT (see the upper photograph on thetended various parts of the two-week-           the articles and television programmes       Astronomical News section page, p. 46).long meeting. On the science side the           featured ESO’s telescopes prominently.       Jornal Nacional is seen by between 40participants attended six Symposia,             Director General Tim de Zeeuw for in-        and 50 million viewers.sixteen Joint Discussions and ten Special Sessions and heard a balanced mix of review talks and cutting-edge presenta- tions. On the outreach and press side ESO had an impressive exhibition stand (see Figure 1), and the IAU Press Office and the office for the International Year of Astronomy 2009 were also staffed partly by ESO personnel. The Press Office hosted more than 80 members of the press, mainly from Brazil, and more than 50 interviews were set up.
At the ESO stand it was decided to host
a social event on some of the afternoons.The ESOHour quickly became quitean attraction (see the lower photographon the Astronomical News section page,p. 46). One can only guess whether thepopularity was due to the impressivedisplay of large ESO pictures or the sup- ply of great Brazilian food and drink ...                                                                Figure 2. The IAU General Assembly                                                                                                          and ESO were also visible in the Rio                                                                                                          streets. Large signs were posted in theFive Resolutions were approved by vote                                                                    Maracanã football stadium during theat the Closing Ceremony of the General                                                                    Sunday game, and advertisements forAssembly including a decadal plan for the                                                                 parallel outreach events (shown here                                                                                                          presenting ALMA) were posted on bill-global development of astronomy called                                                                    boards on the pavement.
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2009 ESO Fellows Symposium
held at ESO Garching, Germany, 8–10 June 2009Eric Emsellem 1                                   are an important component of this            development of ESO Fellows. TheseMichael West 1                                    effort, bringing together Fellows from        workshops, led by experts from outsideBruno Leibundgut 1                                Chile and Germany to share their re-          ESO and organised with the help of                                                  search, stimulate new scientific collabora-   ESO’s Human Resources department,                                                  tions, build personal connections and         focused on three important areas: job1    ESO                                           discuss issues of common interest. These      interview skills; time management strate-                                                  biennial gatherings originated from           gies; and techniques for giving effective                                                  a desire, expressed by past Fellows, to       presentations. The information andThe fourth ESO Fellows Symposium                  have a more unified Fellowship pro-           insights gleaned from these training ses-took place in Garching from 8–10 June             gramme.                                       sions, which included opportunities to2009. This year’s symposium brought                                                             practice what was learned, will undoubt-together 28 ESO Fellows from Chile and            The 2009 Fellows Symposium took place         edly prove useful for Fellows as theyGermany to meet their colleagues from             at ESO Headquarters in Garching. Dur-         compete for jobs and pursue careers atacross the ocean, discuss their re-               ing the three-day event, each Fellow gave     observatories, universities or elsewheresearch and provide feedback on ESO’s              a 20-minute overview of his or her cur-       in the future.Fellowship programme. This year’s                 rent research interests and activities.symposium also included training work-            These presentations covered many areas        Social interactions have always been ashops to enhance the practical skills of          of modern astrophysics — both obser          key part of the ESO Fellows Symposia,ESO Fellows in today’s competitive job            vational and theoretical — and spanned        and this year was no exception. Coffeemarket.                                           the electromagnetic spectrum from             breaks and lunches provided opportuni-                                                  gamma rays to radio waves. A number of        ties for Fellows to get to know each other                                                  staff astronomers, students and visi-         better in an informal setting, and theLike many international organisations,            tors from ESO Garching also attended          highlight was an enjoyable SymposiumESO has a geographically distributed              the talks, curious to learn more about        dinner at the famous Ratskeller restau-staff separated by thousands of kilome-           the Fellows’ research. Many of these talks    rant, located on Marienplatz in the hearttres. Regular scientific exchanges be-            were followed by numerous questions           of Munich. As the evening finished andtween ESO offices in Germany and Chile            from interested participants.                 the final goodbyes were said, thoughtsare essential to bridge physical and cul-                                                       were turning already to the next ESO Fel-tural differences, and to ensure that the         An important new component of this            lows Symposium, which should taketwo sites work together as a coherent             year’s symposium was the inclusion            place in Santiago in 2011.organisation. The ESO Fellows Symposia            of training workshops to aid the career
Participants at the2009 ESO FellowsS ymposium in Garching.
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2009 Joint Observatories Science Retreat in Chile
held at Hotel de la Bahia, La Serena, Chile, 9–10 July 2009Michael West 1                                many observatory astronomers in Chile           developments reported by the observa-                                              do not know their neighbours at the other       tory directors.                                              observatories.1    ESO                                                                                       Yet perhaps even more important than                                              With the goal of increasing scientific inter-   the presentations were the opportunities                                              actions between the observatories,              for observatory astronomers to meetIn Chile, an old tradition has been re-       representatives from ESO, Gemini, and          and chat informally. Social activities in-vived with a new twist. Recently, more         the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observa-       cluded a welcoming cocktail party, amplethan 50 astronomers from ESO, ALMA,            tory (CTIO) worked together to organise        time for lunch and coffee breaks eachGemini, CTIO, Las Campanas and                 a unique gathering of observatory astron-      day, and a conference dinner at one ofSOAR participated in a two-day Joint           omers from across Chile. More than             La Serena’s seaside restaurants, whereObservatories Science Retreat that             50 astronomers — nearly one third of           the seeds of future research collabowas held in La Serena. The goal of this        them from ESO — participated in a two-         rations were planted in the company ofevent was to bring together astrono-           day science retreat held 9–10 July at          new friends, fine food and good wine.mers from all the major international          the Hotel de la Bahia on La Serena’s sce-observatories in Chile to share their sci-     nic main beach. In the spirit of making        This gathering of kindred spirits alsoence, to discuss common interests              this a special meeting of the observato-       attracted media attention in Chile, withand to stimulate new research collabo-         ries, distinct from other meetings that        the country’s two largest newspapersrations.                                       bring together the wider astronomical          publishing articles that noted the benefits                                               community in Chile, participation was lim-     of social networking as a way for ob-                                               ited to observatory astronomers only.          servatory astronomers to share informa-Chile is home to many of the world’s                                                          tion with their neighbours.leading astronomical observatories,           The 2009 Joint Observatories Scienceincluding ESO’s La Silla Paranal Observa-     Retreat featured ten-minute talks in which      The 2009 Joint Observatories Sciencetory and the Atacama Large Millimeter/        each participant described his or her           Retreat was a great success, with asubmillimeter Array (ALMA). In the past,      research interests and ongoing projects,        strong consensus among participantsthe international observatories in Chile      plus thirty-minute talks by observatory         that they should be continued in theheld regular meetings, usually focused on     directors (among them Andreas Kaufer            future. Plans are already underway for thespecific scientific topics. Unfortunately,    from ESO and Thijs de Graauw from               2010 meeting, which will take place insuch meetings ceased several years ago        ALMA) with the latest news from the             Santiago and hence should allow for anand consequently an important oppor          observatories. The breadth and depth of         even greater degree of participation bytunity for observatory astronomers in         the research activities being pursued by        ESO and ALMA astronomers.Chile to interact with each other was lost.   observatory astronomers in Chile wereToday, despite their relative proximity,      impressive, as were the many exciting

                                                                                                                                                 Credit: H. Ochoa and L. Opazo/CTIO

                                                                                                                      Participants at the 2009
                                                                                                                      Joint Observatories                                                                                                                      Science Retreat                                                                                                                       in La Serena, Chile
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News from the ESO Science Archive Facility
Nausicaa Delmotte 1                             newly released service are also available        April. This data release, covering the(for the ESO archive team)                      online.                                          Chandra Deep Field South, contains                                                                                                 the co-added images in U-band from the                                                                                                 ESO Large Programme 168.A-04851    ESO                                         New data releases                                (PI Cesarsky) which had been obtained in                                                                                                 service mode observations between mid-                                                The July release of the X-shooter Com-           2004 and late 2006. Also included inThe latest developments from the                missioning data includes a total of 4594         this data release is a co-added image inarchive are presented. Information is           files collected over 24 nights split into four   R-band obtained from data retrieved fromprovided to the astronomical com               commissioning periods. The first two             the ESO archive. A full description ofmunity on new data releases and serv-           commissioning runs were with the UV-B            the data reduction steps can be found inices.                                           and VIS-R arms only, while the third and         an accompanying publication (Nonino et                                                fourth runs were with the UV-B, VIS-R            al., 2009).                                                and NIR arms.PI data packages                                                Public HARPS data packages produced              ContactESO Principal Investigators (PIs) can re-       by the automatic HARPS pipeline de-trieve their raw data online while the data     veloped by the Observatoire Astrono-             For more information about the ESOare still protected during their proprietary    mique de l’Université de Genève were             archive, the new data releases, orperiod. It is now possible to retrieve, in      released in June through the ESO Sci-            to subscribe to the archive RSS feedaddition to the raw science files, the cor-     ence Archive Facility. Each data package         in order to be informed about the latestresponding data package containing raw          consists of a number of related files: an        archive developments, see the archiveand master calibrations, science data           extracted and flat-fielded 2D spectrum;          web page3. For any questions or com-products and ancillary information (proc-       an extracted, flat-fielded, de-blazed,           ments on the ESO archive, contact us atessing logs, excerpts from the relevant         wavelength calibrated and order merged           archive@eso.org.observing logs, etc.). PI data packages         1D spectrum; cross-correlation func-containing this additional content are          tion; integrated guiding image (whenavailable for VLT/VLTI service mode runs        available); and 1D bisector. The packages        Referencesactive in P83 (the current period) and          cover the first six years of operation           Nonino, M. et al. 2009, ApJS, 183, 244beyond. To obtain earlier or other raw          (2003–2008). As a comparison, the initial        Tacconi-Garman, L. E. 2007, The Messenger, 130,data that are still covered by the proprie-     release in January 2008 consisted of             	 54tary period, PIs may use the normal ESO         packages covering the first four years ofarchive request form1.                          HARPS operations (2003–2006). No                 Links                                                modifications were made to the original                    2 This online service requires authentica-       release packages from the 2008 release.          1                                                                                                   http://archive.eso.org/eso/eso_archive_main.html                                                                                                 2tion through the ESO User Portal (Tac-                                                             http://www.eso.org/requestHandler/pipacks                                                                                                 3                                                                                                   http://archive.eso.org/coni-Garman, 2007) for evaluation of the        The VIMOS imaging data release versionuser credentials. Documentation and             1.0 of the Great Observatories OriginsFrequently Asked Questions about this          Deep Survey (GOODS) was released in

Corrigendum                                     multi-colour photometer and a low dis-
                                                persion slitless spectrograph.In the Report on the ESO Workshopon Wide-Field Spectroscopic Surveys by          The telescopes on Gaia are 1.45 m ×Melnick et al. in the last issue of The         0.5 m (not ~ 50 cm diameter) and willMessenger (No. 136, p. 64-68), there            allow radial velocities to be measuredwere a couple of errors in the paragraph        for stars brighter than V = 17 mag.concerning exploitation of Gaia data (p. 66, right hand column).                    The HERMES survey on the AAT will                                                not routinely obtain spectroscopy ofGaia was conceived from the beginning                          > 15 mag) Gaia sources.                                                the fainter (V ~as an astrometric instrument with both a
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                                               Since arriving in Garching I have contin-     I have continued to work on galaxy
                                               ued my work in star formation, but I have     clusters, but the focus has shifted to high                                               expanded my studies to shorter wave-           redshift clusters, particularly those                                               lengths. For my functional work I joined       at z > 1. When I started my fellowship,                                               the ESO ALMA team as European User             I could not imagine that I would be                                               Support specialist for the Common As-          working on z ~ 2 galaxies. The VLT has                                               tronomy Software Applications (CASA)            excellent instruments for this work,                                               package. I also had the unique opportu-         and I am fortunate to have access to the                                               nity to work at the ALMA Test Facility          VLT to further my science.                                               in New Mexico on testing of the ALMA                                               protot ype antennas.                         I am a VLT user, and, at the same time, I                                                                                             am a VLT astronomer. I am one of the                                               ESO offers an incredibly stimulating sci-     relatively few Garching fellows who are                                               entific atmosphere with many seminars          brave enough to take up functional duties                                               and lively discussions at morning coffee.      on Paranal and I have spent quite a bit                                               The diversity of research carried out by       of time on the mountain. Paranal is an                                               ESO researchers is something that will be      amazing place in many respects — beau-                                               hard to match anywhere else. I will be         tiful sunsets with the green flash, an                                               sad to leave Garching behind, but I am         amazing night sky, world-leading tele-                                               excited about moving on to the next            scopes, hard-working people, scary                                               chapter of my career. I will join the Max-     earthquakes, incredibly sweet desserts                                               Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie            at the cafeteria, etc., etc.. It is great ex-                                               in Bonn as a staff member — back to a         perience for me to operate the VLT for so                                               research institute where radio astronomy       many nights.Silvia Leurini                                 is not an exception!                                                                                             Later this year, I will go back to TokyoI studied physics at the Universita’ di                                                      to take a small step forward in my career.Cagliari, in sunny Sardinia, where I was       Masayuki Tanaka                               I am very excited to move on to theraised, but I was soon fascinated by                                                         next chapter in my life. But it will be sadastronomy, probably because I found it,        I did my undergraduate studies at the         to leave the Biergartens behind, butand still do, the most romantic and philo-     Tohoku University, which is in the north-     my friend told me that there is an Okto-sophical branch of physics.                    ern part of the main island of Japan.         berfest in Tokyo. I shall wear Lederhosen                                               After that, I moved to the University of      and say “Prost” in Tokyo!I then moved to Bonn, where I obtained         Tokyo to start my PhD there. My thesismy PhD under the supervision of Karl           research focused on observations ofMenten at the Max-Planck-Institut für          distant galaxy clusters using the SubaruRadioastronomie. During this period I           8.2-metre telescope. After receiving mystarted working on massive star forma-          PhD, I moved to Germany and started mytion, mostly through spectroscopic ob-          first postdoc at ESO.servations at millimetre wavelengths.Thanks to this, I gathered extensive ob-       This is the first time I have worked atservational experience and visited beau       an international institute. I am quite im-tiful countries with millimetre-wavelength     pressed by the wide range of sciencetelescopes, such as Spain, Hawaii and          covered at ESO and the neighbouringAustralia. I finished my PhD at the end of     institutes, and I find ESO a very stimulat-2004, when the APEX project was in             ing environment. It is great to have soits final commissioning phase. Therefore I     many seminars and visitors every week indecided to stay in Bonn as a postdoc           Garching. Soon after arriving at ESO, Iand took part in the APEX project. I was       started new collaborations with people atso fascinated by the Atacama desert and        ESO and the local institutes.by the challenge of working at 5000 maltitude to observe at high frequency, thatin 2006 I decided to stay in Germany,despite the weather, and took up a fel-lowship at ESO in Garching in order to bedirectly involved in the next project in theAtacama, ALMA.
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Announcement of the ESO Workshop

Galaxy Clusters in the Early Universe

9 –12 November 2009, Pucón, Chile
Galaxy clusters at high redshifts provide       1. Cluster evolution over a Hubble Time         de Chile), Gabriella De Lucia (Osservato-important constraints on cosmological           2. Numerical simulations and semi-ana-         rio Astronomico di Trieste), Michelleparameters, such as the dark energy                 lytical models of cluster formation and     Doherty (ESO), Alastair Edge (Universityequation of state, the amplitude of the             evolution                                   of Durham), Gus Evrard (University ofpower spectrum of primordial density            3. Techniques for finding clusters at early    Michigan), Percy Gomez (Gemini Observ-fluctuations from which structure on all            epochs                                      atory), Marc Huertas (ESO), Leopoldoscales arose, and the amount of dark            4. Multi-wavelength views of clusters and      Infante (Pontificia Universidad Católica dematter in the Universe. Moreover, high-             their constituents                          Chile), Tadayukiu Kodama (Nationalredshift clusters also serve as unique          5. High-z clusters as cosmological             Astronomical Observatory of Japan),laboratories for studying environmental            probes                                      Chris Lidman (Oskar Klein Centre, Stock- influences on galaxy formation and evolu-                                                      holm), Simona Mei (Observatoire de tion in the early Universe. Consequently,      The conference will be held in Pucón, a         Paris-Meudon), George Miley (Leiden the search for distant galaxy clusters         picturesque town in the Lakes region of         University), Emanuela Pompei (ESO), is a very active field at present, with the    Southern Chile. Pucón is situated on            Kathy Romer (University of Sussex), Piero number of known high-redshift clusters         the shore of Lago Villarrica, within sight of   Rosati (ESO), Ricardo Schiavon (Gemini or proto-clusters increasing rapidly.          the volcano of the same name. Numer-            Observatory), Alice Shapley (University of                                                ous national parks, glaciers, rivers, lakes     California, Los Angeles), Adam StanfordThe goal of the four-day workshop is to         and mineral springs are all close by.           (University of California, Davis and IGPP)bring together theoreticians and observa-                                                       and Michael West (ESO).tional astronomers working at different         The deadline for registration and abstractwavelengths to summarise the current            submission is 30 September 2009.                More information is available at the con-state of knowledge of galaxy clusters at                                                        ference website http://www.eso.org/sci/redshifts z > 1. Among the topics that will     Scientific Organising Committee: Felipe         meetings/GCEU2009/.be discussed are:                               Barrientos (Pontificia Universidad Católica

Announcement of the ESO Workshop

The Origin and Fate of the Sun: Evolution of Solar-mass Stars
Observed with High Angular Resolution2–5 March 2010, Garching, GermanyThe goal of the workshop is to review           sions will centre on what new results for       experts and non-interferometrists alikerecent results on solar-mass stars ob-          one stage of stellar evolution imply for the    are welcome to attend the workshop,tained with infrared and millimetre inter-      next stage. One of the aims is to bring         bringing together different perspectives.ferometers, and to discuss their impor-         interferometric results into the context oftance for our understanding of stellar          our knowledge based on other obser             More details can be found at http://www.evolution from star formation to stellar        vational techniques, and with theory. The       eso.org/sci/meetings/stars2010/.end products. The workshop will concen-         workshop will also include prospectstrate on the mass range from approxi-           for second generation instruments at themately 0.5 to 2 solar masses and discus-        VLTI and with ALMA. Interferometry
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Astronomical NewsESO and EDP Sciences Sign New Contract for Astronomy and Astrophysics

A new contract for the publication of the                                                                                         Tim de Zeeuw, ESO
                                                                                                                                  Director General, (left) isscientific journal Astronomy and Astro-                                                                                                                                  shown signing the con-physics (A&A) was signed on 29 May                                                                                                tract for A&A publication2009 with EDP Sciences (EDPS) by Tim                                                                                              in the presence of, fromde Zeeuw, ESO Director General, and                                                                                               left to right, Jean-Marc                                                                                                                                  Quilbé, Managing Direc-Jean-Marc Quilbé, Managing Director of                                                                                                                                  tor of EDP Sciences,EDPS, at ESO Headquarters. “It is a great                                                                                         Georges Meynet, Chair-pleasure for the Board to announce                                                                                                man of the Boardthat the contract for the production of                                                                                           of Directors of A&A and                                                                                                                                  Klaas de Boer, Vice-A&A from January 2010 has been signed                                                                                                                                  Chairman of the Boardat ESO with EDP Sciences. Thus, for                                                                                               of Directors of A&A.a renewed period, EDPS will continue asthe publisher of A&A,” said GeorgesMeynet, Chairman of the Board of Direc- tors of A&A. The Board is in charge of managing the journal. It consists of repre- sentatives of A&A’s 23 member countries plus ESO, which has handled the legal matters of A&A since the journal was established in 1969.                                                     sure that we have the best available pub-            omy, which is an important vehicle for“Astronomy & Astrophysics is owned by                lisher for the journal,” said Tim de Zeeuw.          the dissemination and archiving of highand operated for the astronomical com-               “EDPS is excited to be continuing as the             quality science results,” said Jean-Marcmunity, and it is important that we make             publisher of this major journal of astron-           Quilbé.Personnel Movements

Arrivals (1 July– 30 September 2009)                                        Departures (1 July– 30 September 2009)
Europe                                                                      EuropeBhatia, Ravinder (GB) 	                System Engineer                      Böcker, Michael (D) 	                    Safety EngineerBramich, Daniel (GB) 	                 Astronomer                           Castro, Sandra Maria (BR) 	              Software EngineerCorreia, Joana (P) 	                   Certified Accountant                 Chen, Kuan Chung (TW) 	                  Unpaid AssociateDe Silva, Malcolm (GB) 	               Contract Officer                     Chereau, Fabien (F) 	                    Software EngineerGerlin, Francesca (I) 	                Student                              Christensen, Lise Bech (DK) 	            FellowGonzalez, Oscar (RCH) 	                Student                              Dietrich, Jörg (D) 	                     FellowHumphreys, Elizabeth (GB) 	            ARC Astronomer                       Eder, Brigitta (A) 	                     StudentIves, Derek (GB) 	                     Engineer                             Galametz, Audrey (F) 	                   StudentKotamäki, Miikka (FIN) 	               Mechanical Engineer                  Jaffe Ribbi, Yara Lorena (VE) 	          StudentMontironi, Katia (I) 	                 Administrative Assistant             James, Gaël (F) 	                        FellowOliveras, Ester (E) 	                  Accountant                           Kammermaier, Katharina (D) 	             HR OfficerRino, Bruno (P) 	                      Software Engineer                    Leurini, Silvia (I) 	                    FellowSchleicher, Dominik (D) 	              Fellow                               Monnet, Guy (F) 	                        Senior AstronomerTischer, Helmut (D) 	                  Software Engineer                    Stanke, Thomas (D) 	                     FellowVan Der Swaelmen, Mathieu (F) 	        Student                              Ventimiglia-Werner, Giulia (I) 	         StudentYoung, Peter (AUS) 	                   Software Engineer                    Zheng, Zheng (CN) 	                      Student
Chile                                                                       ChileAcuña, Margarita (RCH)	                Administrative Assistant             Cortes, Jose Ignacio (RCH) 	             Telescope Instruments OperatorDi Cesare, Maria Alejandra (RA)	       Operations Astronomer                Miranda, Jorge (RCH) 	                   Telescope Instruments OperatorEmmerich, Alejandra (RCH)	             Secretary                            Molina, Faviola (VE) 	                   Operations AstronomerGirard, Julien H. V. (F)	              Operations Astronomer                Molina, Juan (RCH) 	                     DriverPatru, Fabien (F)	                     Fellow                               Saldias, Antonio (RCH) 	                 Safety OfficerSánchez-Janssen, Rubén (E)	            FellowSiringo, Giorgio (I)	                  Operations AstronomerSnow, William (USA)	                   System EngineerWagg, Jeffrey (CDN)	                   Fellow
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ESO, the European Southern Observa-             Contentstory, is the foremost intergovernmentalastronomy organisation in Europe. It            The Organisationis supported by 14 countries: Austria,          S. Schindler – Astronomy in Austria	                                             2Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark,France, Finland, Germany, Italy, the            Telescopes and InstrumentationNetherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,           M. Kasper et al. – Direct Imaging of Exoplanets and Brown DwarfsSwitzerland and the United Kingdom.             	 with the VLT: NACO Pupil-stabilised Lyot Coronagraphy at 4 µm	                 8ESO’s programme is focused on the               S. Hippler et al. – The AstraLux Sur Lucky Imaging Instrument at the NTT	       14design, construction and operation of           P. Martinez et al. – Halftoning for High-contrast Imaging: Developments forpowerful ground-based observing                 	 the SPHERE and EPICS Instruments	                                             18facilities. ESO operates three observa- tories in Chile: at La Silla, at Paranal,      Astronomical Science site of the Very Large Telescope, and at       J.-B. Le Bouquin et al. – First Images from the VLT Interferometer	             25 Llano de Chajnantor. ESO is the Euro-          J. Sulentic et al. – Constraining Quasar Structural Evolution with VLT/ISAAC	   30 pean partner in the Atacama Large Mil-         B. Ziegler et al. – Velocity Fields of Distant Galaxies with FORS2	             34 limeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)             A. Renzini, E. Daddi – Wandering in the Redshift Desert	                        41 under construction at Chajnantor. Cur- rently ESO is engaged in the design of         Astronomical News the 42-metre European Extremely Large          M. Böcker et al. – Health, Safety and Performance in High Altitude Telescope.                                     	 Observatories: A Sustainable Approach	                                        47                                                L. Verdes-Montenegro – Report on the Workshop “Impact of ALMA onThe Messenger is published, in hard-            	 Spanish Extragalactic Astronomy”	                                             50copy and electronic form, four times a          I. Hook et al. – Report on the ESO Workshop “E-ELT Design Referenceyear: in March, June, September and             	 Mission and Science Plan”	                                                    51December. ESO produces and distrib-             M. Arnaboldi, S. D’Odorico – Report on the ESO Workshop “Imaging atutes a wide variety of media connected         	 the E-ELT”	                                                                   52to its activities. For further information,     L. L. Christensen – ESO at the XXVIIth IAU General Assembly	                    55including postal subscription to The            E. Emsellem et al. – Report on the 2009 ESO Fellows Symposium	                  56Messenger, contact the ESO education            M. West – Report on the 2009 Joint Observatories Science Retreat in Chile	      57and Public Outreach Department at the           N. Delmotte – News from the ESO Science Archive Facility	                       58following address:                              Corrigendum	                                                                    58                                                Fellows at ESO – S. Leurini, M. Tanaka	                                         59ESO Headquarters                                Announcement of the ESO Workshop “Galaxy Clusters in the Early Universe”	       60Karl-Schwarzschild-Straße 2                     Announcement of the ESO Workshop “The Origin and Fate of the Sun:85748 Garching bei München                      	 Evolution of Solar-mass Stars Observed with High Angular Resolution”	         60Germany                                         ESO Fellowship Programme 2009/2010	                                             61Phone +49 89 320 06-0                           ESO ALMA Fellowship Programme 2009/2010	                                        62Fax +49 89 320 23 62                            ESO and EDP Sciences Sign New Contract for Astronomy and Astrophysics	          63information@eso.org                             Personnel Movements	                                                            63www.eso.orgThe Messenger:Editor: Jeremy R. WalshDesign, Layout, Typesetting:Jutta Boxheimerwww.eso.org/messenger/

Printed by Peschke Druck                                                                    Front Cover: The edge-on spiral galaxy
Schatzbogen 35, 81805 München                                                               NGC 3190 (Hubble type Sa at a dis-Germany                                                                                     tance of 22 Mpc) is shown in a VLT                                                                                            FORS1 colour composite formed fromUnless otherwise indicated, all images                                                      images in B, V, R and I filters. Thisin The Messenger are courtesy of ESO,                                                      galaxy had two supernovae in 2002,except authored contributions which                                                         SN2002bo (an unusual Type 1a) andare courtesy of the respective authors.                                                     SN 2002cv (a heavily dust-obscured but                                                                                            otherwise normal Type 1a supernova).© ESO 2009                                                                                  See ESO Press Photo 17/06 for moreISSN 0722-6691                                                                              details.
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